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PREFACE 
This is the last of three final reports on a program which was initiated early 
in 1965 under Contract NAS 5-9635 to furnish particle detection equipment (hardware) 
for flight on the ATS-1 (ATS-B) and ATS-2 (ATS-A) satellites, and to provide for the 
reduction, analysis, and reporting of data acquired by the equipment after being 
launched into space aboard the satellites. This report covers the results of work 
on the reduction and analysis of ATS-1 particle data. The other two final reports 
dated May 1, 1969 and August 1, 1969 provided a full description of the particle 
detection equipment for ATS -1 and ATS -2 respectively. 
The above equipment formed a part of the environmental measurements ex­
periment (EME) package flown on each of the satellites and provided unique, ef­
fective, and highly reliable scientific research experiments for the purpose of in­
vestigating the energy spectrum and flux of electrons, protons, and alpha particles 
in the earth's magnetosphere. The equipment for ATS-2 also included a VLF 
electromangetic wave experiment to analyze the power spectrum and determine the 
average power propagated through the magnetosphere in the whistler mode in 128 
narrow-frequency bands between 5 and 300 kHz. 
The Bell Laboratories equipment was successfully launched on ATS-1 on 
December 6, 1966, and has continued to acquire useful data to the present time. 
However, during most of 1969 and recent months of 1970 the acquisition of all EME 
data from the satellite has been on a reduced duty-cycle schedule. Most of the 
reduction and analysis work on the ATS-1 particle data, under the above contract 
and represented by this report, was performed concurrently with related non­
contract work sponsored by the Bell System in connection with an overall research 
and development program that is devoted primarily to communications and elec­
tronics. Since these programs were mutually beneficial, this report reflects a 
merging of results from both so as to better elucidate and convey an understanding 
of the geophysical environment. 
ATS-2, launched April 6, 1967, failed to achieve both its intended circular 
orbit and its intended gravity-gradient orientation, and it subsequently tumbled in 
an elliptical orbit. This failure of the mission led to a discontinuation of ATS-2 
data acquisition by NASA/GSFC on October 22, 1967. The tumbling of ATS-2 in 
its elliptical orbit made it so difficult and costly to recover significant information 
iii 
from the Bell Laboratories data that all work on the data analyses was finally 
stopped with no satisfactory reportable results having been obtained. 
It is expected that analysis work on the ATS-1 data will continue indefinitely 
under Bell System sponsorship. It is fully intended to share future results of 
scientific importance stemming from this work with the scientific community at 
large. 
Each of the chapters herein is a complete presentation in itself including 
conclusions, references, and acknowledgements as appropriate. In keeping with 
the original intent of NASA in sponsoring the program, much of the material which 
follows has already been disseminated to the scientific community through articles 
in technical publications and/or oral presentations. 
iv 
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CALIBRATION OF A SEMICONDUCTOR DETECTOR TELESCOPE
 
FOR SPACE EXPERIMENTS
 
L. J. Lanzerotti 
ABSTRACT 
A description of the procedures and results of the electron and proton calibrations 
of two identical satellite experiments is reported. The experiments each consisted 
6f-a six-element solid-state detector telescope and electronics, designed to investi­
gate the particle-flux and population in the. earth's magnetosphere. 
PRCEDING, PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED. 
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CALIBRATION OF A SEMICONDUCTOR DETECTOR TELESCOPE
 
FOR SPACE EXPERIMENTS
 
L. J. Lanzerotti 
INTRODUCTION 
Bell Telephone Laboratories designed and constructed a six-element solid­
state detector telescope and the associated electronics for experiments that were 
flown on the NASA ATS-1 and ATS-2 satellites. The purpose of the experiments was 
to investigate the energy spectrum and flux of electrons, protons, and alpha parti­
cles in the earth's magnetosphere. The two experiments had identical detectors and 
electronics. The ATS-1 experiment was flown in a geostationary orbit on a spin­
stabilized satellite to study the charged particle population beyond the maximum in 
the outer Van Allen radiation belt; the ATS-2 experiment was to have been flown on 
a gravity-gradient stabilized vehicle in a circular orbit at about three earth radii, 
between the two electron radiation belts. (A malfunction during launch produced an 
elliptical orbit with a 3 -RE apogee for the ATS-2 satellite.) The complexity of 'he 
experiments and the detector telescopes necessitated comprehensive calibrations of 
the experiment during the experimental development stages and after the final flight 
models were assembled. This chapter describes the experimental setups used to 
conduct the calibrations and presents the calibration data obtained for the detection 
efficiencies of the different particle modes. This calibration data is necessary for 
interpreting the data obtained from the experiments in orbit. 
DESCRIPTION OF THE SATELLITE EXPERIMENT 
The detector telescope flown on both ATS-1 and ATS-2 was axially symmetric 
(aprrt from the first detector) and a cutaway detailed view is shown in Figure 1, 
along with the detector thicknesses and exposed active areas. The first three detec­
tors were totally depleted, n-on-p diffused silicon diodes.I* The last detectors were 
*References are listed at the end of this chapter. 
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Figure 1. Six-Element Solid-State Detector Telescope 
on ATS-1 and ATS-2 
lithium-drifted silicon detectors, vacuum encapsulated in a windowless package. 
These detectors and their properties have been described previously.2 The first 
silicon disc in the encapsulated detector package was cut with two concentric grooves 
on the lithium-drifted face, forming two separate detector areas. The center region 
formed the main coincidence element in the telescope and the annular region between 
the two grooves was used as an anticoincidence detector. The second lithium-drifted 
silicon disc had a single groove which defined a centered circular active area. 
The detector stack was preceded by a defining collimator of 200 half angle, 
which gave an effective geometrical solid angle of 0. 37 sterad. Titanium and nickel 
foils in front of the first detector served as light shields and primarily determined 
the lower limits on the heavy particle energies that could be observed. The. detector 
stack and collimator were housed in an aluminum shielding block to stop high energy 
particles incident from the rear or sides of the telescope. 
The electronics of the experiment, constructed from hybrid tantalum thin-film 
microdircuit modules, were described previously3 and the block diagram is shown 
in Figure 2. During each satellite telemetry sequence (5.12 see), the electronics 
established a particular set of coincidence and pulse-height discrimination 
4 
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7 
Figure 2. Block Diagram of the BTL Particle 
Experiment for ATS-i and ATS-2 
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requirements among the pulses from the various detectors. If a particle event sat­
isfying these conditions occurred during a 3.90-sec counting interval within the se­
quence period, the pulse heights from the detectors in coincidence were summed and 
analyzed in a five-channel pulse-height analyzer. The digital data from the analyzer 
was read out at the end of each counting interval. Unambiguous particle identifica­
tion was obtained by using the coincidence requirements and energy-threshold re­
quirements of both the individual detectors and of .the individual channels of the five­
channel analyzer. 
The electronic levels of the pulse -height analyzer were set so that in those 
modes that count both protons and alpha particles (with the exception of A mode), 
there would be at least one channel separation between the proton and alpha counts. 
Table 1 lists the different modes of the experiment, the detector coincidence require­
ments in each mode, and the approximate particle energies analyzed in that mode. 
Table 1, 
MODES OF THE EXPERIMENT 
Mode 
Coincidence 
requirements 
Energy 
requirements 
(MeV) 
Particle and 
energy range 
(MeV) 
A 12 E1 > 0.39 0.63 < p < 1.75 
2.1 < a < 3.3 
B 123 El > 0.39 
E > 0.28 
1.75 < p < 3.0 
3.3 < a < 12 
C 2346 E 2 > 0.28 
E3>0.39 
3.0 < p < 4.76 
12<e<19 
D 345-6 E3"> 0.39 
E 4 >0.3 
4.76 < p < 15.0 
19<a<60 
E 2456 E 4 > 0.3 
Es>0.39 
15.0 < p < 22 
60<a<90 
F 3456 E 4 > 1.2 
E5 > 3.0 
22 < p < 1OO 
G 456 0.3 < E4 < 1.2 
Es > 0.39 
1 < e 
H 3456 E4 > 0.3 e < 1 
I 2,3,4,5,6 singles 
Using a value of 2.35 for'the'density of silicon, the range-energy data for pro­
tons in aluminum4' was converted to the range energy for protons in silicon. This 
data, together with the detector thickhesses shown in Figure 1, make it possible to 
compute the theoretical energy loss versus incident energy curves for the elements 
of the telescope. Such a plot is shown in Figure 3. Also shown in this figure are the 
electronic coincidence threshord levers as set for each detector. These curves, to­
gether with the detector areas, determine quite well the efficiencies for protons in 
each mode for an ideal telescope with ideal electronics. To evaluate the actual case, 
withits various deviations from ideal, the, efficiencies have been'determined with 
protons from accelerators. This waszparticularly important during the development 
stages of the experiment. In the final flight models the theoretical values were quite 
:good approximations to the experimentally measured energy limits and efficiencies. 
Because of the properties of the electron' energy-loss mechanisms, a well de­
fined energy loss for electrons does not exist. The theoretical predictions of the 
electron efficiencies of a telescope such as that described here is much more 
DETECTOR
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a4 
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I-t 
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, 1 0 10, 
Ep, Mev 
The horizontal dash on each curve indicates the 
coincidence-discriminator threshold setting for each 
detector. 
Figure 3. Energy Loss Versus Energy for Protons in 
the Six-Element Detector Telescope Shown in Figure 1 
8 
complicated than the predictions for heavier particles. As a consequence the exper­
imental determination of the efficiencies of the telescope for electrons was essential. 
EXPERIMENTAL CALIBRATION SETUPS 
The proton source used in the calibrations of the experiments was the Rutgers-
Bell tandem Van de Graaff accelerator, with a peak proton energy of 16 MeV. A 
sketch of the beam line used for the calibrations is shown in Figure 4a. After being 
accelerated to the desired energy, the proton beam was momentum-analyzed by a 
90' bending magnet and then deflected, focused, and collimated down a'beam pipe 
situated at 450 to the analyzed beam. The beam impinged upon a 1.9-cm square 
gold foil and was scattered and collimated at 200 down a beam pipe, at the end of 
which was a large vacuum chamber that contained the satellite experiment. The 
beam size at the entrance to the detector telescope in the vacuum chamber was 
about 7 cm in diameter. The scattering foil holder was constructed such that a 
maximum of six different foil thicknesses could be held simultaneously and rotated 
individually into the beam without breaking the vacuum of the beam transport system. 
In addition, the foils were constructed with 0.61-cm-diameter centered holes so that 
a non-degenerated beam was available to a downstream nuclear-physics experiment 
which was run simultaneously. The 20' scattered beam was monitored by a 
TELSTAR solid-state detector 5 situated about three-fourths of the way from the 
-MOMENTUM ANALYZED PROTON 
D F O I 
-,-GOL SCATTERING L 
ELECTRON BEAM 
LCAROON.LINEO 
DUMP TUBE 
Ib) 
Figure 4. Accelerator Setups used in the ATS Experiments Calibration: a) 
Proton Beam; b) Electron Beam 
9 
foil to the experiment being calibrated. The different scattering foil thicknesses 
ranged from 0.9 mg/cm 2 to 15 mg/cm2 andwere used both for regulating the scat­
tered beam counting rate (generally when calibrating in a parasitic capacity with 
the nuclear-physics experiment) and for degrading the energy of the scattered beam 
by a small amount. 
Two vacuum chambers were used for holding the satellite experiment. One 
smaller 30.5 cm diameter chamber held the experiment such that the particle 
beam was incident perpendicular to the detector telescope. The larger 40.5 cm 
diameter chamber was constructed so the experiment could be rotated in two mutu­
ally perpendicular directions about the detector telescope. In this way an experi­
mental determination of the angular acceptance of the detector telescope was ob­
tained. These chambers were available for use in both the electron and proton 
calibrations. 
The Bell 1-MeV electron Van de Graaff and the MIT 3-MeV electron Van de 
Graaff were used as the sources for most of the electron calibrations. A sketch of 
the electron beam layout is shown in Figure 4b. The electron beam from either 
Van de Graaff passed through the exit window of the Van de Graaff and into a carbon­
lined brass dump tube. The electron beam was incident on a 12.25 mg/cm2 gold foil 
placed at 450 to the beam. The portion of the beam scattered at 90' was collimated 
down a beam pipe to a 7-cm diameter spot. The dump tube, beam pipe, and chamber 
were differentially pumped to a fore-pump pressure with respect to the Van de 
Graaff vacuum. The current out of the dump tube was used as the beam monitor 
and was scaled using a Dymec voltage-to-frequency converter. 
In all of the calibration runs, the power and logic controls to the experiment 
were supplied by specially constructed experimental ground-support equipment. The 
ground-support equipment was situated in the various Van de Graaff control rooms 
and connected to the experiments via long-run cabling. 
In the proton calibrations, the digital data from the five-channel analyzer, 
along with the time and beam monitor counts, were scaled using RIDL scalers lo­
cated in the Van de Graaff control room. A set of eight specially constructed six­
digit scalers was used to scale the five-channel analyzer, time, and dump tube fre­
quency in the electron calibrations. 
In addition, at various times in the calibration runs, other parameters of the 
experiment were monitored using the output of a 37-pin test connector which was 
an integral part of the experiment.3 These parameters consisted at various times 
of the coincidence counting rate, the individual detector rates, and the individual 
detector pulse shapes and sizes, as wellas the appropriate mode sum of individual 
pulses. During the development phases of the experiment, it was these latter signals 
10
 
which were of most interest in order to determine the detector and circuit response 
to different energies and species of particles. The pulses were analyzed on a 256­
or 400-channel pulse-height analyzer in the control rooms and the pulse shapes and 
magnitudes compared with the expected values. 
The data gathering procedure for calibrating with both electrons and protons 
was very similar. For each energy setting of the appropriate Van de Graaff, the 
counting rates in each channel of the five-channel analyzer were recorded for a 
fixed monitor count for each mode of the experiment. Additionally, an external. 
pulse height spectrum of the various detectors might be taken. Small steps in accel­
erator energy-were taken and different foil thicknesses were used near the transition 
energies between modes and between channels of the five-channel analyzer in order 
to map the changes in mode and channel efficiencies. 
In the case of the electron calibrations, it was necessary to know the number 
of electrons incident on the front titanium foil in order to deterine the absolute 
efficiency of the electron mode to detect the incident electrons. The numbers of 
these electrons was determined by using a 2-mm-thick lithium-drifted silicon de­
tector placed in the experimental electronics with no thin detectors or foils ahead 
of it. The number of electrons-per-unit dump-tube current observed in this detector 
at each energy had to be corrected for back scattering because of the finite energy 
threshold in the electronics observing the pulses from the-2-mm detector. The 
back scattering correction was performed using a back scattering ratio (Nb/Ninc) 
of 0.3 for silicon.6'7 Due to the fixed coincidence energy threshold for each detector, 
the corrections to the data ranged from approximately 1%at the highest energy to 
about 25% at an energy of 300 keV. 
PROTON EFFICIENCY RESULTS 
It is convenient to express the experimental proton mode efficiencies with re­
spect to the total proton flux incident on a detector of area equal to the area.of the 
second thin detector (Figure 1). With this reference, the "geometrical efficiency" 
of C mode becomes one. Using the detector areas in Figure 1 and the mode. chart 
in Table 1, a value of 0.3 for the geometrical efficiency of A and B modes and a 
value of 0.4 for D, E, and F modes is obtained. 
The experimental proton efficiency .results for the individual channels of 
modes A through E are shown in Figure 5. Both the experimentally determined 
results for those modes measured and the geometrical. efficiency for those modes 
not measured are shown in the figure. It is evident from this figure that the theo­
retical geometrical efficiencies approximate the experimental data to a few percent, 
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Figure 5. Experimental Proton Efficiency Results 
for the Proton Modes of the ATS Experiments 
with the exception of the high-energy tail on C mode. The high-energy tail above 
about 4.8 MeV in C mode is due to the fact that the anticoincidence detector, detec­
tor 6, does not cover the entire area of' detector 3; hence protons greater than 4.8 
MeV that pass through the outer edge of detectors 2 and 3 do not cause an anti­
coincidence pulse and are counted as a C mode event. This tail on the C mode effi­
ciency must be taken into accoufnt when analyzing the data from the orbiting space­
craft. The ratio of the size of this "dead" area of the first lithium detector to the 
area of detector 2 is 0.177 and is seen to be the value of the C mode tail efficiency. 
As stated before, the actual pulses produced by the detectors and electronics 
were monitored during the calibration runs. As an example, an external pulse height 
spectrum for 9 MeV protons in D mode is shown in Figure 6. This is the pulse­
height spectrum of amplifier A23, shown in Figure 2. Because of the difference in 
areas of detectors 3 and 4, the spectrum, the lower trace in Figure 6, consists of 
two separate peaks, the smaller of which is the pulse height out of detector 3 alone 
and the larger of which is the sum of the pulses in detectors 3 and 4. If this pulse­
height spectrum into the external analyzer is gated by the coincidence signal for D 
mode, which requires detectors 3 and 4 in coincidence and detectors 5 and 6 in anti­
coincidence, then the actual pulse as analyzed in the experimental five-chhnnel 
analyzer is obtained. This is shown in the upper trace of Figure 6. 
An external pulse-height spectrum for 4-MeV protons with the experiment in 
B mode is shown in Figure 7. This spectrum consists of two peaks: the lower 
energy peak is from detector 2; the higher energy peak is the sum of detectors 1 
12 
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The lower trace is the pulse-height spec­
trum from detector 3 alone and the sum of 
the output of detectors 3 and 4. The upper 
trace is the result of gating the analyzer on 
the D-mode coincidence pulse which requires 
detectors 3 and 4 in coincidence. 
Figure 6. External Pulse-Height Spectrum 
of the Response of the ATS Detector Tele­
scope and Electronics to 9-MeV Protons in 
D Mode 
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and 2. The individual spectra out of detectors 1 and 2 for 4-MeV protons are 
shown in Figure 8. 
From Figure 5, it can be seen that 4-MeV protons count in mode C rather 
than mode B. Indeed, gating the external analyzer on the B-mode coincidence pulses 
gives no output, since there are no coincidences in B mode at 4-MeV; that is, all 
the protons are penetrating detector 2 and stopping in detector 3. 
ELECTRON EFFICIENCY RESULTS 
Unlike the proton energy loss and range, which permit straightforward cal­
culation of detector efficiencies, the electron efficiencies are complicated by the 
straggling in the electron energy-loss process, by the backscattering of electrons 
from the foils and detectors and by the scattering of a "good" event out of the ex­
perimental electron mode into the anti-coincidence ring. Hence the efficiency curves 
for the individual channels within the electron modes are not sharp, square functions 
as are the proton curves, but can be described qualitatively as rising rather rapidly 
to their peak values and then having a long tail. 
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a) Amplifier A2 response from detector 1;b) Amplifier A5 response from detector 2. 
Figure 8. External Pulse-Height Spectra Showing
the Response of the ATS Detector Telescope and 
Electronics to 4-MeV Protons 
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Two pulse-height spectra of the output of amplifier A23 (Figure 2) for monoen­
ergetic electrons in H mode (Table 1) are shown in Figure 9. The spectrum at 0.75 
MeV shows a single total-energy peak. The width is due equally to detector noise 
and amplifier noise. The spectrum at 1.5 MeV is a spectrum with a total-energy 
peak and a transmission peak. At this energy the electrons are being counted pre­
dominately in G mode, which requires a coincidence of detectors 4 and 5. 
The experimentally determined electron-efficiency curves for seven of the 
electron channels in H and G modes (Table 1) are shown in Figure 10. These curves 
were subsequently digitized for computer data processing. The digitized curves 
were used in integrating theoretical electron spectra over the actual experimental 
efficiencies in order to obtain analytical expressions for the actual electron spectra 
observed by the experiment in space. 
The angular response of the detector telescope in H mode to 0.80-MeV elec­
trons is shown in Figure 11. This figure is a plot of the ratio of the sum of the five 
analyzer channels with the electron beam incident at an angle 0 to the sum of the 
five channels at 0'. The figure shows that there is an appreciable tail to the electron 
angular response due to detector geometry and electron scattering on the collimator 
and in the detectors. 
Large fluxes of low-energy (50-150 keV) electrons were observed on occa­
sion by the University of Minnesota experiment on the ATS-1 satellite.' Since 
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Figure 9. External Pulse-Height Spectra Showing 
the Response of the ATS Detector Telescope and 
Electronics to 0.75-MeV and 1.5-MeV Electrons 
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it appeared possilbe that these low-energy electrons could pile up in the first detec­
tor of the telescope and be counted as an A-mode, or proton, event, calibrations were 
performed to measure the A-mode pile-up. The ATS-1 and ATS-2 back-up experi­
ments were both calibratednsing 50-, 75-, and 100-keV electrons from an electron 
accelerator at Goddard Space Flight Center. A plot of the counting rate in the first 
channel of A mode (the channel where counts were primarily observed) versus the 
incident flux for each energy is shown in Figure 12. The calibration flux was chosen 
to approximately correspond to that observed in space on ATS-1.8 The slope of a 
straight line down through each set of data is approximately 3.5, independent of 
energy.
 
The high-incident flux combined with the 0.5-asec coincidence-resolving 
times does not allow the use of a cumulative Poisson distribution9 to predict the 
expected pile-up. The energy-independent slope of the data and the absolute values 
of Al suggest that the incident electron flux is so large that the output of detector 1 
appears as a very high noise level. Channel Al is thus counting the fluctuations in 
this noise level, resulting in the data shown in Figure 12. An electron of approxi­
mately 60 keV will penetrate the first detector. Hence, Figure 12 indicates that the 
energy losses from 75-keV and 100-keV electrons contribute in similar ways to the 
noise fluctuations and the Al rate. 
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Figure 12. Electron Pile-Up in the First
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Chapter 2
 
TEMPORAL VARIATIONS IN THE ELECTRON FLUX
 
AT SYNCHRONOUS ALTITUDES
 
L. J. Lanzerotti, C. S. Roberts, and W. L. Brown 
ABSTRACT 
A six-element solid-state detector telescope sensitive to electrons and heavier 
particles was flown on the synchronous orbit ATS-1 satellite. This chapter discusses 
the electron data from the experiment for the time period from day 351, 1966, through 
day 2, 1967. The electron data for electron energies ranging from about 0.4 to 2 MeV 
shows a diurnal effect in the intensity with a minimum near local midnight. The elec­
tron spectrum was generally softer on the night side. The magnitude of the diurnal 
effect was frequently a factor of 10 for 1.5-MeV electrons and appeared to increase 
with an increase in the magnetic index Kp. The diurnal effect in the electronflux is 
qualitatively explained by considering a distorted dipole model of the earth's mag­
netic field. On several occasions electron oscillations with 7-25-minute periods 
were observed in the data. From a simplified analysis of the oscillation periods as 
a function of electron energy we attribute the oscillations to the longitudinal drift of 
bunches of electrons. 
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TEMPORAL VARIATIONS IN THE ELECTRON FLUX
 
AT SYNCHRONOUS ALTITUDES
 
L. J. Lanzerotti, C. S. Roberts, and W. L. Brown 
INTRODUCTION 
The ATS-1 satellite, launched December 6, 1966 (day 340), and put into a 
synchronous orbit on December 7, 1966, was the first synchronous orbit satellite 
to carry radiation detectors. As such, it provided an excellent platform from which 
to observe both the large-scale and small-scale temporal variations in the trapped 
electrons and protons in the region beyond the maximum in the outer radiation belt 
and the magnetosphere boundary.' This chapter is devoted to a discussion of only the 
electron data from the experiment. 
Previous data on the electron environment at synchronous altitude has been ob­
tained from satellites that pass through this region in highly elliptical orbits ex­
tending beyond the magnetosphere. In addition, inferences about the snychronous 
altitude environment have been drawn from measurements made by low altitude 
satellites. A review of much of this previous data has been given in a report by 
Vette and Lucero.'* 
The electron data discussed in this chapter were acquired between day 351 
(December 17), 1966, and day 2, 1967. The data covers electrons ranging from 
approximately 0.4 to 2 MeV in energy. This period was not a completely quiet time 
geomagnetically, but there were no sudden commencement magnetic storms. As . 
such, it was a useful time period in which to investigate the temporal electron be­
havior under both quiet and moderately disturbed magnetic conditions. 
After a description.of the experiment, this chapter discusses the time history 
of the electron fluxes on an hour-by-hour basis from day 351, 1966, to day 2, 1967. A 
diurnal effect observed in the electron fluxes and the electron spectra is described. 
'*References are listed at the end of this chapter. 
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The correlation of the intensity of the diurnal effect with the intensity of the mag­
netic index K, is discussed in terms of a distorted dipole magnetosphere. This 
correlation is considered in finer detail for three separate days of -differing mag­
netic activity. The observation of oscillations in the electron fluxes is described. 
These oscillations have periods ranging from about 7 to 25 minutes and are a func­
tion of the electron energy. The oscillations are attributed to the longitudinal drift 
of bunches of electrons as they travel several times around the earth. 
ATS-1 EXPERIMENT 
During the time period from day 351, 1966, to day 2, 1967, the ATS-1 satellite 
was geostationary at a geocentric distance of 6.6 RE (earth radii) and at a longitude 
of 1500 west. It was spin stabilized at a spin rate of about 97 rpm with its spin axis 
approximately parallel to the earth's rotational axis. The satellite spin axis was 
thus roughly parallel to the local magnetic field. The Bell Laboratories particle ex­
periment looked out perpendicular to the satellite spin axis and measured particles 
with equatorial pitch angles greater than about 600. The counting time for one exper­
imental measurement corresponded to approximately six spin periods of the satellite. 
The instrument was a six-element solid-state detector telescope designed to 
investigate the energy spectrum and flux of electrons, protons, and alpha particles. 
The detector telescope was axially symmetric (apart from the first detector), and a 
cutaway detailed view is shown in Figure I of Chapter 1, along with the detector 
thicknesses and exposed active areas. The first three detectors were totally de­
pleted, n-on-p diffused silicon diodes (Madden and Gibson). 2 The last detectors were 
lithium-drifted silicon detectors that were vacuum-encapsulated in a windowless 
package. These detectors and their properties were described by Hayashi et al.3 The 
first silicon disk in the encapsulated detector package was cut with two concentric 
grooves on the lithium-drifted face, forming two separate detector areas. The center 
region was the main coincidence element in the telescope, and the annular region be­
tween the two grooves was used as an anticoincidence detector. The second lithium­
drifted silicon disk had a single groove that defined a centered circular active area. 
The detector stack was preceded by a defining collimator of 200 half-angle, 
which gave an effective geometrical solid angle of 0.37 ster. Titanium and nickel 
foils in front of the first detector served as light shields and primarily determined 
the lower limits on the heavy particle energies- that could be observed. The detector 
stack and collimator were housed in an aluminum shielding block that stopped high­
energy particles incident from the rear or sides of the telescope. 
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The electronics of the experiment, which were constructed from hybrid tanta­
lum thin-film microcircuit modules, have been reported previously (Curran et al.) 4 
During each satellite telemetry sequence -(5.12 seconds), a particular set of coinci­
dence and pulse height discrimination requirements were established by the electron­
ics among the pulses from the various detectors. When a particle event satisfying 
these conditions occurred during a 3.90-sec -counting interval within the sequence 
period, the pulse heights from the detectors in coincidence were summed and ana­
lyzed in a five-channel pulse height analyzer. . The digital data from the analyzer 
were read out at the end of each counting interval. Unambiguous particle identifica­
tion was obtained by using the coincidence requirements and energy threshold re­
quirements of both the individual detectors and of the individual channels of the five­
channel analyzer. 
The data discussed in this chapter were taken from the two electron modes of 
the experiment. The low-energy mode, Mode H, had a coincidence signature of 3 4 
5 6 (a count in detector 4, no count in detectors 3, 5, or 6) and detected electrons 
above about 0.4 MeV. The higher energy mode, Mode G, 4 5 6 (counts in detectors 
4 and 5, no count in detector 6; pulse height'in detector 4 greater than 0.3 MeV and 
less than 1.2 MeV) detected electrons above about 1.1 MeV. The five-channel pulse 
height analyzer provided additional energy information within each of these two 
modes. The experimental efficiency versus energy curves for seven channels of the 
electron modes are shown in Figure 10 of Chapter 1. Further details of the calibra­
tion procedures and results are discussed elsewhere.5 
DIURNAL VARIATIONS IN THE ELECTRON FLUXES 
Hourly electron fluxes: Day 351, 1966 to day 2, 1967. The counting rates for elec­
trons with energy Ee > 0.4 MeV (Mode H, channel 2) and Ee > 1.5 MeV (Mode G, 
channel 2) are plotted in Figure 13 as a function of universal time. The data points 
on this plot are the values of the counting rate at hourly intervals from day 351, 
1966, to day 2, 1967, for those periods during which data .were available. Also 
shown in the figure is the ratio of the electron fluxes above these two energies (the 
electron counting rates in the two channels divided by their average efficiencies) to 
provide an indication of the spectral index. At the bottom of the figure is the 3-hour 
averaged Kp for this time period along with the mean hourly values of the horizontal 
component of the magnetic field as recorded at ground stations at Honolulu (21.32°N, 
1580W) and College (64.870N, 147.83°W). The local time of the satellite can be ob­
tained by subtracting ten hours from the universal time. 
The plots of the electron counting rates and the spectral index in Figure 13 
show that there is a diurnal minimum in the electron flux on the night side of the 
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earth. The electron counting rate decreased from the day side value as the satellite 
moved into the dusk region and reached a minimum value near local midnight. The 
rate began to increase as the satellite moved into the dawn region and once again be­
came fairly constant on the day side. The night side decrease in the flux was larger 
for the high energy electrons, as reflected by the spectral index, which became larger 
as the satellite moved from local noon to local midnight. 
The local noon Ee > 0.4-MeV electron rates changed very little during this 
entire time interval compared with the local noon flux of higher energy electrons. 
The latter often changed substantially from one day to the next. This was also re­
flected by the spectral index, which shows that the daily diurnal effect was superim­
posed upon over-all vertical shifts in the index. 
A diurnal decrease of as much as an order of magnitude was frequently ob­
served in the electron rates for Ee > 1.5 MeV during this 18-day period. An earlier 
prediction of the magnitude of the diurnal effect was made by Frank6 using the data 
from his Explorer 14 experiment. He stated that a geostationary satellite shoud ob­
serve an average diurnal intensity variation of about 50 for Ee > 1.6 MeV. 
Correlation of the diurnal effect with magnetic activity. The Figure 13 plots 
of the electron rates and Kp indicate that during magnetically quiet days, when Kp 
was small (for example, day 365), the flux decrease from dusk to midnight and the 
flux increase from midnight to dawn were quite smooth and fairly symmetrical about 
local midnight. On more magnetically disturbed days when Kp was increasing or large 
(for example, days 358, 360, 361, and day 1), there were often large hour-to-hour 
changes in the electron spectra. 
On these more disturbed days, the day-side electron flux, particularly at the 
higher energies, often changed from one day to the next, quite unlike the reproduci­
bility that is characteristic of magnetically quiet times. On day 1 there was a large 
loss of higher energy electrons, while on days 360 and 361 there was a gain during 
the enhanced magnetic activity. The diurnal flux decrease may also fail to be sym­
metrical about local midnight on these magnetically disturbed days. 
The Honolulu hourly average horizontal magnetic field intensity plotted in 
Figure 13 shows a fairly regular diurnal effect during the entire time interval, ex­
cept for days 359, 360, and 361, when the magnetic activity appeared to be larger. 
The midnight magnetic bays observed at College were not noticeable on the days when 
Kp is low (day 353 and day 365), and were very large on the magnetically active Kp 
days. (Neither College nor Honolulu was among the 12 magnetic stations contributing 
to the Kp average. The average geomagnetic latitude of the 12 stations is 560, so it 
may be expected that the College magnetic data would more closely correlate with 
Kp.) 
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It appears from Figure 13 that the diurnal electron flux changes observed at 
a geocentric distance of 6.6 RE correlated more closely with the changes in 1% and 
the College magnetic field data than with the Honolulu data. For example, on day 
364, the College magnetic field had a decrease of the order of 2007 and the diurnal 
decrease in the higher energy electron flux was a factor of about 6. On day 365 
almost no diurnal effect was noticeable at College, and the ATS-I electrons with 
energy Ee > 1.5 MeV show a diurnal dip of only about 3. The Honolulu diurnal data 
for these two days show no significant difference. 
Preliminary data from the magnetometer -onATS-I indicated that the fine 
structure magnetic field changes observed at the satellite sometimes correlate very 
closely with the Honolulu data, while at other times the changes correlate more 
closely with College.1 
More details of the dependence of the electron counting rates on magnetic ac­
tivity are shown in Figure 14 for days 364 and 365, 1966, and day 1, 1967. The plotted 
points correspond to measurements at 10-minute intervals and are data from the 
same electron channels as in Figure 13. The 3-hour average Kp for each day is 
shown below the corresponding data. 
Day 365, Figure 14b, was a particularly quiet day magnetically with a KP sum 
of 6-. From the 10-minute data points it is seen that the night-side decrease in 
electron flux for Ee > 0.4 MeV is very small and that the flux for both electron 
energies is approximately symmetric around local midnight (1000 hours UT). There 
are small fluctuations in the electron rates, most noticeable in the rate for Ee > 1.5 
MeV, as the satellites passed from dusk to midnight to dawn. The relation between 
the fluctuations in the two energy channels appears to be different on the dusk and 
dawn sides. 
Day 364, Figure 14a, was a more active day geomagnetically, with a Kp sum 
of 11-. The decrease in the electron rates as the satellite passed into the night 
side are larger than on day 365. The diurnal decrease is approximately symmetri­
cal, but the night-side minimum occurred at about 11:00 P.M. local time rather than 
at local midnight. The smaller scale fluctuations in the counting rates were larger 
in general than on day 365. 
A strong example of the correlation of the diurnal variation with Kp is shown 
in Figure 14c, corresponding to day 1, 1967, UT. The Kp sum for this day was 24-. 
During the local dusk interval, K. ranged between 2- and 3, and the figure shows 
that the diurnal effect up to about local midnight was larger than on the other two 
previous days. The minimum in the electron rates occurred near 11:00 P.M. local 
time, on day 365. The rates began increasing again as the satellite went on toward 
1:00 A.M. local time. Kp continued to increase, and the electron rates dropped 
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suddenly by an order of magnitude or more at about local 1:20 A.M. The electron 
spectrum suffered large sudden changes several times over a period of several 
hours. As the satellite returned to the dawn and day side, the electron energy 
spectrum had changed from the previous day owing to the loss of the higher energy 
electrons. 
The diurnal effect in the electron counting rates can be qualitatively under­
stood by considering the distorted magnetic dipole field models of Mead, 819 Williams 
and Mead10 and by Roederer's calculations using the Williams-Mead field." These 
models indicate that an experiment at synchronous altitude will sample an electron 
population on a higher L shell at local midnight than at local noon. (The term L 
shell is used here to designate a longitudinal drift surface of an equatorially mir­
roring electron.) As the satellite moves from noon to dusk to midnight, it crosses 
higher and higher L shells, and the electron rate should drop accordingly, since in 
all cases the satellite is beyond the maximum in the outer electron belt. The diurnal 
effect observed in the spectral index indicated that the electron spectrum becomes 
softer at higher L shells. 
The distorted dipole model of the magnetic field seems to indicate that on 
magnetically quiet days the experiment always remains in the region of stable elec­
tron trapping. The distorted magnetic field, as observed at the equator, is approxi­
mately symmetrical about the earth-sun line. On the more magnetically disturbed 
days, this distorted magnetic field no longer is symmetrical about the earth-sun 
line but is approximately symmetrical about local 11:00 P.M. On a very disturbed 
day, such as day 1, 1967, the magnetic field seems to have been distorted to such 
an extent that on the night side the experiment was either at an L shell that is de­
fined by Roederer to be in a pseudo-trapping region or was on a field line that was 
drawn out into the magnetic tail. The asymmetry of the diurnal effect with respect 
to the earth-sun line during periods of enhanced magnetic activity may be due to 
the angle of the earth's magnetic dipole axis to the earth-sun line during this data 
period. A seasonal effect of this nature will be looked for in future 1967 data. 
The higher energy paticles that are lost on a magnetically active day may be 
lost into a pseudo-trapping region or into the magnetotail. They could also be lost 
owing to scattering by an electromagnetic process that is either initiated or inten­
sified by the stronger geomagnetic activity. 
The gain in the higher energy particle flux during a period of prolonged mag­
netic activity such as days 359-361 may be due to the trapping of electrons that 
were accelerated in the magnetotail. The flux of electrons observed at local noon 
during days 359-361 increased gradually over the 3-day period, suggesting that the 
trapping process may have been in operation for the entire period. 
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The change in magnitude of the diurnal effect on less magnetically disturbed 
days (days 364 and 365, 1966) appears to be due to an adiabatic effect, perhaps 
caused by differing amounts of compression of the magnetosphere. This change 
in magnetosphere compression could be caused by changes in the solar wind para­
meters. An experiment on Mariner 2 by Snyder et al.,12 showed that the velocity 
of the solar wind plasma is strongly correlated with the magnitude of K9 . Hence, 
from the diurnal electron data, a simplified model indicates that on magnetically 
quiet days, as defined by small Kp sums (< 12), the diurnal effect observed at syn­
chronous altitude is adiabatic with a night-side flux decrease dependent upon the 
rate and magnitude of compression of the earth's distorted magnetic field. 
Electron spectra. The integral electron spectra from four representative 
hours during the time period discussed here are shown in Figure 15. The spectra 
are labeled A-D and correspond to the time periods labeled in like manner on the 
spectral index plot of Figure 13. Electron spectrum A is- at local 1:00 P.M. on 
local day 351, spectrum B is at local 7:00 P.M.. (dusk) on local day 358, spectrum C 
is at local midnight on local day 354, and spectrum D is at local 5:00 A.M. (dawn) 
on local day 2. The plotted spectral points in Figure 15 were computed using effec­
tive efficiencies for H and G mode channels deduced by numerical integration of 
the efficiency curves of Figure 10 over an approximately determined differential 
energy spectrum. These spectra have an approximate power law dependence in 
energy, particularly at the higher energies. 
ELECTRON OSCILLATIONS 
One of the most interesting phenomena that were examined in the data was the 
appearance of periodic oscillations in the electron counting rates with periods that 
were a functionof the electron energy. These periodic oscillations were not an un­
common occurrence in the data and were seen at a wide range of satellite local times. 
However, they are most easily measured when they appear on the day side of the 
earth when the electron population is relatively constant. 
The two most easily measured occurrences of the oscillations in the time 
interval considered in this chapter were on day 351, 1966, and day 1, 1967. On day 
351 the oscillations were observed in the period from about 0200 hours UT to about 
0800 hours UT; on day 1, 1967, from about 1800 hours UT to about 2400 hours UT. 
The oscillatory behavior of the electron rates was not continuous over these inter­
vals, but occurred in more or less independent bursts. 
A clear example of this behavior is shown in Figure 16 for two separate 
events recorded between hours 0600 and 0800 UT, day 351. Each data point in the 
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Figure 15. Electron Spectra for Representative Time Periods 
figure corresponds to the counts recorded in one 3.90-sec counting interval of the 
experiment (the data sampling rate for electrons was about once each 25 seconds). 
The two events are designated A and B on the figure and can be seen to have started 
at approximately 0630 hours and approximately 0700 hours, respectively. Also 
shown on some of the electron traces is an oscillation labelled C, which, upon care­
ful observation, can be seen to propagate in time for another period or two. -
It is seen from Figure 16 that the period of the oscillation was a function of 
the electron energy and that in these two events the higher energy electrons occurre 
earlier in phase. That these were indeed two separate events can be seen not only 
from the observation that the first B oscillation is larger in magnitude than the 
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Figure 16. Two Electron Oscillation Events Observed on Day 351, 1967 
preceding A oscillation, but that the A oscillation can be seen to propagate indepen­
dently of the B event, where it is not masked by the B event (e.g., most clearly for 
electron energies E > 0.6 MeV and Ee > 1.3 MeV). The oscillations from each of 
these two events die away in an approximately 30-minute time interval. 
The periods of the oscillations were measured for the different electron 
energy channels of the experiment for the two events on day 351 between the hours 
of 0600 and 0800 UT and two events on day Ibetween the hours of 2600 and 2200 UT. 
A plot of the oscillation period versus the channel threshold energy-for these four 
events is shown in Figure 17. The different symbols on the figure correspond to 
the average of the oscillation periods as measured for a single event. 
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Figure 17. Electron Oscillations' Period Versus 
Electron Energy for Four Measured Events 
The solid line in Figure 17 indicates the longitudinal drift period versus 
unergy behavior expected for equatorial 900 pitch-angle electrons in an undistorted 
dipole field at 6.6 RE. The other two lines correspond to the expected drift period 
for electrons with 790 equatorial pitch angles as extracted from Figures 10 and 12 
in Roederer's computations for a Williams-Mead type of distorted magnetic field. 
Using Roederer's 	Figure 12, the longitudinal drift velocity can be obtained 
for electrons (energy Ee, equatorial pitch angle 790) at local noon at 6.6 RE. The 
notation T (noon = 6.6 RE) in Figure 17 corresponds to the longitudinal drift period 
these electrons would have if they maintained their local noon drift velocity for the 
entire 36 0 ? of their drift. Roederer's Figure 10 indicates that an electron beginning 
at local noon at-6.6 RE will be found at about 6.04 RE at local midnight. Correspond­
ingly, r (midnight = 6.04 RE) is the drift period the electrons would have if their 
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entire 3600 longitudinal drift were at their local midnight drift velocity. These two 
drift periods were averaged to produce onf of the broken lines in Figure 17. An 
identical procedure was used for -the other broken line, corresponding to electrons 
beginning at local midnight at 6.6 RE. The agreement between the plotted experi­
mental data and the predictions of the distorted dipole calculations is quite good. 
Each of these electron Oscillation events appeared to be due to the longitudinal 
drift around the earth of a bunch of electrons that had been injected into the magnet­
osphere or locally accelerated. Neither the simple analysis shown in Figure 17, nor 
a straightforward interpretation of the oscillation phase differences versus energy 
allows a definite determination of the source of the electrons. It is probable that 
the area of the source was on the night side of the earth in the magnetotail region. 
The possibility was also very strong that the injected or locally accelerated electrons 
arose in the period of time after local midnight (the local 'dawn' side of the earth) 
as this is when the largest electron flux changes were generally observed (Fig­
ure 14c, for example). The same type of oscillation events appeared to occur near 
local midnight in the data, but is was difficult to extract their periodicity because of 
other night-time rate fluctuations. 
The electron oscillations were observed to disperse and disappear in time. 
Each of the two events observed in Figure 16 was almost indiscernible after 30-40 
minutes. One possible explanation of the dispersion is that the electrons are injected 
in a very limited range of L shells and that after some time the observing experi­
ment will no longer be sampling the electron population of these shells. A more 
probable explanation for the observed dispersion is based upon the fact that the ex­
perimental electron energy channels have a finite width. After an electron bunch 
is injected into the magnetosphere, it will progressively lose coherence because of 
the energy dependence and to a lesser extent the pitch-angle dependence of the longi-, 
tudinal drift rate. The experiment ultimately will respond differently to the gradual 
spatial dispersal of the injected electrons. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
A solid-state detector telescope on board ATS-1 at synchronous altitude ob­
served a daily diurnal effect in the electron flux and spectrum for electron energies 
between approximately 0.4 and 2.0 MeV. The magnitude of this diurnal effect is a 
function of the electron energy, with the largest decreases in flux on the night side 
appearing for the higher energy electrons. The electron spectrum is softer at night 
than it is during the day. The diurnal decrease was interpreted in the framework of 
a distorted dipole model of the magnetosphere, where the experiment sampled 
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electrons on a higher magnetic field line at local midnight than during the daylight 
hours. The magnitude of the diurnal effect was correlated with the 3-hour average 
Kp and was larger on days when Kp was large. On especially active geomagnetic 
days the night side field line that the experiment was on appeared to be either in a 
pseudo-trapping region or connected to the magnetotail. 
Oscillations in the electron fluxes were observed and attributed to the longitu­
dinal drift of bunches of electrons that were injected into the magnetosphere. A-plot 
of drift time versus electron energy for four separate events corresponds closely 
to the drift times as extracted from Roederer's computations for a Williams-Mead 
type distorted dipole magnetic field. 
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Chapter 3 
ENERGETIC OUTER BELT ELECTRONS
 
AT SYNCHRONOUS ALTITUDE
 
W. L. Brown 
ABSTRACT 
Observations were made of the temporal variation in the energetic electron flux at 
synchronous altitude with a multi-element semiconductor detector telescope on the 
ATS-1 satellite. Systematic diurnal variations and electron flux oscillations that are 
attributable to the longitudinal drift of bunches of electrons were studied. The diur­
nal variations on a magnetically quiet day were compared with the calculations of 
adiabatic motion in a distorted field, assuming simple radial and pitch-angle distri­
butions of electrons in the noon meridian. This model was too simple to explain the 
observations satisfactorily, and several modifications were considered. The electron. 
flux oscillations had periods approximately inverse with electron energy as expected. 
The absolute magnitudes of the periods, while close to the values calculated, differed 
enough to indicate the need for-alteration of the model of the distorted field. 
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Chapter 3 
ENERGETIC OUTER BELT ELECTRONS 
AT SYNCHRONOUS ALTITUDE 
W. L. Brown 
INTRODUCTION 
Observations were made of the temporal variation in the energetic electron 
flux at synchronous altitude with a multi-element semiconductor detector tele­
scope on the ATS-1 satellite. Systematic diurnal variations and electron flux os­
cillations that are attributable to the longitudinal drift of bunches of electrons were 
measured,'t and two particular aspects of this work are discussed in somewhat 
more detail. 
ATS-1 was launched on December 6, 1966 and placed in synchronous orbit at 
a geocentric distance of 6.6 Re on December 7. It was held almost stationary on the 
geographic equator at 1500 West Longitude during the following months. The detec­
tor telescope looked out perpendicular to the spin axis of the satellite through an 
acceptance cone of approximately 200 half angle. The spin axis of the satellite was 
oriented paralled to the rotational axis of the earth and thus, the detector measured 
particles whose equatorial pitch angles were between approximately 600 and 900. 
This chapter considers portions of the data from December 1966 and January 1967 
for electrons with energies between 0.4 and 2.0 MeV. 
DIURNAL VARIATIONS 
Figure 18 shows results for a one-week period in the latter half of January 1967. 
The plotted points in part (a) indicate measurements (made every 2 hours) of elec­
trons with energies > 0.4 MeV and > 1.5 MeV. (See reference 1 for details of the 
tReferences are listed at the end of this chapter. 
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Figure 18. Results from Two ElectronfDetector Channels of the ATS-1
 
Experiment Versus UT for the Period from Day 22 to Day 28, 1967
 
calibration of these channels.) The abscissa of the figure is universal time (UT), 
but tick marks have been placed above and below the curves at times corresponding 
to local noon and local midnight at the satellite. A strong diurnal variation in the 
counting rate was observed in both electron energy channels, with maxima near lo­
cal noon and minima near local midnight. The magnitude of the nighttime decrease 
varied from a factor of about 3 for the lower energy channel on Day 22 to a factor of 
almost 100 in the higher energy channel on Day 28. 
Part (b) of Figure 18 is the ratio of these two sets of data. It provides an 
index of the electron energy spectrum. When the index is large the spectrum is 
"soft," i.e., it has a relatively larger number of low-energy electrons. The spec­
trum is characteristically softer at local midnight than at local noon. The extent 
of the diurnal variation in the spectrum is quite.variable even over the short span 
of data shown. 
Part (c) of Figure -18 gives the '3 hr Kp index for this period. There is a dis­
tinct correlation between high values of Kp and deep diurnal minima in the counting 
rate. 
The diurnal variation can be understood qualitatively in terms of the distorted 
dipole model of the earth's magnetic field2'3 ' 4 and the calculation of adiabatic parti­
cle drift in this distorted field.5 , Figure 19 shows three field lines on each side of 
the noon-midnight meridian in the ,distorted field; The three lines on the midnight 
side are adiabatically related to the three lines on the noon side for particles With 
noon equatorial pitch angles of 78.50 (cos a e = 0.2). The two dots in the figure repre­
sent the fixed equatorial distance of ATS = 1. The compression of the magnetic field 
NOON t N MIDNIGHT 
8-6 4 2 4 
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Figure 19. Three Adiabatically Related Field Lines 
in the Noon-Midnight Meridian' 
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by the solar wind on the noon side of the earth causes near equatorially mirroring 
particles to move to smaller radial distances in their drift to the midnight meridian. 
Thus, particles on the field line at RE = 7 at noon appear on the field line which 
crosses the equator at RE = 6.3 at midnight. As a result, ATS-1 effectively sam­
pled a more distant part of the trapped-particle distribution at midnight than at 
noon. 
Figure 20 illustrates the point in a different way. The figure shows schemati­
cally the distribution of trapped electrons in the noon and midnight meridians. The 
distribution beyond about 5 RE in the noon meridian is pulled in to smaller radial 
distances at midnight. Since ATS-1, at 6.6 RE, was always beyond the maximum of 
the outer belt, it measured a lower flux at midnight than at noon. The magnitude of 
the nighttime dip depends on both the radial distribution of the trapped particles and 
the extent of the magnetic-field distortion. For higher-energy electrons, the radial 
gradient of the particle distribution is larger (more negative) and thus, the noon-to­
midnight variation should be larger as was observed. 
The actual time dependence of the diurnal variation can be calculated from 
Roederer's results if the radial and pitch angle distributions of the particles in the 
noon meridian are known. Figure 21 shows the effective radial distances in the noon 
meridian that contribute particles at RE = 6.6 at other local times. The different 
curves correspond to different particle pitch angles at the variable local time. 
Roederer's calculations have been parameterized to represent this family of curves 
as: 
1 2 5  Reff (noon) =6.6+ [0.98 - 2.0 g (o)2] (1 + cos (1) 
where i( o) = cos a(q') and q = 1800 at noon. At a given longitude at 6.6 RE different 
pitch angles receive particles not only from different radial distances in the noon 
meridian, but also from different pitch angles in the noon meridian. The empirical 
relationship which describes this for Roederer's case is: 
Tleff (noon) = g(qo) 2 [1 +0.571+ Cos . (2) 
Using the expressions in Equations (1) and (2) the actual time dependence of 
the diurnal variation can be calculated if the radial and pitch angle distributions 
of the particles in the noon meridian are known. Assuming a distribution of the 
form: 
-j(noon) = Ae 2 (noon) -fl[R(noon) - 6.6] (3) 
the expected daily variation was calculated and compared with the > 0. 4 MeV elec­
tron measurements of Day 22. Day 22 was chosen because it exhibited the most 
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nearly symmetric midnight minimum. (Notice that Kp was also low on that day.) The 
calculated curve is necessarily symmetric about local midnight ecause of the as­
sumptions of the field model. In Equation (3), y has been chosen to have a value of 
2,6 and the noon-to-midnight ratio has been used to determine a value of g = 1.6. 
Figure 22 shows the comparison of the results. The fit is only moderately 
good. The calculated curve falls well below the measurements during both the dawn 
and dusk portions of the day. The discrepancy can arise from inadequacy of either 
the assumed radial distribution or the assumed field distribution, or both. (Because 
the pitch-angle distribution of outer-belt electrons is very broad, and because only 
relatively large pitch angles were involved in the present case, the pitch-angle dis­
tribution is a very insensitive contributor to the diurnal effect.) A more gradual 
decrease in flux is required at local times near noon and a more sudden decrease 
as the local time approaches midnight. If the parameter 0 in Equation (3) is not a 
constant, but a rather rapidly increasing function of R, the experimental result can 
be obtained. Alternatively, if the field distortion is increased, either by increasing 
the compression on the front of the magnetosphere or by ihcreasing the current sheet 
in the rear, the nonlinearity of the sampling of the noon meridian distribution will 
increase qualitatively in the desired way. The addition of a symmetric ring current 
will have no significant effect on the results. The addition of an asymmetric ring 
current on the dusk side of the earth7' 8 will distort the symmetry of the daily varia­
tion and -will otherwise alter its shape in the wrong direction unless the ring current 
is beyond the radial position of observation. Such a ring-is not a reasonable assump­
tion on a magnetically quiet day. 
The fit of Figure 22 has been made to the simplest of the seven-day traces 
shown in Figure 18. On the other days, the sharpness of the dip to minimum is 
greater and there is asymmetry in the pattern as well. The calculation assumed 
adiabatic motion and no significant change in the radial distribution in the noon 
meridian throughout a day. Either of these assumptions may be invalid unless the 
day is extremely quiet magnetically. On days such as Day 23 when the midnight dip 
was very sharp, there is a strong suggestion of quasi-stable trapping. Either the 
satellite passed into a quasi-stable trapping region near local midnight, or the parti­
cles that would have been at 6.6 RE at midnight were lost during the preceding hours 
by a transient shift of the quasi-stable boundary to within 6.6 RE. Choosing between 
these alternative possibilities on magnetically active days and choosing between field 
distortion and distortion of the radial distribution as the source of the misfit in time 
dependence on quiet days requires a correlation of these particle results with mag­
netometer measurements on the ATS-1 satellite and with particle observations of 
the radial distribution from experiments on other satellites. 
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ELECTRON FLUX OSCILLATIONS 
Figure 16 in Chapter 2. shows data for seven of the electron-energy channels 
of the, par'ticle telescope on a very different time scale from Figure 18- The sampling 
period of the electron measurements is approximately 27 sec. The data for a 2-hour 
period on Day 351, 1966 is included in the figure. Very clear oscillations are ap 
parent in all but the highest energy trace. The repetition period of the oscillations 
varies with the energy of the measuring channel. Many cases of this type were 
seen in the first months of ATS-1 data, and they always appeared as bursts of oscilla­
tions. In Figure 16 there are two bursts which overlap in time, as indicated by the 
marks labeled A and B. There is possibly the end of still a third burst, as marked 
by C. A burst generally persisted for the order of an hour, but frequently there -were 
several bursts which did not seem to be coherent but which together extended over a 
period of several hours. The decay of the oscillations probably is associated with 
the dispersion of the drift period of electrons being measured by a single detector 
channel. 
Figure 23 shows the power spectra (the fourier transform of the autocorrela­
tion function) for the 2-hour period of Figure 16. In all seven channels a sharp peak 
is visible at a frequency of 33.3 times fmin" This peak corresponds to a periodic 
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Figure 23. Power Spectra of the Oscillations Shown in Figure 16 
mode change that is part of the experiment as designed. The peaks at lower frequen­
cies in Figure 23 are those associated with the oscillation bursts. Their frequency 
increases with the energy of the measuring channel. Only the highest energy channel 
gives an ambiguous result. 
Figure 24 is a plot of the periods of oscillation, as determined on Day 351 both 
by autocorrelation and by hand measurement of the peak-to-peak separations, and 
on Day 1, 1967 by hand measurement alone. The decrease in period with increasing 
energy is unmistakable. 
Also plotted in Figure 24 are three theoretical lines. The lowest corresponds 
to the longitudinal drift period of electrons at 6.6 RE in an undistorted dipole field. 
The two upper lines result from Roederer's calculation of the drift period in the 
Williams-Mead field. The two lines correspond to a drift of particles that have a 
radial distance of 6.6 RE either at noon or at midnight. The oscillation bursts ob­
served on Day 351 were between 2000 and 2200 local time (0600 to 0800 UT). Those 
on Day 1 were between 1000 and 1200 local time (2000 to 2200 UT)- The scatter of 
the experimental points is substantial, but the trend of the two sets of points seems 
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Figure 24. Periods of the Oscillations on Day 351, 1966 
and Day 1, 1967 
clearly reversed from the sense predicted by the distorted field calculations. This 
disagreement probably reflects a change in the magnetic field. The electron-drift 
periods are sensitive to the actual distortion of the field, and changes in the distor­
tion definitely occur from day to day (if not from hour to hour or even more rapidly). 
By careful measurement of the changing electron-drift periods, the distortion should 
be susceptible to investigation. 
The experimental points in Figure 24 have been plotted at the minimum ener­
gies of the individual electron-detection channels. If the electron spectrum is very 
"soft," this is a satisfactory approximation. However, the spectrum of the oscilla­
tions varies from burst to burst and the actual spectrum needs to be included in de­
ducing the effective energy of the drifting electron bunch observed in each channel. 
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Including this effect to any extent Will move the points in Figure 24 to the right and, 
thus, further from the predicted lines. This observation adds emphasis to the need 
for refinement of the model of the distorted'field. Increased compression on the 
front of the magnetosphere will decrease the drift velocity due to the radial field 
gradient and the curvature of the field lines on the dayside. It will thus increase the 
drift period. Such a change would bring the data and the theory into better agree­
ment. As Roederer points out, because the drift velocity on the dayside is substan­
tially slower than on the nightside, it is much more important in-determining the 
overall drift period. 
It has been suggested by Walt 9 that perhaps rapid pitch-angle scattering would 
change the effective drift rate for particles being observed with equatorial pitch 
angles near 900. Such particles may have experienced a wide range of different pitch 
angles during one drift period. This effect has yet to be examined. 
Oscillation bursts were observed at all local times. The distribution of occur­
rence is shown in Figure 25. If anything, there tends to be a maximum probability 
of occurrence near noon UT and thus near midnight local time. The fact that drift 
oscillations appear near local midnight is clear evidence for stable trapping at Q.6 
RE in the midnight meridian. If that region were a region of quasi-stable trapping, 
a set of drift oscillations could not be observed. 
Not all oscillation bursts had a clearly distinguished energy-.dependent period. 
In fact, in some cases the period seemed almost energy independent. Correction for 
the detector response must be included before drawing a definite conclusion, but it 
seems likely that energy independence will persist in some cases. These cases can­
not be associated with longitudinal drift, but may represent instead some periodic 
distortion of the magnetic field in the vicinity of the, satellite which tended to bunich 
particles of all energies in phase. 
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ORIGIN OF DRIFT-PERIODIC ECHOES IN
 
OUTER-ZONE ELECTRON FLUXES
 
H. R. Brewer, M. Schulz, and A. Eviatar 
ABSTRACT
 
The time-dependent flux of equatorial electrons (0.4 MeV E 2.2 MeV) observed 
on ATS-l often exhibited drift-periodic structures that could be traced back to a sud­
den expansion or compression of the magnetosphere. The magnetospheric disturb­
ance redistributed the energetic electrons among drift shells in an asymmetrical 
manner, and this spatial asymmetry between noon and midnight revealed itself as a 
temporal variation in particle flux as the electrons-subsequently drifted past the ob­
-server. A mathematical model for the dynamics of this azimuthal bunching of ener­
getic electrons revealed the microstructure of the redistribution of electrons among 
drift shells and indicated qualitatively the relation of this microstructure to the dif­
fusion of particles across L. 
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ORIGIN OF DRIFT-PERIODIC ECHOES IN
 
OUTER-ZONE ELECTRON FLUXES
 
H. R. Brewer, M. Schulz, and A. Eviatar 
INTRODUCTION 
Measurements by detectors on board the synchronous satellite ATS-I of the 
time-dependent flux of equatorial electrons (0.4 MeV < E < 2.2 MeV) have been re­
ported by Lanzerotti et al.'* The satellite was located very nearly on the intersec­
tion of the geographic and geomagnetic equatorial planes, and so particles seen by 
ATS-1 to have pitch angles near 90 degrees did, in fact, mirror near the magnetic 
equator. The measurements revealed, among other features, the common occur­
rence in each energy channel of drift-periodic echoes that could be traced back to 
a common origin in time. Flux recurrences of this kind indicate a spatial perturba­
tion on the drift shell observed (path of constant magnetic field B in the equatorial 
plane) of the distribution of electron guiding centers. 
The origin of these periodic structures was attributed to a sudden spatial per­
turbation of the distribution of electron guiding centers, -a perturbation caused by an 
expansion or compression of the magnetosphere sudden enough to violate the third 
adiabatic invariants of the electrons observed. If prior to the event the electrons 
were distributed in longitude so as to drift past the observer with a flux constant in 
time, 2 then any spatial perturbation of this guiding-center distribution would propa­
gate with the drifting electrons and would be observed at the satellite as a temporal 
variation in the flux. The drift periodicity follows automatically, since the perturbed 
distribution along the closed drift orbit is necessarily single-valued. Thus, given a 
spatial perturbation of the kind described above, it was concluded, in agreement with 
Lanzerotti et al.,' that drift-periodic echoes of flux variation were inevitable. It is 
asserted that the spatial perturbation occurs as a consequence of the azimuthal 
asymmetry essential to any realistic expansion or compression of the geomagnetic 
field that is sudden on the time scale of a drift period. 
*References are listed at the end of this chapter. 
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In a quiescent magnetosphere the drifting accumulations of electrons visible 
to a real detector must spread as time goes on. This is true because of the disper­
sion in the observed drift frequency that accompanies the limited energy resolution 
of which any detector is capable. This dispersal of electron bunches is an essential 
property of the measurement, and so the description of a particle distribution on an 
energy scale finer than the detector resolution is observationally meaningless. In 
a quiescent magnetosphere, then, the guiding centers of electrons visible to the par­
ticle detectors on ATS-1 became distributed along the drift trajectory in question in 
a manner that has been described by Roederer 2 as the observed particle fluxes in the 
various energy channels become constant in time. 
It will be noted, for example, that a sudden magnetospheric compression, an 
event that would accompany an increase in the solar-wind momentum flux, redistrib­
utes the trapped particles among drift shells. 3 For the case of equatorial electrons ­
those seen by ATS-I to have pitch angles near 90 degrees - the change in the value 
of B seen by a particle located on the noon meridian at the time of the event is differ­
ent from the change in B seen by a particle located on the midnight meridian and 
from the changes in B seen by particles at intermediate longitudes. Following the 
event each particle seeks its own drift trajectory (path of constant B) in the equa­
torial plane. Those electrons that occupied the drift trajectory on which the satellite 
is located drifted past ATS-1 in azimuthal sequence. There is a unique correspond­
ence between the time following the event that an electron on a given energy is ob­
served and the location (drift shell or B value) in the initial magnetospheric config­
uration from which it came. 
Since the relativistic first invariant4 is conserved, the particle's involved en­
counter acceleration as well as displacement. Thus, ATS-1 observed in sequence 
electrons originating from different drift shells and different spectral intervals of 
the initial magnetospheric configuration. The spatial and spectral structure of the 
accessible magnetosphere unfolded in time as the representative particles drifted 
past the satellite. 
The satellite, then, observed the microscopic spatial structure of an individual 
step in the violation of the third adiabatic invariants of equatorial electrons. A se­
quence of many such events leads to the trans-L diffusion of these electrons. By 
restricting our calculation to the equatorial plane we simplify the mathematics of 
the problem while retaining the essential features of the physics. 
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BASIC EQUATIONS 
Consider the distribution f (p, B, 4'; t) of equatorial particles, where 
p2 (1) 
=2moB
 
2m0B 
is the first adiabatic invariant. 
p is the momentum (directed normal to the magnetic field B). 
m o is the rest mass. 
t is the time. 
4P	is the drift azimuth, which we define for a given field configuration in terms 
of 'the time td that would be required for the particle to drift from the mid­
night meridian to its instantaneous position. 
If 	the drift period is 7-,then we define 
21td 
4-	 (2) 
In 	an azimuthally symmetric field this would be identical with longitude. In the real 
geomagnetic field the curves of constant 4P are more densely (sparsely) distributed 
than the meridians of longitude on the day (night) side, according to Roederer. 2 
Figure 26 is a graphical representation of this coordinate system. The curves of 
constant B and the curves of constant 4, are orthogonal trajectories only at 4,= 0 
and = . 
0.67T-
IYIy
 
(D 
5155
 
'--MAGN ETOPAUSE 
1.57n" 
Figure 26. Schematic Representation of the (B, q)) 
10 -Coordinate System (lY = 5 Gauss) 
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The (B, 0) system has the desired property of satisfying a Liouville theorem 
along a drift trajectory. A given population of electrons having the same value of p 
drifts so as to maintain the numerical value of f (P, B, (p)throughout the drift period. 
This is most easily understood by recognizing that particles at the corners of ele­
ments marked 1, 2, and 3 in Figure 26 define parallelograms in (B, (p)space having 
bases AO = 7r/6 and heights AB = 350 y. As the particles drift in azimuth, these di­
mensions in (B, 6) space are preserved. The same argument holds as AO and AB 
become the infinitesimals d4> and dB. In the absence of any change in the magnetic­
field configuration between times 0 and t, then we find that 
f(g, B, 0; t) =fQ B, 0 - LIT; o)0 (3) 
In the event of a sudden (i.e., formally discontinuous in time, but p-conserving) 
disturbance of the magnetic field at t = 0, the relation 
where-the Jacobian is given by 
aB(0) B(0)
6B O 
° ) ,0 (0 B,) = (0)(5) 
must hold for a given population of particles, since we have precluded any artificial 
injection mechanism. The meaning of (4) is that the field experienced by an electron 
of magnetic moment Ahas suddenly changed from B (0 ) to B, so that the particle now 
experiences the same value of B as the satellite. Associated with this sudden change 
from B (O) to B, which includes the effect of the spatial displacement of the particle, 
is a change from 0 (0) to 0 in drift azimuth with respect to the old and new field con­
figurations, respectively. The Jacobian remains to be calculated. 
As an aid in calculating J (B(0 ) , 0 (0); B, 0 ) we introduce a locally orthogonal 
coordinate system defined by the infinitesimal vectors ds, (ds 0)) directed along the 
path of constant B(B (0)) and ds (0) ( (0 )) directed normal to the path of constant 
B (B(0)) and also nornal to B. From the laws of particle drift follow the relations, 
ds 1 1 VB 
dt B q L3x~ 
and (6) 
do _2 
dt T 
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where 
q is the particle charge. 
c is the speed of light. 
r = m/m is the ratio of mass to rest mass. 
From (6) it follows that 
LCA ( xVB), dsdods1 1 x ds1 -yBq27 
- _elLB (VB. ds) d0 
yBq 2?r ~ 
The Jacobian defined by (5) may be written as 
J (B(o) 0 (0; B, 0)- J O0o); 4o)s(O)) 
X J -.O) , 0 s [; sl s 
110) 0 _(O))] (8) 
(° ) ) According to (7), the first and third factors of (8) contribute a factor (B(0)/B)(,/, 
to the required Jacobian. To evaluate the second factor we note that(B(o)/B,) J((o), s(O);s s
 
is the ratio between the number of field lines passing through the area ds(O)dsO) at 
t= 0- to the number of field lines passing through the area ds1HdsL containing, those 
same particles at t = 0+ . Since the particles nd-field lines' move together, this ra­
tio is unity, and it follows thatJ(B(o), (o); B,0)=(-/7-(o), 
i.e., the ratio between the drift frequencies executed by a particle before and aiter 
the sudden field disturbance. An alternate proof of this remarkably simple result 
is given in Addendum A of this report.. 
Since we are attempting to explain the origin of the drift-periodic flux modu­
lation, which corresponds to a nontrivial periodicity of f (p, B, 0; 0) in 0, we are 
entitled to assume that the modulation was not present initially, i.e., prior to t = 0. 
Accordingly, we assume that 
Mf (, B, 0; 0-) =0 (10) 
0
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and obtain from (4) the result that 
f(,B, 0; 0')=( f)(p,( B10 1; o0 (11) 
where 
2
 
f (p,B; t) f f (p, B, 0; t) do (12) 
0 
Both B(0)/B and T(0)ir depend on 0, and it is to this dependence that we attribute the 
occurrence of drift-periodic echoes in the outer-zone flux of energetic electrons. 
TYPICAL EVENT 
It can readily be established that 
2 (2) (13)\moC 
and that 
B2q(1S)41 VB1-IsS=moC 2 =0ds 
= 21 qf B21VB '-Idsl (14) 
ABC !C 2 / 0 =0 
The factor -/7 (0) in (11) can, therefore, be replaced by 
1+/
 
i-+ 
~
B 2mT_ 0)'mo 2 N 
1mB 071 B) j' R, (15) 
+ 2 
where 
2--1 + (0) 2 IVB(o) ) 
0=0 Q Ta0
Numerical computations by Roederer (private communication) based on the 
field models of Mead5 and of Williams and Mead6 have revealed that the integral 
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in (14) for a drift trajectory in the general vicinity of synchronous altitude (geo­
centric distance of 6.6 earth radii) is substantially independent of the L-value of 
that trajectory. In other words, for a reasonable set of magnetosphere parameters, 
the integral passes through a broad minimum as the drift trajectory passes through 
the general vicinity of synchronous altitude. It follows that R is substantially in­
dependent of a particle's initial (t = 0-) or final (t = 0+ ) value-of 4. 
The remaining dependence of (11) on 0 arises from the factor f (p, B(O); 0). 
The new drift trajectory is a path of constant B, and B( 0 )/B is a function of drift azi­
muth. The function f (u, B(); 0- measures the density in Aand B(0 ) of electrons 
having pitch angles within a small interval about 90 degrees. It contains information 
concerning the spatial and spectral distribution of equatorial electrons. For the 
pragmatic purpose of generating a graphical representation of (11) under conditions 
that may be regarded as typical, we approximate the function f(p, B(0); 0-) by a 
power law and assume that 
f (, B(0); 0 IpM 1B(0)jN (16) 
The-indices M and N are not predicted theoretically and must be determined obser­
vationally. 
With this approximation we may write that 
2 1 1/2(0 )N+ r + 
the factors of proportionality being substantially independent of 0. The 0 depend­
ence of the right hand side of (17) follows from the 0 dependence of B(0)/B. The 0 
dependence of the left hand side is very closely related to the time dependence of 
the flux measured by ATS-1 following a sudden disturbance of the magnetosphere. 
We estimate B( 0)/B with the aid of a model developed by Mead5 [1964] in which 
the equatorial magnetic field strength, measured in gauss, in the V (-i) direction is 
B = -0.31) _ 0.25( ) +-0.21 )(3 cos X (18) 
where 
a is the radius of the earth. 
b is the equatorial stand-off distance to the magnetosphere boundary. 
r is the radial coordinate. 
xis the longitude (= 0 only at 0 and v). 
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It follows from one of Maxwell's relations-that 
'E r B 
3_ =36rE)+ r B (1-9) 
in the equatorial plane. The electric field E causes the particles to move with field 
lines during the sudden magnietospheric disturbance. Birmingham and Jones7 
have discussed the nature of E during a magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) compression, 
for which the relation 
E + vx B=0 (20) 
holds between the fields and the plasma velocity v. This equation implies that 
E B = 0 and satisfies the requirement 
EB (21) 
B2 
imposed upon the thermal and energetic particles individually and upon the plasma as 
a whole. Taken in combination, these last two relations identify the electric drift 
of particles during a sudden magnetospheric compression with the motion of field 
lines. 
We use this identification in combination with (18) and (19) to approximate the 
electric field E when r/b is not especially small. By using the 0-dependent expres­
sion for P that reduces to (18) in the equatorial plane, We have applied the conditions 
E B = 0 and cV x E = - B/6t to a general electric field of the form 
Er (r, 0, X)= Er (t, m, n)(In sinto sin mX 
t= m-l n-i 
Ee (r,0 X)= E (t, m, n)(b)n cos 0 sinto sin m 
0 ml nt -
Ex Cr, Th Ct, m, n)(b)nsn' cos mx>,.> 
t=0 m=0 n=i 
Details of the calculation, which involves a comparison of coefficients, will be pre­
sented in a subsequent paper. The results, applied to the equatorial plane, are that 
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Er Wdb'\(a\\2(r%2(asi [012 0.03(f 3+.] (22)
E bdt b/,b/.\ccI 
and 
EX =:(b1d)a'(t -9/C) x, 0.38 - () Cos X [032 - (r + d.~(0 1  .0.005 t) 
The terms omitted are of higher order than fifth in (r/b). Since E. has the same 
sign as db/dt for all values of X, the radial component of particle drift is inward for 
all particles during a magnetospheric compression and outward for all particles 
during a magnetospheric expansion. This result agrees qualitatively with the model 
of Birmingham and Jones7 rather than with the model of Kavanagh. The result de­
pends upon the presence of a conducting plasma in the magnetosphere and upon the 
identification of field lines that emerge from an arbitrarily small sphere centered 
on the point dipole of the earth. As Birmingham and Jones 7 have pointed out, this 
identification can be assured by taking the arbitrarily small sphere to be a perfect 
conductor. It is not necessary to assume that the entire solid earth or its surface 
is a perfect conductor, nor have we done so. 
The calculated electron-flux modulation will not be greatly affected by the 
choice of a model. Qualitatively speaking, the Kavanagh electric field would lead 
to a larger degree of flux modulation than does (22), since the Kavanagh model dis­
places some particles inward and some outward when b changes. According to (22), 
all particles are displayed inward or all outward. Adopting the spirit of the 
Birmingham-Jones model, we use (22) to obtain the electric drifts 
dr _c Eix (23) 
dt B 
and 
dX cE r 
dt rB' 
where B is given by (18). If we assume that 
b = b (0 ) +o(t)Ab 
(24)db = 6(t)Abdt 
and make Ab/b sufficiently small, then we may estimate the change in B experienced 
by a particle as 
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0.5v IO 1,57"r 
0­
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05w 107r 1.5w 
Fractional Change in B experienced by particles 
at various longitudes on either of two drift shells 
per unit fractional change in stand-off distance. 
Figure 27. Fractional Change in B 
f 
(Ab/b) =01 Tr 3.0 N=-5 
0 2w 4v 
Each scale division on the logarithmic 
ordinate denotes a factor of two. 
Figure 28. Functional Dependence of f on 
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i 
B(O __ B At AXB0 a+ B Ar + 
* 
r 
10.75 - 0.84 Cos X 
- B-1 [o9s(j)3 + 0.21 3 Cos 
4
r 
 r 

X 0.38-0.32 b cos, X + 0.005() cosX 
+ 0.21B'l/ (7) 2 sin2XA0.12 - 0.03 (,r)31 (25) 
The value of (I - B()/B)(b/b) - 1 is shown, together with the numerically computed 
relation between Xand (p, in Figure 27. In order to determine r as a function of Xat 
constant Bwe have approximated the shape of the drift trajectory by the displaced 
circle 
[x- . jr - 2 + y2. (ro + r)2 (26) 
and determined the maximum and minimum geocentric excursions r1 and r0 numeri­
cally from (18). From Figure 27 we extract the value of B(0)/B as a function of 4, and 
(Ab/b) and use this functional dependence with the indicated parameters to generate 
Figure 28, which is a graphical representation of (17), plotted logarithmically. 
The two-dimensional function f (A,, B, 0; t) would contain the entire 0 depend­
ence of the measured flux if all the particles viewed were precisely equatorial. In 
fact, the ideal observer views those particles whose equatorial pitch angles fall 
within an infinitesimal interval about 90 degrees, i.e., whose longitudinal invariants 
J fall within an infinitesimal interval dJ about J = 0. Thus,. we should interpret 
f (p, B, 0; t) in such a way that 
f (M,B, 0; t) = f (p, B, 0, J=0; t) dJ. (27) 
With this understood, we see that f (p,B, 0; t) contains the entire 0 dependence of 
the measured flux if J is conserved, as we may reasonably expect it to be. Thus, 
the expected flux modulation is that shown in Figure 28. 
This result is to be compared in a qualitative sense with a typical observational 
record such as Figure 29. Each energy channel is observed to respond instantane­
ously to the disturbance of the magnetosphere. Following the expansion indicated 
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Each scale division of the logarithmic ordinate (left) denotes a 
factor-of-2 flux variation within one energy channel. The rela­
tive positions of the curves displayed are arbitrary and do not
imply a spectral measurement. The magnetic ordinate (right) is 
linear and scaled in gauss. Peaks and valleys in flux occur at 
drift-periodic intervals, as predicted by Figure 28. 
Figure 29. Typical Event Observed by Honolulu 
Magnetometer and ATS-1 Electron Detectors 
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by the Honolulu magnetogram,-the fluxes of energetic electrons echo this sudden 
disturbance at drift-periodic intervals while the field configuration is relatively 
constant in time. The choice of a ground-based magnetic station for this illustration 
symbolizes our assumption that the responsible magnetic disturbance extends across 
the whole magnetosphere. The event should affect any magnetometer, whether lo­
cated on the ground or on board a satellite. 
The observational data revealed certain limitations of the mathematical model 
used. Particularly for the higher energy channels, the magnetospheric disturbance 
was not unequivocally sudden on the time scale of a drift period. The earth's 
magnetic-field configuration, moreover, is not truly constant in time before and after 
the sudden disturbance. The disturbance itself cannot occur simultaneously every­
where because of the inertia of the system. Figure 29 suggests that the observed 
disturbance affected particles at synchronous altitude several minutes before being 
detected at Honolulu. 
It should be emphasized that a comparison between Figures 28 and 29 is mean­
ingful only at times following the sudden disturbance. The subsequent flux echoes 
that occur when the field configuration is nearly constant in time are approximately 
symmetric about the observation times of particles initially (t = 0) at 0 = 0 and 0 = T. 
The disturbance itself has been modeled as a step function in time, an evident over­
simplification of the situation observed.- No interpretive, significance should be at­
tached to the ratio of time-averaged flux levels observed at the satellite before and 
after the disturbance unless the transformation between f (p, B, 0; t) and the meas­
ured flux is clearly understood. A detailed account of this transformation is beyond 
the intended scope of this chapter, whose object has been to explain the origin of the 
drift-periodic echoes that are commonly observed in the outer-zone flux. 
POSSIBLE APPLICATIONS 
An event of the kind studied in the present work redistributes particles among 
drift shells while conserving the individual magnetic moments. Repeated events of 
this kind constitute a mechanism for the diffusion of particles across L. 3 The 
magnitude of the diffusion coefficient is related to the occurrence frequency and 
magnitude of suchevents. The magnitude, e.g., as measured by (Ab/b), of an event 
can be inferred from the ,peak-to-peak amplitudes of the flux echoes if f (g, B) is 
known. 
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The diurnal flux variation' caused by the passage of ATS-1 through adjacent 
drift shells as local time progresses offers a means of evaluating the spatial de­
pendence of the spectrum of energetic equatorial electrons, i.e., a means of evaluat­
ing f(p, B). Taken in combination, then, the diurnal and drift-periodic structures 
observable in seven energy channels covering the range 0.4 MeV < E < 2.2 MeV 
should reveal important information concerning the distribution of energetic elec­
trons in the outer radiation zone and the rate of particle diffusion across L. 
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ADDENDUM A 
MOTION OF PARTICLES AND FIELD LINES 
If a magnetospheric disturbance is sudden on the time scale of a drift period, 
then an equatorial particle experiences an impulsive drift velocity 
BY 
where x, ~, and ~' are the Cartesian unit vectors. The density B of field-line inter­
cepts in the equatorial plane, i.e., the scalar magnetic intensity, satisfies a con­
tinuity equation of the form 
• (Bv) c + i -) y - zEx) 
_B (A­
where v is given by (A-1). In words, the E x B drift velocity for particles in the 
equatorial plane can be identified with the velocity of "fieldlines there. The ratio 
B0)/B, moreover, is determined by (A-2), which can be written 
-Bv (G+ v - V B -B - I dBt V- (A-3) 
Time integration yields 
B =)exp(Vl 'fvdt)-exp(Vjg6r). (A-4) 
It remains to relate (A-4) to the Jacobian J (s0) (0);S , s1 ), which is a 
ratio of the infinitesimal areas occupied by representative equatorial particles. The 
transformation to which this Jacobian corresponds is, in general, nonlinear. We 
shall represent it as an infinite product of linear transformations, i.e., we shall 
subdivide 
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6r =E ar(n) (A-5) 
n1 
(n (n) aelnr1)(ni) S(n)
so finely that the individual transformations ( - s(n- ) (s , s ) are linear 
within an arbitrary degree of a proximation. Ultimately this will require the limit 
N - . The Jacobian J (sl0), s0; s1, S) is the product of Jacobians of the form 
n , r(n) d5(n)I d•n) 
dn,(ns) v 
(s-, s- 1); (n) - [dS(n)- d (6)(n)l 
" (n)L(n-i)~~~ 11 
S[d.In)- dr). ())] 
- ) v1 (6r n))] x [--(n) - -(n) V1(ri )] 
(A-6) 
in which the terms quadratic and higher in 6r ( n ) can be ignored. 
Any two vectors a and b satisfy the relation 
- bV2] /2
Iax bIl = Ial ,11 I[- lal2 i (A-7) 
Applied to the vectors in (A-6), this relation indicates that 
n - ) s (n ) , -J ( s (n-l~ s(n)) - (ln) . (g:n) . V 6(r(n)) (n)" ( (n) .Vj_) (61(n)). 
(A-8) 
We introduce the orthogonal matrix 
S(n) sin (n)\ 
A(n) = (A-9) 
(n))\-sin 4(n) Cos 
with 4(n) defined so that 
(n =(n))A n)f ) 10) 
It follows at once from (A-8) that 
(s ), sn- ; s , sn)- ()) 
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In the limit N - - the approximation involved in (A-11) becomes a perfect one, and 
we obtain 
=­S(40), s(O); s s±	 T j (s4-1) (n ; ) n ,(n) ) 
n7-1 
N 
Ji- ], [- -r (6r(n)YI1 
= exp [- V, (6r)] - B (A-12) 
B(0) 
The conversion of the infinite product into an exponential is related to the well­
known limit [1 + (x/N)]N - ex as N - -. The final step in (A-12) follows from (A-4); 
This alternate proof of the key step between (8) and (9) may be more convincing to 
some readers than the argument offered in the text. 
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Chapter, 5 
ENERGETIC ELECTRONS AT 6.6 RE DURING THE
 
JANUARY 13-14, 1967, GEOMAGNETIC STORM
 
L. J. Lanzerotti, W. L. Brown, and C. S. Roberts 
ABSTRACT 
The trapped, energetic (Ee > 0.4 MeV to > 3.0 MeV) electron fluxes at synchronous 
altitude, observed by ATS-1 during the January 13-14, 1967, geomagnetic storm, are 
discussed in this chapter. Except for a short period after the sudden commencement 
(sc) at 1202 UT, data 13 (0202 local time), the measured electrons were observed to 
be stably trapped for about the first 12 hours after the sc. However, the values of the 
electron fluxes in the local morning and at local noon were quite different from those 
generally observed during quiet periods. About 2 hours after local noon, at 2324 UT, 
day '13, the electron flux dropped sharply by two orders of magnitude in response to 
a sudden decrease in the magnetic field observed at the satellite. Recovery of the 
electron flux occurred in a few minutes. About 40 minutes later, 0007 UT, day 14, 
the electron fluxes were essentially wiped out at the time of an observed reversal in 
the magnetic field at the satellite. During two separate approximately 10-minute pe­
riods after this 0007 UT, day 14, wipeout, the observed particle fluxes indicated the 
satellite encounteed a region of space with characteristics very different from the 
normal magnetospheric trapping region. The data during these times were consist­
ent with the interpretation from the magnetic field observations that the satellite was 
outside the magnetopause. Correlation of the electron data during the storm was 
made with the satellite magnetometer data and with the magnetometer data from 
several ground stations. 
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ENERGETIC ELECTRONS AT 6.6 RE DURING THE
 
JANUARY 13-14, 1967, GEOMAGNETIC STORM
 
L. J. Lanzerotti, W. L. Brown, and C. S. Roberts 
INTRODUCTION 
The January 13-14, 1967, geomagnetic storm, as observed at synchronous alti­
tude (6.6 RE), was unusual in several respects. From the point of view of the trapped 
electrons (Ee > 0.4 MeV to > 3.0 MeV) observed on the ATS-1 satellite, the most 
spectacular effects of the storm were sudden depletions of the electron flux observed 
approximately 12 hours after the sudden commencement (sc) of the storm. The first 
of these, a sudden drop ,in the electron flux by two orders of magnitude, occurred at 
2324 UT, day 13, and-was associated with two sharp decreasing spikes in the mag­
netic field observed at the satellite. The electron flux recovered in a few minutes. 
Less than an hour later the electron flux was essentially wiped out at the time of an 
observed reversal in the magnetic field at the satellite. This chapter gives a qualita­
tive discussion of the electron fluxes during the time period including these events. 
The electron fluxes at synchronous altitude during this time period were ob­
served by the Bell Laboratories' six-element solid-state detector telescope on board 
the geostationary ATS-1 satellite. The Bell Laboratories' particle experiment looked 
out perpendicular to the satellite spin axis and measured particles with equatorial 
pitch angles greater than about 60 degrees. Count accumulation time for one experi­
mental measurement was 3.9 seconds which corresponds to approximately six spin 
periods of the satellite. The experiment had a number of different observation modes 
with the interval between successive measurements in each electron mode being ap­
proximately 25 seconds. The local time of the satellite is obtained by subtracting 
10 hours from the universal time. Frequently in this chapter both times will be 
given to distinguish both the, spatial-and the temporal positions of the observations. 
Further experimental details and the electron efficiency curves for the electron 
modes can be found in references 1 and 2.* 
*References are listed at the end of this chapter. 
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SYNCHRONOUS ORBIT ELECTRON DATA 
The ATS-1 satellite provided an excellent experimental platform from which 
to observe the diurnal variations in the trapped particle fluxes at a fixed geographic 
location. Analysis of the electron data from the Bell Laboratories' ATS-1 experi­
ment showed a pronounced diurnal effect in the electron fluxes at synchronous alti­
tude. 2 ' 3 In addition, Lanzerotti, et al. 2 have shown that the magnitude of the diurnal 
effect is larger for higher energy electrons than for lower. They observed a posi­
tive correlation of the magnitude of the diurnal effect with the strength of the night­
time magnetic bay observed at the ground station at College and with the intensity of 
the daily geomagnetic disturbance as measured by the 3-hour Kp index. Station loca­
tions are listed in Table 2 below. 
Table 2 
STATION LOCATIONS 
Geographic Geomagnetic 
Station Latitude Longitude Latitude Longitude Local Time 
ATS-1 
Honolulu 
0°N 
21.320 N 
150 0W 
158.0°W 
2.70 
21.10 
278.70 
266.50 
UT -10 hrs 
UT -10.5 hrs 
College 
Nurmijarvi 
64.87°N 
60.510N 
147.83W 
24.650E 
64.60 
57.90 
256.50 
112.60 
UT 
UT 
-9.9 hrs 
+1.6 hrs 
Day 12 to Day 15, 1967, UT. Electron data from the Bell Laboratories' experi­
ment for 4 days around the January 13 sc are shown in Figure 30. These electron 
data are 10-minute flux averages from two electron-mode channels of the experiment 
during the time interval January 12-15, 1967. An arrow on the bottom of an electron 
data plot indicates a zero count at that time in that averaging interval. Also shown 
in the figure are: 
1. 	The hourly average of the horizontal component of the magnetic field as ob­
served at College, Honolulu, and Nurmijarvi. 
2. 	 The hourly value of the 6-minute average horizontal field component meas­
ured on ATS-1 (P. J. Coleman, Jr., and W. D. Cummings, personal com­
munication) and the Kp index. 
Magnetic field data are plotted at 15-minute time intervals for several hours around 
the sc and hour 00 UT, day 14, for College, Honolulu, and ATS-1 to better illustrate 
the magnetic disturbance characteristics. The satellite local noon and local midnight 
are denoted by N and M, respectively, on the electron data plots. 
With the major exception of the time period from about 1000 UT, day 13, to 
1100 UT, day 14, the electron fluxes and their diurnal behavior as observed for these 
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Plotted at the top of the figure are the 1O-minute average 
counting rates from the E > 0.4 MeV and E > 1.5 MeV 
electron channels in the Bell Laboratories' ATS-I experi­
ment. The local noon (N) and local midnight (M) of the 
satellite are indicated. The hourly values of the 6-minute 
average magnetic field at ATS-1, the hourly average of the 
magnetic field at Honolulu, College, and Nurmijarvi, and the 
S-hour Kp index are also plotted. The 12-minute and 15­
minute average field data from ATS-1 and College-
Honolulu, respectively, are plotted for several hours around 
the time of the sudden commencement at 1202 UT, day 13, 
anid 0000 -UT, day 14. 
Figure 30. Day 12 to Day 15, 1967, UT' 
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four days are similar to the fluxes described by Lanzerotti et al.2 for days during 
December 1966. Day 12, 1967, UT, was a very quiet day geomagnetically. The day­
night difference was smaller than that seen during any other day in the electron data 
examined from the time of satellite launch (December 6, 1966) to mid-April 1967. 
The electron flux decrease at 1000 UT, day 13 (local midnight), was much 
larger than usual, presumably connected with the more-disturbed geomagnetic con­
dition and the sc geomagnetic storm observed at 1202 UT. Figure 31 contains 
6-minute average electron data from the same two electron channels plotted in Fig­
ure 30 for the time period 1000 UT, day 13, to 0200 UT, day 14 as well as the 
6-minute average ATS-1 magnetic field data and the 5-minute average Honolulu 
data. The local-time position of ATS-1 is indicated at the bottom of the figure for 
>0 4 I I I 
10, Ee>5 MeV 
0 
Lii LOCAL t=0 1 
IOI NOON 
20y 
ATS-I 
00olOo 
\V 
IO 12 14 16 18 20 22 00 0 
HOURS

HOURS, DAY ,UT DAY 4,UT 
Six-minute average electron data for the same two electron 
channels plotted in Figure 30, 5-minute average ATS-1 hori­
zontal magnetic field, and 5-minute average Honolulu hori­
zontal magnetic field. The local time position of ATS-1 is 
indicated for each second hour. 
Figure 31. 1000 UT, Day 13, to 0200 UT, Day 14 
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every secona hour. 5ince january ±i is omy z4 ctays trom te winter solstice, me 
arrow pointing toward the sun should be inclined -20 degrees into the page. 
The sc was measured as about a 507 field increase by both the ATS-I magne­
tometer and by the ground-based magnetometer at Honolulu. Simultaneous with the 
increased field measurements at ATS-1 and Honolulu was a large 7507 negative bay 
observed at College. Magnetic field data with fine-time resolution was not available 
from the Nurmijarvi station. 
During the period of increased field intensity after the sc, the electron fluxes 
observed at 6.6 RE appeared to be stably trapped. The geomagnetic disturbance per­
sisted, the satellite field dropped, and the satellite passed into a region of much 
lower and more frequently fluctuating fluxes as it moved toward the dawn side of the 
magnetosphere. This type of electron flux behavior has been interpreted as due to 
the measurement of pseudotrapped electrons. 
2 4 
, 
As the satellite moved toward 2209 UT, day 13 (local noon), the electron fluxes 
did not increase in magnitude as the magnetic field at ATS-1 increased between ap­
proximately 1530 and 1900 UT. This was unusual and was interpreted as being due to 
an unusually small radial gradient in the electron distribution at that time. 
At about 2030 UT, day 13, the electron fluxes increased rather suddenly by a 
factor of about 3. There was no corresponding increase in the magnetic field at the 
satellite. Hence, this change in the fluxes must have been nonadiabatic in origin. 
At about this same time, the magnetic field at Nurmijarvi (about local 1030) 
increased within an hour to approximately 40 y above its mean value at this same 
local time over days 12, 14, and 15. The connection between the electron observa­
tions at the satellite and the magnetic field change at Nurmijarvi is not at all clear. 
At 2200 UT, day 13 (local noon), both electron channels plotted in Figures 30 
and 31 show lower fluxes than at the corresponding time on day 12. At about 2324 UT 
(1324 LT) the electron fluxes suddenly dropped, but then they rapidly recovered to 
their prior magnitudes. At the same time, two sharp decreasing spikes were ob­
served in the magnetic field at ATS-1 (Figure 32). This is discussed later. 
Kp, which increased steadily from 1500 UT, reached its peak values in the 
6-hour interval beginning at 0000 UT, day 14. At approximately 0006 UT, day 14 
(1406 LT, day 13), the electron rates suddenly began dropping. They reached a value 
of less than one count per minute at approximately 0008. The electron wipeout oc­
curred while Honolulu, College, and Nurmijarvi were recording magnetic bays asso­
ciated with the storm main phase. The ATS-1 magnetic field data was also measur­
ing a magnetic bay before 0008 UT, at which time the field suddenly reversed in 
6 
,direction.5 
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After about 0100 UT, day 14 (1500 LT, day 13), the electron fluxes began slow 
recoveries toward larger values as the satellite moved toward local evening. A 
diurnal dip in the lower energy (Be > 0.4 MeV) electron flux was observed at 
1000 UT, day 14 (local midnight). The flux of these electrons was observed to be at 
its prestorm value when the satellite returned to 2200 UT, day 14 (local noon on 
local day 14). The higher energy electron flux (Ee > 1.5 MeV) did not return to its 
prestorm value until several days later. 
2300 UT, Day 13 to 0100 UT, Day 14. Figure 32 shows each data point meas­
ured in the two electron energy channels of Figures 30 and 31 during the 2-hour in­
terval 2300 UT, day 13, to 0100 UT, day 14. The count accumulation time for each 
data point was 3.9 seconds. Shown at the bottom of the figure is the 5-second aver­
age horizontal magnetic field data from ATS-1. 
Near 2324 UT the magnetic field decreased sharply by approximately 30y twice 
within the space of about a minute. The counting rates in both electron channels 
dropped sharply at the same time and remained low for several minutes. A sub­
sequent smaller and more diffuse decrease in each counting rate was observed some 
10 minutes later, with no accompanying field change. 
The two sudden impulse magnetic field decreases must have caused a sudden 
nonadiabatic depletion of the trapped electrons on the electron drift shells passing 
through the satellite. The width of the electron flux dip suggests that the sudden 
magnetic field perturbation extended over at least 50 degrees in longitude. The more 
diffuse decrease in the flux about 10 minutes after the sharp decrease is probably 
due to the longitudinal drift of the electrons observed during the 2324 UT electron 
depletion. The delay period of 10-15 minutes is approximately the expected drift 
period for -1MeV electrons. 
Figure 32 indicates that the electron counting rates remained relatively con­
stant for some 10-15 minutes before about 0006 UT, day 14. The lower-energy chan­
nel was counting about 100 c/s and the high-energy channel about 10 c/s during this 
interval. At 0006 UT both electron counting rates began to drop as the magnetic field 
began rapidly increasing. The field began to drop very sharply at approximately 
0007 UT and reversed in direction. By approximately 0008 UT the electron detection 
channels were recording, at most, a few counts per minute. 
The counting rate in the lower-energy channel was zero for 26 successive 3.9­
second counting intervals during an 11-minute period starting at 0008. During the 
same time the higher-energy channel registered 11 total counts in this same number 
of counting intervals. During this 11-minute period the magnetic field maintained 
its negative value. When the field fluctuated violently at'about 0020 UT, counts re­
appeared in the lower-energy channel. However, from about 0033 to 0041 UT, the 
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Plotted at the top of the figure are the counts recorded in 
each 3.90-second counting interval for the same two elec­
tron channels as Figure 30. At the bottom of the figure is 
the 5-second average horizontal component magnetic field 
as measured at the satellite. 
Figure 32. 2300 UT, Day 13, to 0100 UT, Day 14 
field again maintained a relatively steady negative value; the lower-energy channel 
recorded only two counts, and the higher-energy channel recorded only 14 counts in 
17 counting intervals during an 8-minute period. 
After about 0041 UT, day 14, there were always at least a few counts in all of 
the electron channels. However, the counting rates were sufficiently low that no 
further significant time correlations between the ATS-1 magnetic field data and the 
electron data were attempted. 
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A bar graph is used in Figure 33 to indicate the abnormal distribution of counts 
in the various energy channels of the electron detection modes. The counting rate in 
each electron channel during the three separate periods after the wipeout at 0008 is 
divided by the counting rate recorded in that energy channel at 0000 UT, day 12. The 
energies under each set of bar graphs is the nominal threshold energy for that par­
ticular channel. If the distribution of counts had been the same during the electron 
wipeout as two days previous, all of the bars would be of the same height across the 
graph. The figure shows that the counting rates in the low-energy channels were 
5-6 orders of magnitude lower than two days previous, whereas the highest-energy 
channel was depressed by only a factor of about 50. The distribution is thus ex­
tremely abnormal. The insert in the upper left corner of Figure 33 gives the counting 
rates in the electron channels at the reference time on day 12. 
During the periods 0009-0020 and 0033-0041, the lower-energy channels re­
corded counting rates lower than the rates during the period 0020-0033 by approxi­
mately an order of magnitude. The three highest energy channels recorded substan­
tially the same counting rates during all three intervals. 
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Plots of counting rates in eight electron channels for 
three time periods after electron wipeout at 0008 UT, 
day 14, divided by the counting rate recorded in that 
channel at 0000 UT, day 12. The insert shows the 
rates in each channel at 0000 UT, day 12. The energy
under each set of bar graphs is the nominal threshold 
energy for that particular channel. 
Figure 33. Distribution of Counts in Energy Channels 
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DISCUSSION 
The electrondata presented here do not in themselves provide an unambiguous 
measurement of' the penetration of the magnetopause to 6.6 RE. However, it will be 
shown that the data are consistent with such an interpretation. The question of the 
dynamics of the nonadiabatic phenomena observed in the electrons at earlier times 
during the storm and their relationship to the 'boundary crossing' is difficult to 
assess. The very strong electron flux dip approximately 40 minutes before the wipe­
out is intriguing to consider as a 'precursor' to the later-event; however, there is 
no real evidence to support this association. 
Particles During Wipeout. The distribution of the counting rates observed dur­
ing the periods of reversed field deserve particular attention. As will be shown be­
low, these counting rates were primarily due to cosmic-ray protons. 
The abnormal absence of counts in the low-energy channels might seem to 
imply an energy spectrum containing no low-energy electrons. If the satellite had 
remained just outside the boundary of the magnetopause, the smaller gyroradius of 
the lower-energy electrons would cause them to be excluded more effectively than 
the higher-energy electrons. However, in the - 1307 field measured at the satellite, 
a 1.5-MeV electron has a p -35 km,while for a 0.4-MeV electron p -15 km,where 
p is the electron gyroradius. It seems inconceivable that the satellite stayed within 
20 km of the boundary of some magnetic field configuration for as long as 10 or 12 
minutes. Furthermore, the H mode electron channels (Ee > 0.4 to > 1.0 MeV) had 
substantial sensitivity for quite high-energy electrons; no electron spectrum can 
explain the observed absence of counts in H mode, while the higher-energy mode was' 
counting (Gmode, Ee > 1.2 to Ee > 3.0 MeV). The conclusion reached was that the 
particles being counted were not electrons. 
As discussed in Chapter 2, the higher-energy electron channel (channel G2, 
Ee > 1.5 MeV) requires a coincidence between two separate solid-state detectors. 2 
The lower-energy channel (channel H2, Ee > 0.4 MeV) is also determined with these 
two detectors, but it requires the second one in anticoincid6nce. The singles count­
ing rate mode of the experiment' during the particle wipeout at 0008 UT indicated 
that none of the detectors were counting more than a few counts per second. Hence, 
the observation of zero counts in the lower-energy channel was not due to a noise 
anticoincidence. Similarly, the counts in the higher-energy channel were real and 
not caused by noise random coincidence. 
The observed counts were probably produced by cosmic-ray protons. There 
were two proton modes (Modes E and F)' in the experiment that required the same 
two detectors in coincidence required by the higher-energy electron mode (G mode, 
Ee > 1.2 to Ee > 3.0 MeV). The Modes E and F measured protons from 13.7 to 
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21.0 MeV and 21.0 to 95.0 MeV, respectively, by appropriate change in the coinci­
dence requirements with other detectors in the telescope and in the pulse height dis­
crimination requirements of the five-channel pulse height analyzer. 
The counting rates in neither of these proton modes were comparable with the 
counting rates observed in the high-energy electron channels. Hence, the particles 
counted in the higher-energy electron mode must have had energies >95 MeV. The 
high-energy electron mode had discriminator requirements set such that it would also 
count minimum ionizing particles. The rates observed in the higher-energy electron 
mode, requiring two detectors in coincidence, were comparable with the cosmic-ray 
background measured by other experimenters on spacecrafts that traveled outsidethe 
magnetosphere (see, e.g., Krimigis and Van Allen7 ). In addition, although the count­
ing statistics were very poor, the lower fluxes observed in the nonminimum ionizing 
proton modes were consistent with the cosmic-ray proton flux fail-off observed at 
lower energies (see, e.g., Durgaprasad). The lower-energy electron mode (H mode) 
did not count protons because of theanti-coincidence and pulse height discrimina­
tion requirements discussed earlier. 
It was concluded from the above discussion that during the period of the wipeout 
the electron modes of the particle experiment were responding to cosmic-ray pro­
tons. In the central interval of the wipeout, 0020-0033 UT, and after 0041 UT, the 
change in the counting rate distribution indicated that electrons were again contribut­
ing to the lower-energy channel. 
Nature of the Electron Wipeout. The appearance of high-energy cosmic-ray 
protons in the high-energy electron detection channels should be a common occur­
rence at 1400 LT on almost any day. A 200-MeV proton has a p -2 x 104 km (-S RE) 
in a 100y magnetic field. For a magnetopause distance of -9 - 10 RE, this 
cosmic-ray proton flux should always be contributing background to the high-energy 
electron counts near local noon. The problem is rather to trace the changes in the 
electron flux during the wipeout. 
The magnetic field data from the satellite' 6 gave strong evidence of a penetra­
tion of the magnetosphere to inside the satellite orbit. Under such conditions, if the 
satellite was the boundary more than 30 km, the trapped electron flux should have 
disappeared. The absence of electron counts after the field reversal is entirely con­
sistent with this explanation. 
As noted in connection with Figure 32, the electron fluxes began dropping at 
least a minute before the field reversal; in fact, they began dropping during a time 
when the field was rapidly increasing. The electron depletion before the boundary 
crossing may arise from the shift of the electron distribution under the influence of 
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the boundary motion. During a time when the boundary is moving rapidly inward, 
the electrons will be shifted inward on the day side of the earth and simultaneously 
accelerated. The net effect on-the measured flux depends on the relative importance 
of the acceleration of the lower-energy particles and of the radial distribution of the 
particles. The effect of the acceleration on the particle energies is given by the 
change of B experienced by the particles. The normal magnetosphere electron flux 
spectrum beyond the outer belt maximum is monotonically decreasing with energy. 
The acceleration of these electrons could only produce an increase in the measured 
flux. The observed strong flux decrease between 0006 and 0007 thus implies a strong 
radial gradient in the electron distribution. 
The electron wipeout may also involve the measurement of pseudotrapped elec­
trons. Roederer's computations of electron drift in a Williams-Mead distorted mag­
neic field show that with a tail field strength of about 2 0y, unstably trapped electrons 
would be encountered by the satellite as early as 1400-1500 LT if the boundary 
standoff distance were 7 RE or less (J. G. Roederer, personal communication). That 
is, equatorially mirroring electrons measured near 1400 LT at 6.6 RE would longi­
tudinally drift westward around the earth through the night side and be lost through 
the forenoon boundary of the magnetosphere. 
4 
If an electron drift shell suddenly satisfies the conditions for pseudotrapping, 
the loss of electrons from the shell will be felt first at the point where the shell 
intersects the boundary in the afternoon, since this point will suddenly be deprived 
of the supply of electrons drifting in from the east. The remainder of the shell will 
be successively depleted in approximately one drift period as the electrons are lost 
through the forenoon boundary. If there were no continuously active replenishment 
of the shell (e.g., from other shells closer to the earth, by electric fields, or by 
pitch-angle scattering and L-shell splitting), there would be a complete absence of 
electrons throughout the shell. 
It is clear that those points on the shell closest to the afternoon intersection 
with the boundary will have the least opportunity for replenishment. Thus, in the 
geometry of the ATS-1 satellite at 1400 LT, pseudotrapping could account for a 
drastic depletion of the electron flux with the boundary still outside the satellite 
orbit. 
The electron flux drop before the boundary crossing could thus be a result of 
pseudotrapping. If so, it could be concluded that the boundary must have been -0.5 
RE outside the satellite orbit when the flux began to drop. With approximately a 1­
minute time interval before the field reversal, a boundary velocity of approximately 
50 km/sec is obtained. On the basis of the ATS-1 magnetic field change during the 
1-minute interval before the reversal, the boundary moved more than 0.5 R. Hence, 
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it is concluded that a major part of the electron wipeout was due to the inward shift 
of the radial distribution of electrons. Nevertheless, the pseudotrapping argument 
sets a lower limit on the boundary's inward velocity. 
Regions of'unstable electron trapping were probably encountered by the satel­
lite from 0020 to 0033 UT and for several hours after 0041 UT. Counts reappeared 
in the low-energy electron mode (H mode), and the rates were generally larger than 
the rates in the higher-energy mode (G mode). The counting rates were low (but 
nonzero) and varied from minute to minute. 
The 2324 UT, Day 13, Electron Flux Dip. The response of the electron flux 
and the satellite magnetometer at 2324 UT, day 13, is interestingly different from 
their response in the 2-minute period before the electron wipeout. At 2324 the elec­
tron flux dropped sharply as did the magnetic field. Forty minutes later the electron 
flux drop coincided with a sudden increase in the satellite field. 
In a majority of the cases that have been examined under much less disturbed 
conditions, fast changes in electrons and magnetic field tend to be correlated, not 
anticorrelated (as at the wipeout). A more thorough study of the consequences of fast 
field changes needs to be made before such differences can be understood. It is 
clear, however, that the induction electric field generated during such magnetic field 
changes plays a paramount role in determining the redistribution of the magneto­
spheric particle population caused by such an event. The direction of this electric 
field determines whether particles are moved radially inward or outward during the 
magnetic field change; this radial motion of particles produces a change in the par­
ticle flux. To understand the time dependence of the observed electron flux after a 
sudden magnetic field change, it is important to consider the radial motion of elec­
trons at all longitudes, not just at the instantaneous point of observation. Changes 
at other longitudes will be felt at the observation point slightly later as a result of 
longitudinal electron drift. 
It is not clear that an increase or decrease in magnetic field magnitude at a 
point in space can always be connected with a particular electric field direction at 
that same point. It seems even less likely that the direction of the electric field on 
the night side of the earth is directly correlated with magnetic field changes on the 
day side, and vice versa. Such differences may account for the fact that sometimes 
electron flux and magnetic field changes correlate and, less often, anticorrelate. 
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SUMMARY 
A discussion has been given-of the .energetic electron fluxes observed during 
a time period when the magnetic field at the ATS-1 satellite reversed in direction. 
These measurements- show that the satellite was in a region of space with charac­
teristics very different from the normal magnetospheric trapping region. The new 
region not only had a very low particle counting rate but also a radically different 
counting rate distribution. It was concluded that the satellite measured the cosmic­
ray proton background. The electrons in the outer belt were not being measured be­
cause of the intrusion of the magnetopause inside the satellite orbit. 
A detailed understanding of the electron wipeout at 0008 UT, day 14, may well 
depend on an analysis of the entire geomagnetic storm. This analysis would entail 
a close correlation of the electron and magnetic field observations during the pre-sc 
and post-sc time periods to determine the position and movement of the magneto­
pause boundary during the times before the electron wipeout and field reversal. 
Analysis of the solar wind plasma and magnetic field during the storm will also be 
-important in interpreting the observations at synchronous altitude. 
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Chapter 6
 
PENETRATION OF SOLAR PROTONS AND ALPHAS
 
TO THE GEOMAGNETIC EQUATOR
 
L. J. Lanzerotti 
ABSTRACT 
Simultaneous spectral observations of low-energy solar particles in interplanetary 
space and in the magnetosphere on the equator strongly imply that these particles 
have essentially free access to the outer magnetosphere through a very effective 
diffusion mechanism which preserves the spectral shapes and the flux magnitudes. 
These observations further imply that measurements of solar-particle arrival time 
over the polar caps are not sufficient to distinguish between open or closed magneto­
sphere models. 
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PENETRATION OF SOLAR PROTONS AND ALPHAS TO THE 
GEOMAGNETIC EQUATOR 
L. J. Lanzerotti 
A number of investigators making measut1gieILLb Uve um pular caps'* have 
observed that the low-energy solar protons have cutoff energies that depend on lati­
tude in a manner that departs significantly from the predictions of Sturmer's 
theory2 and subsequent modifications to more realistic field models. 3 Recent meas­
urements of>40-MeV solar protons at the equator at L<SRE were shown also to 
have cutoffs below the classical Strmer values.4 Krimigis, Van Allen, and. Arm­
strong,5 utilizing simultaneous data from an interplanetary satellite and a low­
altitude, polar-orbiting satellite, have reported evidence of "essentially immediat0 
access" of 0.5- to 4.2-MeV solar protons to the earth's polar caps. They interpret 
these results as favoring an "open" magnetosphere model6 over a more closed model 
with magnetic merging at several A.U. in the magnetotail. 7 
This chapter discusses extensive simultaneous spectral measurements of both 
low-energy solar protons and alpha particles outside the magnetosphere on IMP-F 
(Explorer 34) and inside the magnetosphere on the equatorial satellite ATS-1 during 
both quiet and disturbed geomagnetic conditions. The observed rapid penetration 
of both enhanced solar protons and alphas to the equatorial region at 6.6RE, the 
observed preservation of the spectral shapes, and the observed diurnal effects in the 
protons strongly suggest that there is continuous diffusion of these interplanetary 
particles across the magnetosphere boundary and deep into the magnetosphere during 
all times when a source of these particles is present in interplanetary space. The 
diurnal effect also implies that these solar particles are geomagnetically trapped 
for several longitudinal drift periods. These observations of solar particle pene­
tration into the outer regions of the magnetosphere cast serious doubt on the validity 
of interpreting polar-cap measurements of solar protons strictly in terms of open 
or closed magnetosphere models. 
*References are listed at the end of this chapter. 
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The ATS-1 satellite (launched 6 December 1966) was a geostationary, spin­
stabilized satellite (with the spin axis parallel to the local magnetic field) stationed 
at 150'W, Oon and at a geocentric distance of 6 . 6RE. The Bell Laboratories experi­
ment flown on ATS-1 consisted of a six-element solid-state detector telescope ori­
ented perpendicular to the spin axis of the satellite. By use of the particle dE/dX 
characteristics and appropriate logic circuitry, the experiment was capable of dis­
tinguishing between protons and alphas. The half-angle of the detector telescope 
collimator was 200; the flux measured by the experiment was the spin-averaged flux 
of those particles with pitch angles close to 90'. 8, 9 ATS-1 local time is obtained by 
subtracting 10h from the universal time. 
IMP F, launched 24 May 1967, was a spin-stabilized (with the spin axis per­
pendicular to the ecliptic plane) polar-orbit satellite with an apogee of approximately 
34RE . The Bell Laboratories experiment on IMP F consisted of a four-element 
solid-state telescope oriented perpendicular to the spin axis. The half-angle of the 
detector telescope collimator was 200; the flux measured by the experiment was the 
spin-averaged flux of particles in the ecliptic plane. Protons and alphas up to an en­
ergy of approximately 4 MeV/nucleon were distinguished by the energy deposited in 
the first two detectors of the telescope and subsequently measured in a five-channel 
analyzer. Particle species above this energy were distinguished by the use of an on­
board pulse multiplier.0 
Plotted in Figure 34 are 1/2-h averages of the interplanetary IMP F, 1.2-2.5 
MeV) and magnetosphere (ATS-I, 1.9-2.8 MeV) proton data for days 164-181, 1967. 
The data for days 220/225, 1967, are plotted in Figure 35. The periods when the 
IMP F satellite was within lORE of the earth are indicated. The 6-h counting rates 
for time intervals centered about ATS local times of noon, 1800, midnight, and 0600 
are plotted immediately below the 1/2-h averaged data in Figure 34. Plotted at the 
bottom of both figures are the 3-h-averaged Kp data indicating the geomagnetic 
activity in-the time intervals discussed. 
The data plotted in Figure 34 correspond to the 18-d period between 13 June 
and 30 June which followed the three solar-flare particle events on 23 and 25 May 
"
2and 6 June 1967." 1 The interplanetary flux of 1.2- to 2.5-MeV protons from day 
164 to day 176 is larger than is normally observed. From days 167 to 176 the inter­
planetary proton fluxes decayed by approximately a factor of 5. This same overall 
decay was also observed in the proton fluxes inside the magnetosphere. 
The 6-h ATS-1 proton data in Figure 34 show a diurnal variation during most 
of the rather quiet geomagnetic period up to day 176. During this entire period a 
diurnal effect similar to that reported previously," and opposite to these proton 
variations, was observed in the electron data. The maximum in the proton diurnal 
fluxes generally occurred in the 6-h interval centered around local midnight and the 
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minimum generally occurred in the 6-h interval centered around local noon. This is 
the same type of proton diurnal behavior 6bserved-during portions of the 25 January 
solar event."' 14 During the two geomagnetically very quiet-days 174 and 175, when 
the interplanetary fluxes were low, the diurnal effect -was reversed with more pro­
tons measured at local noon than at local midnight. 
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Figures 36(a) and 36(b) show 6-h-averaged proton spectra from IMP F and 
ATS-1 centered about 1200 (noon) and 2400 (midnight) day 167, ATS-1 local time. 
The higher energy ATS-1 proton fluxes at both times are approximately equal to the 
interplanetary fluxes; both spectra fall off at the lower energies, with the largest 
falloff occurring at local noon. The effective L value at the ATS-1 altitude during 
.these two local time periods is different because of the solar-wind distortion of the 
magnetosphere.1 5 Since magnetic field data from ATS-I were not yet available, the 
diurnal variations in the electron fluxes observed by the Bell Laboratories experi­
ment9 were used to estimate indirectly the amount of magnetosphere distortion. The 
electron diurnal variations during days 167 and 168 were compared with available 
simultaneous electron and magnetic-field data obtained during the first two weeks 
of 1967. The comparisons were used with Roederer's computations of a model 
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magnetosphere' 6 and indicated that on day 167 the magnetosphere boundary was 
near 10.SRE and that the ATS-1 satellite was measuring protons near L = 6.0 at local 
noon and L = 6.6 at local 2400 (midnight). 
The inset in Figure 36(b) shows the 1.9- to 2.8-MeV ATS-1 proton data plotted 
as a function of L during day 167 ATS local time in order to indicate the relationship 
of the ATS-1 proton fluxes to the same energy proton fluxes measured on IMP F. 
This plot suggests that the magnetosphere fluxes and spectra at approximately L = 7 
would be equal to the interplanetary fluxes and that the proton intensities decrease 
strongly below L - 7. 
The increase in the flux of interplanetary protons observed near the beginning 
of day 176 (Figure 34) apparently resulted from the reappearance after one solar 
rotation of the region associated with the 28 May solar-flare event. 2 At the time 
of the flux increase IMP F was outbound at a distance of -30RE, an angle to the 
ecliptic of -230, and a sun-earth-probe angle of ~80 ° east, while ATS-1 was at ap­
proximately 1400 local time. 
The proton increase in interplanetary space was accompanied within 1/2 h by 
an increase in the proton fluxes measured at ATS-1. (The timing uncertainties are 
not instrumental but statistical, due to the gradual interplanetary increase.) The 
drop in fluxes on day 179 also occurred simultaneously within 1/2-1 h both outside 
and inside the magnetosphere. Although there is not always a one-to-one corre­
spondence during the entire event (the larger dip in the ATS-1 flux during the latter 
part of day 177 occurred at the time of the second sudden commencement storm; 
a similar dip was observed during the 28 May event' 2), the overall correspondence 
between the interplanetary flux increases and decreases and the simultaneous equa­
torial magnetosphere response is indeed striking. 
The solar proton event shown in Figure 35 occurred during an August geo­
magnetically quiet day -while IMP F was inbound at a distance of 2 0RE with an ecliptic 
angle of 23' and an earth-sun-probe angle of -350 east. ATS-1 was approximately 
at local 0800 at the time of the interplanetary proton increases and observed the 
first flux increase some six hours later, at approximately 1400. Hence, during the 
geomagnetically quiet period after the solar protons were initially observed in 
interplanetary space there was an approximately 6-h time delay before the protons 
were seen inside the magnetosphere. However, within 3-4 h after the protons were 
first observed on ATS-1 (while the geomagnetic disturbance was increasing), the 
interplanetary and the magnetosphere proton increases and decreases again had a 
striking resemblance. 
Proton and alpha spectra during a period of enhanced fluxes of both day 177 and 
day 222, 1967, are shown in Figures 36(c) and 36(d). During both periods the proton 
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and alpha fluxes inside and outside the magnetosphere were approximately equal. 
Both the proton and alpha spectral shapes were very similar; there was no evidence 
of a low-energy falloff. 
The electron diurnal data observed by the Bell Laboratories ATS-1 experiment 
during days 164-175 imply that the experiment was measuring particles on closed 
longitudinal drift shells. Hence the "inverse" diurnal variation in the quiet-time pro­
ton data implies that the protons were stably trapped for a time period of the order 
of a few longitudinal drift periods (TD ~ 8 min for 1-MeV protons at synchronous al­
titude) and that their source was beyond L - 7. The facts that no magnetosphere pro­
tons were observed when the interplanetary source was absent and that a proton and 
alpha enhancement in the magnetosphere did not persist after the source was absent 
also imply that the protons and alphas are trapped for only a few drift periods and 
certainly not for more than a few hours. The fact of proton trapping rules out the 
possibility that these protons entered the magnetosphere by field-line connection ei­
ther to the magnetotail 7 or to interplanetary space over the poles. 6 The rapid access 
of the enhanced interplanetary particles to the equatorial region further rules out 
access via the geomagnetic tail where the merging in the tail is believed to take place 
at several A.U. 
The observed "inverse" diurnal effect and the observed rapidity with which 
the equatorial regions of the magnetosphere respond to an enhanced interplanetary 
flux of protons and alphas strongly suggest that a diffusion mechanism is continually 
operative in the outer magnetosphere and not just at the times of magnetic sudden 
commencements or sudden impulses. 17 The interplanetary-magnetosphere response­
time difference observed between quiet and disturbed geomagnetic times is indicative 
that the diffusion mechanism is probably stronger during a more disturbed condition. 
In addition, during a disturbed geomagnetic condition, the magnetosphere boundary 
is closer than during a more quiet period. Furthermore, the similarity of the parti­
cle spectra observed inside and outside the magnetosphere, particularly during 
the times of enhanced fluxes, implies that the diffusion mechanism preserves the 
spectral shapes of the interplanetary protons and alphas. The similarity of the 
magnitude of the magnetosphere particle fluxes to the enhanced interplanetary source 
fluxes over a wide energy range suggests that the diffusion mechanism violates the 
first adiabatic invariant. 
During the geomagnetically quiet times, the value of L near ATS-1 local noon 
was -6,,corresponding to a geomagnetic latitude of -630 at the surface of the earth. 
During geomagnetically active times much higher flux values of protons were ob­
served at the ATS-1 altitude and some protons were thus presumably seen at lower 
L values, corresponding to lower latitudes. It is possible that the latitude lowering 
for low-energy solar'particles observed on polar-orbiting satellites during 
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geomagnetically disturbed conditions is simply a reflection of the fact that solar par­
ticles can diffuse faster and with more intensity to lower equatorial altitudes during 
these times. These protons are then rapidly pitch-angle scattered so that they are 
seen at the lower altitudes over the polar caps and in the auroral cones. The short 
trapping times attributed here to the equatorially mirroring particles could then be 
due to a combination of particle loss due to pitch-angle scattering and diffusion back 
out of the magnetosphere. 
In conclusion, the simultaneous solar proton and alpha-particle observations 
discussed above strongly imply that there is a very effective continuous diffusion 
of the interplanetary-source particles into the outer equatorial magnetosphere. The 
strength of the diffusion is strongly dependent upon the intensity of the geomagnetic 
activity. The observations also imply that these particles are geomagnetically 
trapped for only a few longitudinal drift periods. Finally, the existence of a diffusion 
mechanism for producing rapid solar-particle penetration into the outer regions of 
the magnetosphere and the short trapping time of these particles strongly imply that 
measurements of the solar-particle arrival time in interplanetary space and over 
the polar caps are not sufficient to distinguish between open or closed models of 
the magnetosphere. 
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Chapter 7 
ACCESS OF SOLAR PARTICLES TO 
SYNCHRONOUS ALTITUDE 
L. J. Lanzerotti 
ABSTRACT
 
When a source of solar-originated particles is present in interplanetary space, 
comparable fluxes of these particles with similar spectral characteristics are 
usually observed inside the magnetosphere at synchronous altitudes. The temporal 
and spectral changes in the access of these solar protons and alpha particles to 
synchronous altitude are discussed and reviewed. Possible consequences of the 
presence of substantial fluxes of low energy solar protons deep inside the magneto­
sphere are also discussed. 
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Chapter 7 
ACCESS OF SOLAR PARTICLES TO SYNCHRONOUS ALTITUDE 
L. J.Lanzerotti 
INTRODUCTION 
A multitude of ground and satellite observations of solar-proton fluxes at high 
latitudes have provided much convincing evidence that these protons have access to 
inner regions of the magnetosphere that would normally be prohibited by the Stormer 
theory.1* These measurements and their relationship to theoretical particle­
trajectory calculations in model magnetospheres have been reviewed recently by 
Bostrom, 2 Paulika,. and Hofmann and Sauer 
Only recently have solar-particle measurements been reported in the equa­
torial regions of the magnetosphere. Filius5 reported the access of solar protons 
(40-250 MeV) to 4 RE at the equator and showed that the Stormer theory could be 
modified to agree with his observations. Lanzerotti reported measurements of 
solar-proton and alpha-particle fluxes [1 - 20 (MeV/nucleon)] at synchronous altitude 
(6.6 RE) and compared their temporal and spectral characteristics to simultaneous 
measurements of the interplanetary fluxes. The significance of these measurements 
was that substantial cutoff lowering was observed for -1 MeV protons with near 
° 
90 pitch angles at the geomagnetic equator. It was concluded that an effective 
diffusion process operative in the outer regions of the~magnetosphere and/or the 
near regions of the geomagnetic tail that often preserves the spectral character and 
magnitude of the interplanetary fluxes after their penetration to the synchronous 
altitude must exist. Paulikas and Blake 7 have also reported the omni-directional 
intensity of solar protons at the synchronous altitude during a solar event in 
January, 1967. In addition to concluding that protons with energies greater than 
21 MeV have essentially free access to synchronous altitude, they observed a diurnal 
effect in the fluxes of 5-21 MeV solar protons, with more protons observed near 
*References are listed' at-the end of this chapter. 
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local midnight than near local noon. Lanzerotti6 also observed such a diurnal effect 
in the 2.4 MeV proton fluxes. 
This chapter presents extensive measurements of the proton environment at 
synchronous altitudes. Most of the data was obtained from measurements made by 
the Bell Laboratories experiment on the ATS-1 satellite during the last half of 
1967. These measurements were compared to similar measurements obtained 
simultaneously by an instrument on the Explorer 34 (IMP F) satellite in interplane­
tary space. Since the ATS-1 satellite traversed all local times (solar-ecliptic 
longitudes) in a twenty-four hour period, and since the number of 1 MeV protons 
at synchronous altitude when interplanetary particles are not present is essentially 
zero, comparisons of the solar fluxes at this equatorial location with the interplane­
tary fluxes allowed systematic investigations of the results of the particle access 
with other magnetosphere observations. 
Due to the distortion of the magnetosphere by its interaction with the solar 
wind, the ATS-1 satellite did not remain on a line of constant magnetic field inten­
sity B during its daily traversal of all local times. Rather, the satellite was located 
on lines of lower B intensity at local midnight than at local noon. This fact, together 
with the observation that the satellite was always beyond the maximum of the outer 
electron zone, gave rise to the familiar diurnal effect observed in the relativistic
 
'
9
electron intensities.3 Also attributed to the distortion of the magnetosphere was 
the apparent diurnal effect (with the same sense as the electron fluxes) reportedly 
observed in the 0.3 to 10 MeV outer-zone trapped proton fluxes by Armstrong and 
Krimigis 0 using data from the elliptical-orbit satellite, Explorer 33. 
EXPERIMENTS 
The ATS-1 satellite (launched December 6, 1966) was a geostationary, spin­
stabilized satellite (with the spin axis parallel to the local magnetic field) stationed 
at 158'W, 0'N and at a geocentric distance of 6.6 RE . The Bell Laboratories ex­
periment flown on ATS-1 consisted of a six-element solid-state detector telescope 
oriented perpendicular to the spin axis of the satellite. By use of the particle dE/dx 
characteristics and appropriate logic circuitry, the experiment was capable of dis­
tinguishing between protons, alphas, and electrons. The half-angle of the detector 
telescope collimator was 200; the flux measured by the experiment was the spin­
averaged flux of those particles with pitch angles close to 900.11 ATS-1 local time 
is obtained by subtracting 10 hours from the universal time. 
The IMP F satellite, launched May 24, 1967,was a spin-stabilized (with the spin 
axis perpendicular to the ecliptic plane) polar-orbit satellite with an apogee of 
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approximately 34 RE. The experiment consisted of a four-element solid-state 
telescope oriented perpendicular to the spin axis. The half-angle of the detector 
telescope collimator was 20'; the flux measured by the experiment was the spin­
averaged flux of particles in the ecliptic plane. Protons and alphas up to an energy 
of approximately 4 MeV/nucleon were distinguished by the energy deposited in the 
first two detectors of the telescope and subsequently measured in a five-channel 
analyzer. Particle species above this energy were distinguished by the use of an on­
board pulse multiplier. Electrons 300 keV were detected by their dE/dx character­
istics and the appropriate logic circuitry.1
2 
OBSERVATIONS 
Figure 37 contains the one-hour average temporal history of 1.9 and 2.4 MeV 
proton fluxes measured in interplanetary space and at synchronous altitudes, re­
spectively, from day 318 to day 360, 1967. Also plotted at the bottom of the figure 
are the hourly-average AE and Dst indices and the three-hour average Kp index. 
The dark bars above the IMP data indicate periods when the Explorer 34 satellite 
-was inside the magnetopause (D. H. Fairfield, private communication). 
This entire time period had appreciable fluxes of solar-origin interplanetary 
particles which were of interest in themselves., In fact, the long period of interplane­
tary enhancements began on day 300, but continuous ATS coverage was not available 
during the entire period of day 300 to day 318. This period was also moderately 
active geomagnetically as evidenced by the AE and Kp indices. Although two sudden 
commencements were reported, there were no large geomagnetic storms, the largest 
Dst negative excursion being less than 50y. 
The overall, quite striking, impression obtained from this figure is that when­
ever there are interplanetary fluxes present, there are also proton enhancements 
inside the magnetosphere at synchronous altitudes. The enhancements have approxi­
mately the same temporal appearances and magnitudes as the interplanetary fluxes 
and do not persist after the interplanetary fluxes are absent. 
There were also gross differences between the interplanetary fluxes and the 
synchronous-altitude fluxes which will be discussed in detail later. The most strik­
ing of these were the decreases in the ATS fluxes that were often observed near local 
noon (2200 UT). The decr6ases were especially noticeable on days 331, 337, 338, 350, 
351, 355, and 356, for example. Often, the temporal histories of the flux decreases 
resemble PCA mid-day absorptiori recoveries.13 
A noticeable feature in the interplanetary data was the general absence of a
 
modulation of the measured solar-proton fluxes as the IMP satellite crosses the
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was inside the magnetosphere. 
Figure 37. One Hour Average Explorer 34 (IMP-F, Interplanetary) and
 
ATS-1 (Synchronous Altitude Magnetosphere) Proton Fluxes from
 
Day 318 through Day 359, 1967
 
magnetopause. This feature of proton access to the magnetosphere is also discussed 
briefly later. 
Expanded views of the one-hour average ATS-1 proton fluxes in several energy 
channels for a disturbed and a quiet geomagnetic period are plotted in Figures 38 
and 39. Plotted at the bottom of each figure are the AE, Dst, and Kp indices. The 
open and closed circles on each data plot indicate the ATS local noon and local mid­
night locations, respectively. 
During the geomagnetically disturbed period, days 350-355 (Figure 38), the 
diurnal variations in the proton fluxes were most pronounced at the lower energies. 
The diurnal minimum on day 351 was quite symmetrical about local noon in the 
2.4 MeV proton channel, whereas both the symmetry and magnitude of the variations 
decrease at the higher energies. 
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The temporal variations of the ATS proton fluxes during a quiet geomagnetic 
period, days 321-325 (Figure 39), were strikingly different than those observed in the 
data of Figure 38. The 2.4 MeV data shows no decrease in the proton fluxes near 
local noon but rather small decreases near local evening on days 322-325. In con­
trast, the fluxes from the two higher-energy proton channels plotted in the figure 
show significant decreases near local noon. 
The hourly-average electron fluxes for the disturbed and quiet periods are 
plotted in Figures 40 and 41. This data is shown in order to contrast the 
simultaneously-measured electron diurnal variations (larger fluxes near local noon) 
with the proton diurnal variations seen in Figures 38 and 39 (larger proton fluxes 
near local midnight in general). It should be noted that even though no diurnal varia­
tions were observed in the proton fluxes on days 352-354, nevertheless, the electron­
flux intensities continued to reflect the distortion of the magnetosphere as the ATS-1 
satellite traversed all local times. 
RESULTS 
Daily Variations - Disturbed Conditions 
Of great interest is the accessibility of the solar protons to synchronous alti­
tude and the changes in the amount of accessibility with time, geomagnetic conditions, 
and energy of the protons. Temporal changes in accessibility were pointed out by 
Lanzerotti6 and Paulikas and Blake7 and are clearly indicated in Figures 37 - 39. 
Although both the ATS-1 and IMP F experiments measured proton fluxes in ap­
proximately the same energy ranges, the proton-energy channels of the two experi­
ments did not have the same energy widths, nor did they have the same central energy 
values. In order to study the temporal variations of the ratio R of the synchronous­
altitude fluxes to the interplanetary fluxes for a common set of energies, the follow­
ing procedure was adopted. The differential-in-energy proton-flux values at given 
energies for each experiment were determined by linear interpolation between adja­
cent log (energy) values of the hourly-averaged log (flux) values. These flux values 
were then used in forming the ATS/IMP proton ratios. 
It should be stressed that the ratio R does not necessarily measure the trans­
mission or accessibility of solar protons from the interplanetary source to the syn­
chronous altitude. There is a continued loss of the synchronous altitude protons as 
well during the time the interplanetary source is present. Hence, R measures the 
results of the sum of the transmission and loss processes present at synchronous 
altitude at any time. 
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Figure 42 contains five sets of equal-energy ATS/IMP proton-flux ratios for 
the geomagnetically disturbed period, days 350-355. As stressed in the introduction, 
for a symmetrically-distorted dipole field, the ATS-1 satellite effectively meas­
ured particles further out in the magnetosphere at local midnight than at local 
noon. The effect of this distortion is seen on days 350-352 in the diurnal variation 
of R in Figure 42. There were fewer protons at the ATS-1 orbit at local noon than at 
local midnight. That is, there were fewer protons effectively further inside the 
magnetosphere. 
The diurnal variation evident in Figure 42 is larger for the lowest-energy 
protons. The ratio R on day 351 is plotted in Figure 43 as a function of proton 
energy for ATS-1 local times of noon, morning, and midnight. The fluxes near local 
midnight were essentially identical to the interplanetary fluxes at all energies. By 
local morning, the measured fluxes at all energies had decreased. It is clear 
that there is an energy dependence to the decrease in R at local noon; this energy 
dependence does not have a sharp cutoff. 
After approximately the middle of day 352 UT, the value of R remained nearly 
constant at -0.5 for all energies in Figure 42. This indicated very clearly that the 
proton spectra, both inside and outside the magnetosphere, are essentially the same 
at all local times. 6 
The access of solar protons from the interplanetary source region to the 
ATS-1 orbit was expected to have a dependence upon the plasma and field conditions 
in the outer magnetosphere. Likewise, the proton loss mechanisms at the synchro­
nous altitude were also expected to depend upon disturbances in the outer magneto­
sphere. Hence, the dependence of R upon KP' and Dst were investigated. Since the 
AE index is perhaps a better indicator of disturbances in the outer magnetosphere 
than Kp, the dependence of R upon AE was also studied. 
It is quite clear from the data of Figure 38 that, due in particular to the large 
diurnal variations, R does not have a simple correlation with the indices measuring 
the amount of geomagnetic disturbance. In Figures 44, 45, and 46a are the 2.5 MeV 
proton ratios plotted as a function of Kp, AE, and Dst for days 350-354, 1969. The 
ratios for several hours spanning local noon and local midnight on each day are de­
noted by open and closed circles, respectively. For large values of either Kp or AE, 
R is generally large, as could well be expected. Most of the R-values >0.4 are ob­
served to occur for negative Dst values (Figure 46a). Other than these observations, 
R has little dependence upon the magnitude of the indices. 
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Daily Variations - Quiet, Conditions. 
The ratios, .R,-for ,six different protn,energies for;days 318-325, 1967., are, 
plotted ,in.-Figure ,.47., The, '!qiet-time' ,(days. 321-7324) ratios-show .the opposite tem­
poral changes from the, disturbed period-ratios, (Figure 42) in ,that a,larger diurnal­
variation is generally observed at the higher energies. 
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The distortion of the magnetosphere during these quiet-days can be estimated 
from the ATS magnetic-field data, usiiig the calculational results of Roederer 4 for 
particle-drift motion in a Williams-Mead model geomagnetic field. Since the 
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magnetic-field data were not available, estimates of the boutdaty stand-off ;distance 
and tail-field strength were made by comparing the smoothly-varying electron-flux 
variations on 'day '324 t(Figute- 4+#ith siiflaele ctron dailyvariationsin January 
1967,' when'the field data were -available., 'AlthougIrthi provi'ided'orily a'-'bOugh esti­
iafe, it was determined i this-%wray that,ATS was,near L - 6 at local noon and fleal 
L - 6.6 at local midnight. 
Using these results, a plot of It as a function or t, is given in rigure 4b tor 
four different proton energies. The radial gradient of the 2.5 MeV protons is con­
stant over this L range (as was evident from the data of Figures 39 and 47) while the 
fluxes of higher-energy protons all increase at'higher L-values. The largest radial 
gradients are observed iii the highest energy fluxes. A similar result of a radial 
gradient increasing with L,,was noted by'Lanzerotti 6 for 2.4 MeV protons. 
Plots of the ratio R asafunction of K 
. 
for Z.5 and,8.0 MeV protons during tins 
-
_p I I 
period when Kp --1 showed no significant dependence- of R upon the value of Kp (Fig­
ure 49). However, a striking temporal resemblance between the 2.5 MeV proton­
flux ratios and Dst during, days '324-325 is obse'rved in Figure 39. A plot of the quiet­
time 2.5 MeV proton ratios andDst -in Figur& 46b indicates ant approximate linear 
relationship between R and the magnitude of ,the Dst positive excursion, particularly 
for the hours around local noon (oi.en circles): 
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Solar Particle Onsets 
It was quite evident from the data of Figure 37 that very frequently there is 
little or no delay betweentthe observation of A2' MeV solar protons in interplanetary 
space and their detectionin th fitLgtosphere at synchronous altitude. Paulikas 
and Blake 7 have also demonstrated this result for higher-energy protons. Figure 50, 
taken from their paper, compares 21-70 MeV protons inside and outside the mag­
netosphere during th6 JaiuarY7i1967W'eent 
However, Lanzerotti et al.6" 5 also observed events when there were substantial 
delays before the lowaenergy interplanetary protons were initially seen inside the 
magnetosphere. Figure 35 (Chapter 6) shows such a'delay very clearly. Once the 
solar particles are finally observed at synchronous -altitudes,however, their intensi­
ties increase very rapidly to values comparable to those of the. interplanetary fluxes. 
Figure 51 plots the onset times of the-interplanetary and magnetosphere parti­
cles as a function oftproton energy for the event shown in Figure 35 (Chapter 6). The 
onset times were determined using ten-minute average data and determining th first 
significant flux increase above the background statistical fluctuations. There is ap­
proximately a seven-hbur:.time delay- between the-onset of the,: 800 keV protons inside 
and outside the magnetosphere. There alsoappears to,be a small decrease of the 
access time delay for the higher energy particles inside the magnetosphere with the 
2.4 MeV protons being observed approximately one and one-half hours before the 
800 keV protons. 
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Although ATS-1 magnetic field data were not available for this period, the 
measured electron fluxes smoothly decreased in intensity during the first few hours 
of day 222, indicatinga decrease in the local magnetic field intensity. Just alter the 
first protons were observed, the electron fluxes decreased- sharply, increased again, 
and were disturbed for the next hour to hour-and-one-half. The nature of these fluc­
tuations in the electron flux intensities indicate fluctuations in the local magnetic 
field intensity (see Lanzerotti, et al. 1 6 for a discussion of simultaneous field and 
particle changes). These disturbances of the local electron measurements indicate 
that the proton onsets were probably due to the onset of magnetosphere-wide disturb­
ances. It is interesting to note, however, that the index AE had values of 350-400 
during most of the first four hours of day 222 (when no solar particles were seen at 
ATS-1) and decreased to -25 at -0600 UT (when approximately full intensity solar 
fluxes were observed). 
An investigation of all ATS-1 particle data for days 27 and 28 and days 221 and 
222, 1967, showed that the electron-count fluctuations on days 27 and 28 were much 
more disturbed and had a much noisier character than did the electron fluxes on 
day 221 and the first few hours of day 222. This difference in the "noisiness" of the 
electron fluxes undoubtedly reflects a basic difference in the intensity of disturb­
ances in the outer magnetosphere. Outer-magnetosphere disturbances such as those 
that produced the electron-flux variations on days 27 and 28 undbubtedlv controlled 
the initial and continued access of solar protons to the ATS-1 orbit. 
The interplanetary and magnetosphere proton and alpha spectra measured 
between 0400-0500 UT on day 222 are shown in Figure 52. This ATS-1 data was 
measured only an hour alter the first 800 keV protons were detected at synchronous 
altitudes. The spectra in Figure 52 very graphically shows that shortly after the 
first magnetosphere particle onsets, the particle spectra inside and outside the mag­
netosphere are very similar. 
DISCUSSION 
Magnetosphere Shielding 
The foregoing observations and results, coinparing,near 90' pitch-angle proton 
fluxes at 6.6 RE geocentric radius to simultaneous measurements of interplanetary­
proton fluxes, indicate that solar -prbtots generally have ready access to synchronous 
altitude. However, Figure 35 indicates that.at times-at the beginning of an interplan­
etary solar-flux enhancement, the earth's magnetic field provides a very effective 
shield for several hours against the observation of near 90' pitch-angle solar parti­
cles at the ATS altitude. Both of the 1967 solar enhancements in which significant 
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synchronous-altitude shielding was, observedoccurred following rather long periods 
of-interplanetary quiet,(Figures 35 and 53) Further-more, as pointed out in the pre­
vious,section), the, absence of ATS, electron-flux variations prior to the day 221 proton 
enhancement suggested an-absence of,,,significant outer-magnetosphere disturbances. 
The extensive observations in Figure 37 indicate that there were, at'least inod­
erately disturbed geomagnetic -conditions during hmost of the time period accompany­
ing the' low-energy solar-patticle enhiancenents. 'The geomagnietic activity,was -un­
doubtedly caused by thd distutbed solar wind And interplanetary.,fields resulting: 
from'the energetic particle-producifig solar processes. Thd proton %'shiefding"ob­
servations in Figures' 35 aid 53, togetAer with the geomagietic disturbance, bbser-­
vations in Figure- 3,7, strongly-suggest that the-disturbancesin the outer-magneto­
,sphere and/or the magnetotailprovide the mechanisms for access-of solar particles 
to -synchronous altitude. 
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The-"si'eldihg'" bbservatibfis at the onset ofia,stOar-particle enhancement 
hi'chias oc&ufred after a'long 'eriod oihtqrlanetar-y 4uiet,suggest an important 
t66njetdre:'-there :exists a "quiet t ' state of'the magnefosphere such that'the trajec-
St6ry &clcdlatibnpe6friedin realistic-inodet magnetosphere gemetries .(using." 
external fields as well. as -merelyd-internal ones) in order to determine cutoffs, for 
the low-energy-.protons at the equator are perhaps, valid. However, aswas dis­
cussed,the .magnetosphere. is often disturbed by interplanetaryprocesses, accom 
panying or following theopset of solar-flux enhancements. Thus, ,direct trajectorv 
analyses.thatdo notincude outer-zne npise and/or disturbances are probably 
unableto ,treat the,problem.of lowenergyT solar -particle-access. properly 
If'is ifideed interesting that durinig the "quiet'!! geomagnetih'period-f days 
321-324-, -although the-fluxes observed inside te magretosphereswete low; they-were 
nonzero. In fact, at the lowest energy, 2.5 MeV, the data suggest thatthe: protons­
were stably trapped. The higher-energy protons were also probably stably trapped 
as'discussed below. It is possible that the diffusion processes that move the inter­
planetary particles into the magnetosphere are still operative during a quiet period 
once protons have achieved access to the outer magnetosphere. Additionally, the 
proton ltss processes may'tend to zero intensity, during a quiet period.- It should 
be noted, however, that,the-radial-gradient distributions of the higher-energy protons 
were still opposite-to thtfsetof the electrons, perhaps suggesting continued diffusion. 
ks has been pointed but by--Lanzerotti, ' ifsolar protons can generally be found 
at-synchronous altitudes during solar events, then they might be expected to be found 
everywhere in the outer magnetosphere, inclding the polar cap regions. Such a 
comparison has not been made. An important test of this hypothesis would be to 
compare polar cap and synchronous-altitude data during a period when the magneto­
sphere is acting ,as a shield against the enhanced solar-flbxes, such-as,day 222 
(FIgar.e 35) ot day 261-(Figure 53). 
Geometry of Access 
Low-energy protons mirroring near the equator at fth ATS-1 altitude are nor­
mally stably trapped in a standard magnetosphere (stand-off boundary' distance of 
10 RE; tail field of 20y). This can be seen from .the results in-Figureo-54: (computer 
program courtesy of J. G. Roederer). Plotted here are the tail-field and-boundary­
position limits ,sothat 70' andS 0 ° pitch-angle protons detected at 6.6 RE altitude 
at,local midnight would find the distant edge of their cyclotron orbits.(~0.5 RE for 
a 1 MeV'prton -ina--50?' field) entering'the pseudo-trapping region. -Magnetosphere 
parameters falling to-the right and below a -curve in, Figure 54,indicate that a proton 
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with the-given-energy-ancpitch angle will-complete--a longitudinal-drift period. If 
the magnetosphere configuration has parameters falling above: and to the left of a 
curve, the proton will be lost out the dusk side of the magnetosphere. 
The boundary- and tail-field limits on this plot seem merely to confirm the 
trajectory-calculation findings that;protons do ,not normally have access to the equa­
torial region'of the magnetosphere at synchronous altitude.' Some process must 
move their guiding centers by one or several gyro-radii in order that they be ob­
served at the equator; 
Theoretically, when the ATS-1 satellite is at noon on the dayside, the cyclotron 
orbits of the near 90? pithrangle protons will not. intersect a.pseudo-trapping region 
during their longitudinal drifts. -They will only become untrapped when thp front 
boundary moves as close as--one-proton-gyro radius, to the.,satellife. 
Smart, et ." have recently shown, via trajectory calculations, that the 
vertically-incident cut-off rigidities rapidly tend to zero for nightside latitudes in 
the region of the ATS-1 field line. However, to get particles to mirror near the 
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equator in order to be detected by the Bell Laboratories ATS-1 experiment, scatter­
ing (or diffusion) of the pitch angles ofihe protons must take place. The means for 
accomplishing this is certainly not clear. 
The question as to whether these solar particles are diffusing in everywhere 
across the magnetopause and/or through the magnetotail has not been satisfactorily 
answered. A paper by Williams 'and ,Bostronm8 suggested that the diffusion 
to synchronous altitude was predominantly via the neutral sheet and cusp region. 
This may indeed be !a source for these particles. However, a data compari­
son by Lanzerotti et al.,15 using ATS; IMP, and Vela ,magnetotail data was made. 
Figure 53, taken frorh their paper, shows little relation between the Vela and ATS-1 
fluxes. However, a flux e ncement beginning at 1900 UT at ATS, approximately 
two hours following what appears tobe the corresponding interplanetary enhance­
ment, is scarcely seen at,ali in the magne.tptail,(at 71S00 .UT). 
1 1e. 
the experiment on IMP F,'weire generally observedas:the satellite crossed the mag­
netopause. Although this miht h'expected because 1' 
It was pointed put eariertat no moauiatlons o9 proton tiuxes aetectea Dy 
f th&Yiatively large proton 
gyro-radius, it is interesting that.inthe ,boundarycrossing example shown in Fig­
ure 55 no dimunition of the proton-flux intensities is-.seen at -3.5 RE (2000 UT) in­
side the boundary at mid-datitudes. ,(The-bundary crossing occurred at -1700-1710 
JUT.) In contrast, however, large, quasi-periodic fluctuaffonsin the electron fluxes 
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(Ee > 0.44 MeV tr6 observed for a substantfial distaice inside the imagnetbSphere­
boundary. The implications of these observations for particle' access-have n6t yet 
been fully--explored..-It should-be pointed out, .howe-ver, that-the data reflectedby 
Figure 53,-shows appreceiable fluxes, oftsolar protons in the outer regions of 
the magnetosphere long before there are any'fltixes of near 90 pitch angle protons 
at synchronous altitude. 
- Data presented by Armstrong pt a, was purported to snow the exclusion ot 
0.8?-1.9 MeV-solai biotdns 'fi~bi it°"'Ibidferediniagnetic field of tlie .fiear!( 8 RE) 
magnetosphere" near"tfie equator on July 13, 1966 Krimigis expanded on this 
observatibn.and stated .that-thisapparent. exclusion..of. 0.82J Mey protons from the 
geomagnetic field cldse',to the equator showed that the radiation belts could not be 
directly populated via the infustont6f particles of comparable energy from solar­
particle events. Although it is difficult, from the data presented by Armstrong 
et al. 9 to tell when the magnetosphere bounidary, and trapping regions were entered, 
the data discussed-here-and-presented-by Lanzerptt 6 -and paulikas and Brake show 
conclusively that solar particles do frequently penetrate as deep as 6.6 R, into the 
magnetosphere. In fact, as seen from the data'of Figure37, the exceptions are 
quite infrequent., The question of nonuain the radiation beltsby. these irotons is 
discussed briefly below. 
Consecuences of Solar Particles in,the Maarnetosphere 
A paper by Lanzerotti et al.,2' describedthe obsdr.Vation of an occurrence 
of the d-ift-mrrur instability2 at synrchronous'alitiudeu-aring -a--time period of 
enhanced solar fluxes inside th6 magnetosphere (day 1,'7'1967). It was suggested
that substantiali luxes of 20-100 keV interplanetary protons having access .the 
synchronous altitude contributed tothe~occurrenc6 of the instdbilit. Figure 56, 
taken froi their,;paper,,,shows electron and proton oscillations at synchronous alti­
tude and 76ledifon heatinig dpingtthe pe tikdfocc-urrerfee of'the ifstability. - Their, 
detailed analyses indicated'that. the protons and electrons,oscillated out of phase an 
that the electrons-oscillatedn4- bhas-e with the-local'ATS - n ---- fieldintensity. 
The most detailed coisiderations of data in.conjnction -with Hasegawa ,s2 
theoretical treatment ofb the drift-mirror instability was an analysis of the April 18 
1965, magnetic storm 'observations of Brown et al23 Lanzerotti et al.,21 ex­
pressed the opinion that during this storm there was also evidence for enhanced 
interplanetary fluxes and that some evidence even existed for the observation of 
these prdforis'at'low iatitudes'i'n'the magnetosphere. 
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Therefrniay -be other, significant cpnsequences. ,of the ready access,.of: solar 
particles,, not Pnly-tohe equatorial regions, but also in the polar and-aurpral re­
gions. 'A,paper bylHaurwitz' , reportedvery sharp increases ,inAE at.the time 
of-large;SSC storms-when a,polar capevent was, inprogress. She.speculated-that 
the low-energy, energetic ,storm particles Ithat, arepresent at-the time,of- the-SSC's 
are directly injected into the auroral zones via the magnetospheric tail and cause 
the bay activity.. There were no large energetic storm-particle enhancements at the 
times.of the two sudden, commencements of Figure 37. Furthermore, no large storm 
followed-either S.C,. so that Haurwitz's conjectres could nthbe readily"ifivestigated. 
- One':ofithe more-interesting obseryations in.the data of Figure 37 is that the 
synchronouns=altitude:particle ,enhancements,.do not persist after the interplanetary­
particle, sourceis gone. -,Hence, itis -difficult tqodefine or discuss a "life-time" for 
these ,pr6tons-andialphas in the-outer, zone. It was observed that during the "quiet 
period," -days ,32-1--32 4, (Figures,,39 andt4-),, the lowestrenergy -protons appeared to. 
have a diurnal distribution-similar, to the-electr ons. This could-indicate that the 
proton-loss processes .were quite small. Lanzerotti 6 also noted a similar distribu­
tionfor,2.4 4eY protons during a quiet time inJune, 1967. It appears, however, 
that generally the disturbances in the outer magnetosphere are such as to cause 
continued losses of these protons so that no apprecidple fluxes are trapped for any 
substantial length of time (~a day). 
"The:processespr oducingproton loss-n -the outer-egions of the magnetosphere 
are unknown. i:The absence-of a.build-up .of-flux-,levels.greater-than the. interplane­
tary fluxes at the ATS-1 orbit suggests tlht-there is a -continual loss of protons ,back 
out of the magnetosphere during the period of an interplanetary enhancement. There 
is undoubtedly also a pitch-angle scattering loss of these protons down the field 
lines. The lack of persistence of the,syu hxonous-altitude fluxes when the inter­
planetary source is gone suggests that "back-diffusion" of the protons out of the 
magnetosphere'is the-predomiiate %bss,m'echanism; 
n r5eestmgquestfn that has not 'been'answerd yet-t6oncern'thd-possibiity 
a further diffuson,of alsmall"percenfge of these- solar pr6tons'de6pr into"the 
magnetosphere b3 te'cssic-thfifd-ihvariaht d61afngadiffqsioft nechani rn :first ' ­
discussed by Kellog.- -The population oitthe proon -radiatioh belt-by--Ldiffusion df 
protns from the ospheiebbundaryR('(gLet 0-)= has been-etfisi4dly dis­
cussd, for example, by'Naka etila.,afid Nakadaland Mad,, fid-reviewedby
For' equatoriI ?" - rties, the- caiculatidnall results of-Nokada ,aftdMekd" 
aper tobe convincing thaEcross4L-diffusin- bfsdlar-w d ptotons :dontroithe­
outer -regions-of thed proton bal. 
The,possibility of partially populating the magnetosphere with these solar 
protons is nevertheless interesting. The most recent model of the "inner belt" 
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protons 29' indicafes an-omni-ditectifial ,eifatorial~iroton'flux ,(E >-4.0 MeVO -of 
24 -i6 4 protonfs - (ci sec)T1 at L - 3. -Conservifig,theifirstadiabatic, invariant of 
these equatoria'l pa;ricfeg'yeld a protoh energy ~0.38Me.,at L -!66:.aid 7,100. 
keV-'at L = -10--,(L 3 was ,selected-here' sinc6: the extrapolatiorn o-the fluxes ,from 
the 'AfS_-1-mbasurdd iiergr values to' 038-MeV was -not very large-.) 
It~s quite reasoniable fo assume that 0.38 M6V protons h'ad ready iddess to 
synchronous altitude duringthe mod6rate solar'eveit-of aign~es Hence,35" fd 52.
- - 5Z to '0.38 MeV, assuminga. uniforrmexe tra......blatin tht e . .. spctu. . " , ur~ . "n % gprtn - .. I ' " 
proton spectrum over all pitch angles, and integratingyieds " a fl"k"o 10 ' 
-protofis "' 2-cm ' >'0'38,MeV. 'A powe'r;law.spectrum. remAins as'e c for 'hdrgfes 
poter-la* with the sameeponent'duriig the,-L-drift. 'Thus;.the protovfluxes from 
this event are -7 times'less than:'the IL213 p'opulatIon. The fluxes from one ioder 
ate-event are obviously Atot-enough to explain,the 'entire L-=,3 population.. However 
with-a large number-of dvehts '(as' in Figure 37), a portion:of th",quite stableinner 
proton-belt population could ,be due to-these. tolar 'energetic particles. 
As pointed out 'by Brewer et al.,W3the electron loniuaindI-diht echos ob­
served by Lanzerotti et al., oh ATS-1 are indications '6f'mngiiet6sphere boundary 
motions. These same boundary motions could cause the further inwid'radial: dif 
fusion of solar protons after their initial rapid eritry'to L 6- 7. course the 
same process should act to diffuse the alpha particles as well. The 'data has ben 
searched, -but'no evidence 'for 'the longitudinal bunching' of 'these-protons at-synchro­
nous altItude during'boufidary disturbances have been observed; This negative result 
was also reported by -Paulikas and Blake. 
SUMMARY 
The existence of low-energy '(1:-I 20 MeV),solar:protons in-the-outer regions 
of the magnetosphere at.synchronous altitude during, interplanetary-enhancements 
has been discussed and reviewed. The fluxes of the, magnetosphere,particles often 
exhibit diurnal variations, -withfewer particles seen at local noon than _. local mid­
night. The access of these paticles is only weakly correlated with such indices of 
geomagnetic activity as AE, Kp, and Dst. Infrequently, large (several hour) time 
delays, are measured between the, onset of the interplanetary- and synchronous­
altitude enhancements. However, once access to 6.65Re has been achieved, the mag­
netosphere fluxes increase rapidly. to the interplanetary-flux values. The access of 
the interplanetary particles to the magnetosphere isprobably due to a rapid diffu­
sion (scattering) of the protons across the magnetic field lines. The protons are 
probably incident both acrbss 'the magnetopause and 'thrdigh the gdomagnetic tail. 
£26 
Two observations of a plasma instabilityinthe, magnetosphere have been identified 
during periods of solar-proton enhancements. It was speculated that a fraction of 
the interplanetary particles would be further, diffused deeper into.the magnetosphere 
to contribute to the trapped radiation-belt population. 
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Chapter 8 
DRIFT MIRROR INSTABILITY IN THE MAGNETOSPHERE:
 
PARTICLE AND FIELD OSCILLATIONS AND ELECTRON HEATING
 
L. J. Lanzerotti A. Hasegawa C. G. Maclennan 
ABSTRACT
 
rhe published L=5 equatorial magnetosphere particle and field data from the 
April 18, 1965, geomagnetic storm were reanalyzed in the context of the drift mirror 
instability theory developed by Hasegawa. This data, together with previously unpub­
lished electron pitch angle data, are shown to satisfy the r(quirements and conse­
quences of the instability. Additional particle data observed during a 1967 substorm 
by an experiment on ATS-1 and also presented to show that the observation of the 
April 18 instability was not an isolated occurrence in the magnetosphere. The data 
also contain evidence for electron heating during the time of the instability. 
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Chapt6r 8 
DRIFT-MIRROR INSTABILITY IN THE MAGNETOSPHERE: 
RTIC 'EAND-FIELD OSCILLATiONS AND ELECTRON HEATING 
L..J. Lanzerotti;A. Hasegawa, and C. G. Maclennan 
-INTRODUCTION 
SAnumber of papers have been p.blisheddescribing and discussing the many 
geopiysical pbservations,-made during,the -time period includipg.the large April 17-18, 
1965, geomagnetic storm.Y- 8*. Inaddition to the fact that this was a-lage storm fol­
lowing a long period of relatively quiet geomagnetic conditions, perhaps-the most im­
portant feature of the event was that the satellite Explorer 26 Was fortuitously lo­
cated at apogee and remained at an essentially stationary position in the magneto­
sphere long enough to observe the beginning of large proton- and electron-flux en­
hancements and modulations at the start of a polar substorm on April 18. It has 
seemed likely that, the particle and field observations made by Explorer,.26 were in­
dicative of a fundamental magnetosphere process., 
'Recimtly; a breakthrough in the 'theoretical understanding of.the April' 18 sat­
ellite obser'vations -was-made.possible2by the development.of a-new theory'df the mir­
tor instability' by Hasegawa?'By extending the' thedry-of.-he rirror instability0 
to consider gradients intboth;the nagnetic' field,2B, and~the hot.plasma-density ni;, 
a coexisting cold plasma, .and the -effect of finite Larmorradius, Hasegawa observed 
that the particle and,field phenomenaseen-by Explorer 26 at L .5on April 18 .after 
the first large proton. enhancements canbe explained by theoccurrence, of a mirror 
instabilityin the magnetosphpre., He called.this.instability the drift-mirror insta­
bilitv because ofrthe coupling with.the drift waves jproduced by. VB and Vn. 
.. is>hs=haptet, ,thepreviously -published-dita from the April '718.s'tormpe 
riod are ,re- nat2z6d.in the context of'this 'theory to: substantiatethereleVanceiof , 
*Referencesfile listed' at the-erid"of this-'chapter. 
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the mirror instability to the proton and field oscillations observed by Explorer 26. 
In addition, unpublished electron pitch-angle data obtained during the electron-flux 
enhancement are presented and shown to be consistent with the consequences of the 
instability. To indicate that such an instability is active during other substorms in 
the magnetosphere, electron and proton data during a 1967 substorm observed by 
the Bell Laboratories experiment at ATS-1 are presented. Finally, it is shown from 
both the- Explorer 2,6 and ATS-1 data that electron heating occurs, in the magneto­
sphere during the time period following the onset of instability. A possible heating 
mechanism is presented. 
The Explorer- 2.6- experiment,:-consisting, of .six partially,depleted, solid-state 
p-n junction detectors, has been described in two papers. 61 1 In addition to the spin­
averaged flux data from the experiment included in those papers, the E6 (Ee >450 
keV) electron detector was also sampled more-frequently to give a pitch-angle dis­
tribution approximately once each 20 seconds. 
Thie ASth 1'exp'eriment, consiSting of a six-element -solid-state-'detector tele ­
scope, -has -also-been' d6stibd ii the- literature.2P"f This, experimefit mdasuied 
the spihi-aveiged'flut 6f pariles nuroring ife'ar the magnetic equator at synchro­
rous altitde '(6.6 R,, 1501V, O0 NX; 
EXPLORER 26 OBSERVATIONS 
A composite view ot-tne magneticnern onservanions-ana severar proton- and 
electron-flux observations during th6 sebeohd Exi'obrer-26 a'pb'ee'-pass on April 18; 
as pitesented by Browntet al;?.is, reproduce.d:here a's-Figure 57.;Duriiigthe 0600­
0800<UT time. interval, ;the:local time of,,the sate llite-changedfzom.---250,to--1440, 
and-the geomagnetic latitude change& from', 4.:5 to ~ 8.3,. .Thel-general Ieatures:of 
the temporal observations have beenwelldescr-ibed elsewhere. 
Important experilmen&i dbserv'tions frorniFigure 57-that Will be disdussed in 
detail are the sudden "'kink" in the increase (decrease) of tfi6 rofbnflhixts (magnetic­
field intensity) it -'6622 and the gefieral anfi:correlationhetween the magnitide ds­
cillations of the magnetic-field" inteiisity"andtlhe'prbton-flu*-inteiisity sutbsdquent-fo 
this "kink." In addition, the electron-flux variations are disctssed fiterms-of the 
observed-acceleration and oscillations. It is noted that the oscillations observed in 
the ,two electron-flux -channels are--not well correlated :with either the field or proton 
oscillations. The lack of such correlations could be due to the fact that all local 
pitch-angle electrons (from -250 to 900) were measured during each sample period 
plotted-in this figure. Between 0730-0800, however, several large pulsations in both 
electron-flux channels correspond to -decreasesin the field,magnitude. 
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Figure 57- Overall Plot of the Magnetic-Field Intensity 
and Proton'and'E.leetron Observations 'Measured During 
the Second E.'plorer' 26 Apogee. Pass of:April 18, 19658 
An expanded view of the magnetic -f ield;fluctuations from 0620 to 0650 UT is 
plotted in Figure 58. This f igure .indicatesvery clearly the antiorrelation between 
the field intensity and the near -locai'90 potonjfue lte from three different 
energy channels at the, time~el~the,three large fjqel l decrease .s. 
The Ee > 450 keV e lectroln~fiuxes.,fpr,:0two-,separate,.:pitch -angle intervals is also 
shown in Figure 58. The time periods when the~fl"ke-s-were not a maximum at a pitch 
angle near 900 are indica,d by, shaded hortzontal bars on the data plot. Below the 
electron data are plotted.the fractional differences-be .heeln,he 90' and non-90 ° elec­
tron fluxes compared to the 0 fluxes.-- One'-'halfthe fra'tional differences are 
plotted for the first 10 minutes. The .gaps in this pitch-angle data resulted from, the 
mode sequencing of the experiment. 
From'the data of Figure 58 it is cdearly evident that, even though there are 
large sim,ultafheous electron-flux increases 
, 
at the time of the magnetic-field de­
creases the tendeny is for the local 90' ifeh_-anile elecroni fuxes to deereas~e 
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below the values of the fluxes at a smaller local pitch angle. It should also De pointea 
out tha4, prior to'the large fiel'd bSsciilatirs, accom'p~nihd by the" m~jot, electron in­
creases,-an nitial, smaller electron 'enhancement was obseived in the eletro fluxes 
between 0626 and 0625. Bte end0625 nd 063i th~e electron fluxes were highly'ani­
sotropic, with the local pitch-angle (LPA) distribution strongly peaked near 90°.1114 
ATS-1 0BSERVATIONS 
The satellite ATS-,1-, was An a,.snchronous circular orbit. It provided-an ex­
perimental~plaform ,that ,w.as-always ina;statio.nary observing. position, as Explorer 
26 was during its apogee passes.3. -A parficularly striking case of phenomena-similar 
to the April 18 observations -in.Figure 57 ,was observedby .ATS-1 -during a.magnetic 
stormon, June 26, 1967. Proton and,.electron.data from several,channels. of the Bell 
Laboratories experiment on-ATS-1, during this,time,period are plottpd in,,Figure,56 
of Chapter 7. -The.local time-ofithese observations spans. 1300-1600. 
Unfortunately, neither proton nor electron pitch-angle data were obtained here, 
nor were protons of energies less than-600 keV measured. Nevertheless, these data 
,showedjciearly that, after the electron 'w'peout'tduring hour .23001UT, ,arge,.elec 
tron oscillations- (-4 minute periods;, equatorial pitch. angle near 9,0 ) were, super 
imposed upon the electron, increases dunring hour 00 -UT. .Simultaneously withthe 
electron.oscillations, the proton fluxes. oscillated out of phase with -the-electrons 
during most of- the two. ,hours. following-the -"wipeout.!',.The- auto--and cross-, 
correlation analyses of- the 1.rminute av.erage E >, 400 keV electron.channelandthe 
1.-minute average 0.6 < E < 1.0 MeV proton channel shown in Figure 59 confirm this 
out-of -phase"relationship between the equatorial 90 ° pitch-angle ele'ctron arid proton 
fluxes. 'It has been reported that, durih hour 00, large oscillations' of -30 r 1mpli­
ides were observed in the mgnetic-field intensitv. and that these oscillations Were 
in phase with the electron oscillafion s.15 
0.8 \t 	 1 - - -',-
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Figure 59. Auto- and Cross-Correlation of Electron and Proton Fluxes 
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DISCUSSION 
'Proton Observations. .A shown in Figures-5.7 and 58, the proton fluxes began 
to ificrase sharply and the' ndgietic-ffeld intensity b6gah to,decrease slhatpl at-ap­
proximately 0618 UT on April' 18. I#ollowing the sharp. "kink" ii-the !rbtbn flux in­
-crease,and the magnetic-field decrease- at -062-2, the prfofi flxels, underwentnsmall 
-oscillations about the'ir'6nhanded vklues:for approximately lOrniinutes. Theampli­
tudes bf.the sifiallosdillations -increased until-three large oscillations appeared-in­
the fluxes, definitely 'dut of -phase with corresponding sciltiohsof' the, magnetic ­
field. 
Sbnnerup et 'al.compared these osci'latibhs-witli four different mbdeld, and 
concluded that protons "'sloshflig'badlk and fotli 'inthe acoustik mode" was the ""most 
att2activb" exIlaInatioi fot the obserVatibns." Although, the' onclusiond -agree-that 
' the'oscillationis are- caused by a wave phenonienon, it is -wellt.kfnown, and-has also 
been, pointed -ot;9 thattie acustic mode is-sdbj ect to-hiavy ion Lantdat damping­
ifTiX> Te, 'a-condition -Which-hldrsd for':the magfietosphere' plasmd. Thus, -it:is 
diffi-dilt'to accouritfor sudh gharp oscillafions by invoking the acbdustic'niod 
In order to compare the proton observations made by Davis on Explorer 26" 
and reported by Brow Iet al,6 with the theory of drift-mirror instability, a functional 
representation for tieifluxes a a given pitch angle & and above a given energy 
threshold E was assumed. This fit of an issumedfuiction to the datawks neces­
sary to obtain the hot proton plasma density and average energy, since i'roton-fluxes 
below 113 keV were not measured. The theoretical representation was then fitted 
to the data kindly furnished to us by Dr. Leo Davis (private communication). Davis' 
10? interval proton--Pitch-anale -observations at four different energies were fittted 
to the function 
J(E> EJ = 2.2 .i0 6 n ET QE xp 
(sih2 0
-
sin2 Gc)S rff)" - -(cm 2-ster sec' 
2ir(cos 2 2 s9c.)2(S r() 
-1) 
where a distribution function consisting of a product of a pitch-angle function and a 
Boltzman distribution function in velocity space, 
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n"i.S 0cj r 
Lf (02 r ; s+ 2 0 1 0) 
s+i (n271(Cos 2 )2s+l rQ ) 
VT) _2)(ib)(27T sin 0 do): ( = -  vdv exp (2vb) 
was assumed. Inthe above equations, no and ET are the hot proton dnsiy (cm ) 
_,and the average energy (= /2 m.. v ), respectively, and 0-s the loss cone 
angle. 
Assuming the separable function [Equation (la)], the fit of the pitch-angle dis­
tribution for each energy was obtained. The-average s-value obtained from these 
four pitch-angle fits for each measutementbinteival was then used to obtain no and 
ET from the energy fit. Three examples of these fits used to derive values:of no, 
ET, and the asymmetvr parameter s are sh6wnin Figure 60 for three measurement 
intervals arbund the pi'oton"dnkinl' T0 avoidconfsion-onlythree different proton 
pitch-angle&intervals ate,shown in.the figures. rthe boken lihes correspond to the 
fit to the 450pitchi-angle-protons. -The valtes-of n6 ET and s for each, set~of data,­
4,re 6&ined,by: averagihg-the values obtained for -alLpitch-angle*-intervals. 
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Figure 60. ',Three,Examples f-,the,Fits,to,th e P oton Pitch-Angle
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These averaged values of the total energy, density, and asymmetry parameter 
were then used to derive parallel and perpendicular proton pressure renresentations 
(cf. 9) 
p11 O no ET 2s+ 3sI (2a) 
c,n "uEl (2b)-" s+.I 

')T -2s3 
and were used to determine if the instability criterion required by the theory was 
-met. In deriving Equation (3), the loss cone angle C'was taken to be zero (' good 
approximnation at V)= 5). It was shown (cf. 9) that the requiremeit forthe instability 
to set in is that the asymmetry parameter s satisfy the relationship 
2 
. 
2 1 ETno 2s.+,2 
where B 
. 
sthe eauatorial maenetic-field intensity in gammas. 
The. parameters n, E a4 ,soob ined fromthe fits,are shown,in Figure 61 
together with th§ quantities -p1 and-pl- derived-from Equatin(2).. The parazmeters. 
piottedtiin, Figure 61 were used to evaluatethe rjght-hand-side.of Equation (s). These 
results and the-asymmetrvnParameter is are olotted in Figure-62,forthe-0610-130 
UT time interval. 
The parameters obtained from the fiting procedure never satisfy the instabil­
ity criterion. For example, at the "kink' in the protqn-and field data just after the 
large proton*increases '(-0622 UT, -where it is presumed that the instability first oc­
curred), it is found-that no - 0.9, s - 0.9, and ET 25'keV. Since B is. -192 ,.the 
right-hand side of Equation (3) becomes 2.1, which is larger than s. 
One of the' more likely reasons for the failure to satisfy the ifistablity criterion 
is an inadequacy' of the fitting.procedure used to determine no,and ET. The meas­
ured proto4 fluxes, all of energies, > 100 keV, are extrapolated, to lower energies in 
order toestimate no and ET (th6'latter of which is-25 keV). In addition, as indi­
cated in Figure 60, the fitting was done to data, log J(E > E6 ), which areaof the 
order of 6 - 7.' A 10% error 'inthe experimental log ,fluxes) could.give rise to an 
errnr in log n, of - log 0.7, or an error in n- of a factor of two or more 
Two other 'aspects of the experimental measurements teniid.to gii4 'slightly 
lower-than-actual values to s and/or n during'periods of large flux pitch-angle 
asymmetries. The first of these is the, fact that the averageefficiency over the en­
tire detector opening angle was used in computing the particle fluxes. During the 
period of'iargeanisotropies,,othe fluxes-near LP4.90 wouldtend)tobe: underestimated 
°
and the fluxes near LPA 0 o'verestimated 
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Figure 62. Plot of the Instability Criterion and the 
Pitch-Angle Asymmetry Parameter, s, as 
i Function of Time 
The second of these is due to the fact-that the -satellite rotated through an angle 
of approximately 110 (also approximately the full opening angle of the detector) dur­
ing each pitch angle sample period. ,Because of..the orientation of the detector-to the 
satellite spin axis, this average over the spin (or detector) was most severe for local 
°
pitch angles - 350 - 900, where individual measurements were averages over - 15 in 
local pitch angles. Taken together, both of the above experimental measurement ef­
fects amount to an approximately i0%increase in s and indicate that near 0622 UT, 
s - 1.0 and the right-hand side of Equation (3) -2.0. 
In order to confirfiitht'the estiindtes.of the energy density as obtained from 
the data are, in fact, lower than the actual-values, the proton energy densities ob­
tained from the fits were compared with the energy density.deduced by Hoffman and 
Cahill7 from the magnetic-fielddata durijngthe stqrm.".They deduced the energy den 
sity from magnetic-field measurements made durng-anExplorer 26 pass early on 
April 19, during the symmetric phase of the event. Unfortunately, no similar deter­
minations were madeduring-he thbst asymmetric pdriodlon April 18. 
Using Equation tia), an expession iorPtie ota.l energy density o protons can 
be obtained in terms of n and ET,o 
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E=4.8 10-1 - no 4Eerg/cm (4) 
c 0. To 9 
if hhe fitted values of no arid ET at 0622 UT~are used, it is found that E ­ 8.7 x 10-8 
times smaller than the energy density of 3.2 x 10-7 erg/cm3 erg/cm3 . This is -4 
ohtaihed .bwsHoffman and: Cahill on'April.l9, :However, -judgingfrom.-tIe -argerDst 
depression bn -Aptil'18th,than,onxApifl 19th; -itw6uld.bert !inly-tIe expedted.:tliatsthe. 
.energydensity on-the 18thwbuldtbeat least.as lage as.that,6nt e9th,(ii lynga 
larger pftton.densitysor average :energy or both). If'theoenergy density.that tHoffntkn 
and Cahill computed for April 19 held also on April 18th, then the instabilitychiterion 
wnIl easy have been met-given the fitteds values. 
inaddition,';the energddefisity of-8:7.x'iQ'05 erg/bin t is also -&times less than 
the actual ring-current proton-energy density(-2"2 f0lilt etg/6m,3)-measired-at 
L = 5 by Frank 8 during a substantially smaller storm period in 1966 (Dst maximum 
of -40 ,during the 1966 storm compardd to--a-maximum of -150 y for the 1965 
storm). Hence, although the direct measuremaents-made on Explorer 26 at the time 
do not demonstrate ,it-,,there,is strong,evidenceifor.-belieying themirror-instability 
criterion is met at thetime pfthe -~.0622.,UT-proton flux and magnetic-field"kink':. 
and that the subsequently observed oscillations are consequences of the instability. 
,The -observed frequency pf.the three:-large, field andproton oscillations, can be 
considered in the context of the theoretical predictions.; .-As was shownt(cf. 9), the, 
real part of the angular frequency is given by the drift wave frequency, w*, where 
2
-kj _tl (5)
S=tloci 
InEquation (5), k, is the perpendfciir-wave-number, K is a measure of the particle­
density and magnetic-field gradients, vi ih the ion (proton) parallel thermal velocity. 
and wci is the proton cyclotron frequency. 
As indicated (cf. 9), k1 can be taken as ,-I over the vroton Larmor radius. 
This then allows the frequency to be'written' as 
..v , ,/,.Tj,1/2 12 
" Il 2 )'1_2. (6)'':NA'', 

where A is a measure of the overslooting ot nie.instabiity cOnultiQnandis. expected 
to be -0.1 (ch. 9). T1 and T are the perpendicular and parallel proton temperatures, 
respectively. Since Kcis 'f d to beIR in a dinole-field vaiviha a R .itfollows 
that 
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= 0 .0 98EI" T)/ )/ (7), 
whereR = LRE:and-Eiji (keV),is the average proton kinetic energy inthe parallel 
direction., According to: Equation (T), the; condition T /T-1 0.5 at L = 5 yields, 
w q ;015 to - 0.04 rad/sec, for A between ,0.1 ,and,,1. The observed -frequency during 
the April 18 storm was - 0.02 rad/sec, in good agreement with the theoretical 
predictions., 
The phase relationship of the'protonand field oscillations must aiso-be consid­
.'ered. As shown in,(cf. 9) the&variation of the -proton,density associated,with the 
drift-mirror instability 6an be written as, 
I I 1 (8) 
Bz s,the horizontal -comp6nent-of 'the hiagnetic field and' the subscripts-,zero , and 1
 
deiiote thetnperturbed and perturbedquantitfes, respectiVely
 
The variations in the empirically fitted density data plotted in Figure 61 indi­
'cate thatlthe.-osdillatiohs.are consistent-'with -T, > T ,ifthe-following:relations de­
rivedt6y Hasegawag9 are considarecd-
B z
P cr 2M I Ti (9a)
P 0 B 0 T 
Pilll B I i-Z (9b) 
Pil 0 -Bz0 
and 
2, _2 YL7 (s + 1) (9c) 
Pill - 1 
Furthermore, not only do p1 ,and p, oscillate out of phase with the magnetic field 
(Figure 61), but also the amplituide of the'scillations in p1 are predicted by Equa­
tion (6) to be 2(1 + s) times that of p,, which is in quantitative agreement with the
 
Valubstf Figflre-61>"derived from-thefitted data,
 
As mentioned above,. the,proton oscillations measured by the ATS-U experi­
ment on June 26 were -observed to be out of phase with the large magnetic-field
 
intensity oscillations. However, due to the lack of both pitch-angle information
 
lower energy measurements, it is impossible to theoretically treat these proton
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observations as the April 18 observations were treated above. Nevertheless, 
the phase characteristics of the proton-flux oscillations and reported magnetic­
field oscillations, as well as the electron observations discussed below, strongly 
imply that the same instability also existed in the magnetosphere during this 
substorm. For this, instability period, an oscillation frequency -0. 023 rad/sec 
is observed at L = 6 (Figure 59). This frequency also lies in the theoretically pre­
dicted frequency range as shown by Equation (7),. 
-ELECTRON OBSERVATIONS'- 1. OSCILLATIONS. 
As was fvrident in Figures 57' and 58, large increases in the electron population 
were observed to :ccur at approxinately the same timeas the onset of the largest 
magnetic-field' oscillations during.the April 18 storm period. Any Ee > 300 keV 
electron-flux oscilations superimposed upon the 'large increases would tend to be 
obscured because the detector measured LPA from'-250 ' 900 during one sample 
period. 
It has generally been observed in the Ee > 450 ke'eledtron pitch-angle data 
that, during the&April 18 electron oscillations, the local electron pitch-angle distri­
butions tend to be peaked at an angle smaller than 900., This is-clearly seen in Fig­
ure 58 for the period during the elctron.inreases. 'Inaddition, .analytical fits to 
the Ee > 450 key electron, pitch-angle distributions during. 0643-0650 are plotted in 
perspective view in Figure 63 to give a,more graphic display of, some of the changes 
observed in the pitch-angle distributions. The functional fit to the data was an ex­
tension of the normal pitch-angle distribution as itEquation (1), 1,9 
B n_ +B) x2 jJ(E>EsLA+ 
where x = (1 - B) 
A functional-,orm for the behavior df the electron-fluxes above a given thresh­
old energy (Es) as a function of pitch angle can be derived using the perturbed distri­
bution function obtainedby Hasegawa? transforming the variables from (u, vz ) to (v, 0): 
dJ(v > vs, I 
, vf(v) dv
-ano 
fl Co 
B z 32dfoo0 (0) 
v3-4 4 (v) dv- sin2 0 (cot 0 + tan 0) ­
2 10 v d o O(l) 
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where 9 is the solid angle, v is the electron velocity, and 0 is the electron pitch 
angle. Referring to the sketch in Figure 64, it is seen that when the pitch-angle dis­
tribution has a peak at other than 90 °, df/de will be negative and an in-phase oscil­
lation of theelectrons with the magnetic field will occur. This is exactly the phe­
fiomena observed during the large electron increases shown in Figures 56 and 58. 
It should be noted that electron and proton oscillations that are out of phase .cannot 
be accounted for by an acoustic-mode model of the phenomena. 
IN PHASE WITH 
MAGNETIC FIELD 
foeP E n 
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/ MAGNETIC FIELD 
0# 
8, DEGREES 
Figure 64. Electron Pitch-Angle Sketch Showing

the Relationship of the Electron Oscillatin
 
Phase to the Magnetic-Field Oscillation
 
Phase [Equation (10)]
 
The electron oscillations observed on ATS-1 during the June 26, 19ou, event 
were much larger than those observed during the April 18, 1965 storm period (Fig­
ure 56). However, as has been mentioned above, during both the June 26 and April 18 
events, the electron oscillations were out of phase with the proton oscillations and in 
phase with the reported magnetic-field oscillations.' 5 Again, large increases in the 
electron population were observed to occur at approximately the time of the largest 
proton oscillations (which also corresponded approximately to the time of the largest 
field oscillations). 
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ELECTRON OBSERVATIONS,. 2. HEATING 
The .characteristic electron heating'tirie, 'asstming an exponential -ihcr-eas., 
during the first 40 -minutes.of June 26 has been plotted in Figure 65, together with 
datafrom four. electron energy channels (E ->- 10 keVy;> 300 keV; 450=.eV, and, 
> 1000 keA)tfrom the April 18,storm. The heating would appear ta-be -slightly fa ster 
during the April 18 storanfor theuthree !'relativistic'! energy channels. -Although the 
heating time as plotted in this figure is more rapid for the 300-keV electrons than 
for the 1.9-MeV electrons, the non-relativistic 10-keV electron heating, taken from 
data presented by Brown et al. is quite slow. 
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Note the data- point at 10 keV.
 
Figure 65. P?1d 6f: thd Rate of Eletron,Heating During the Initial
 
Large H-6atifis Observed on Both Eklorer 26 and ATS-1
 
Although a complete theoretical treatment has not yet been carried out, the ac­
celerations ,during the oscillations canibe'attributed to.transit-time damping,)which 
heats the electros inthe parallel direction.- In thiscase, 'f6r-Tr->T1 the'in-phase 
relatibnship with-the finagnetic fieldsis acconited for [cf.. Equatio(9)1. 
the -rate of 6rectron fleating during the oscillatiohsf-may be roughly compted 
as folbws. The rate ofdhahge of'thelectrbn'6ner'.v . due to the transit tirme 
dampffig ca'n bee. pressed-as 
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Wile
 
-_-co Im <EE•*.E> 
weE 2 
- o Y Im( ) (11) 
where Ey is the electric field in the direction normal to both the magnetic field and 
the wave vector (denoted by the direction y). Im ( yy) is the yy component of the 
imaginary part of the equivalent dielectric constant. This term of the dielectric 
constant has been given (cf. 9) as 
Sk2Vie 2 OPe Tie ( wmz'e_YY=- 2 (12)20Tile I 
'vlew "ce 

where Z' is the plasma dispersion function. 20 In Equation (12), COpe and coce are the 
electron-plasma frequency and cyclotron frequency, respectively, vle and vIle are 
the electron velocities in the perpendicular and parallel directions (to the magnetic 
field), respectively, and TLe and Tile are the perpendicular and parallel tempera­
tares, respectively. 
Because of the nonuniformity of the magnetic field, either the wave or the 
electron may be reflected (mirrored) at some local point along the line of force. At 
the mirror point, either k orv le will go to zero in the dispersion relation of Equa­
tion (12) (depending upon whether the wave or the electron mirrored closer to the 
equator), causing a resonant interaction between the electron and wave. 
In the case of the resonant interaction, Im Z - 1 because w - kil vile. In the 
2nonrelativistic limit Wile - 1/2 me neo vile and since Ey = coB z/k, Equation (11) 
can be expressed as 
1 Wile ( z 2 (13) 
\Bzo)Le t 

or 
W -W [(pBz)] 2 cote eo exp zo 
if it is assumed Wile ~ WLe - We 
. 
The rate oflheating is-thus equal to (Bz/Bzo)2 w in the nonrelativistic.limit, 
where co is-the wave frequency seen by the electrons; i.e., higher energy electrons 
see a higher frequency wave because of the Doppler shift (a larger drift velocity and 
opposite in direction to that of the very nonrelativistic protons). For the case of 
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W - 0.02 rad/sec and (Bz/Bzo) 2 (25/200)2 _ 1/64, the heating time, t, is found to 
be -5 minutes for -300-keV electrons (Doppler shifted wave co - 10 times that of 
the observed co), in good agreement with the observations. 
This prediction of a faster heating rate for higher-energy electrons appears 
to be borne out in the Explorer 26 April 18 observations (Figure 65) where the 
10-keV electrons (non-relativistic) have a slower heating rate than the 300-keV 
electrons (almost relativistic). It is clear, however, that this non-relativistic cal­
culation does not predict the heating rate for the electron data plotted in Figure 65. 
For these relativistic electrons, the rate of heating becomes smaller for higher­
energy electrons. The breakdown of the non-relativistic estimate is probably due 
to a combination of the increased synchroton radiation energy loss and the increased 
mass of the relativistic electrons. 
UNSOLVED PROBLEMS 
Although the above analyses and discussions have shown quite conclusively 
that the drift-mirror instability exists on occasion in the magnetosphere and that 
electron heating apparently accompanies the occurrence of the instability, there 
remain a number of unsolved problems concerning the observations in general and 
the April 18 storm in particular. The first of these problems concerns the initial 
large proton increases observed by Explorer 26 at -0620 UT on April 18. Houston 
and Earhart2 have reported that, following the peak of solar activity on April 16, 
1965, 4 there was unusual riometer absorption beginning at -0604 and -0612 re­
corded at Bedford, Massachusetts (L = 3.1) and Durham, New Hampshire (L = 32), 
respectively. Combining riometer measurements and neutron monitor measure­
ments, they concluded that "the April 18 event must be at least partially attributable 
to protons." 
It is possible that at least the higher-energy protons observed on Explorer 26 
at -0620 could result from the rapid penetration of solar protons deep into the 
magnetosphere. It has been shown that during the several days around the June 26 
observations reported here, the solar proton fluxes measured on ATS-I and outside 
the magnetosphere on Explorer 34 were approximately the same and that both sets 
of measurements had approximately the same energy spectra to energies as low as 
,600 keV. 2' 
Although, as has been seen, it is necessary for the proton fluxes to be highly 
anisotropic as well as to have an increased energy density for the onset of insta­
bility, it is interesting that these two distinct examples of the mirror instability 
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occurred when there were enhanced solar-particle fluxes present in interplanetary 
space. Since the mirror instability is not always seen when an enhanced ring cur­
rent is present.or when enhanced interplanetary fluxes are present, there must 
exist some mechanism that suddenly causes a large anisotropy in the fluxes or that 
momentarily diffuses or accelerates the protons in a preferentially perpendicular 
direction. One possible mechanism may be cyclotron heating by the electromagnetic 
waves generated at the magnetosheath and transmitted across the magnetosphere. 22 
Another unsolved problem concerns the heating of the electrons. As is evident 
from Figure 58,6 and has been explicitly pointed out,5 during the third pass of Ex, 
plorer 26 through L = 5 on April 18, the enhanced electron fluxes were substantially 
depleted and did not increase above the 0600-0900 UT values until 12 to 24 hours 
later. If the electrons heated by the mirror instability decayed away, this decay 
was much faster than the 5-to-6-day decay normally associated with 450-keV elec­
trons at L = 5.11,23 This fact, and the fact that this type of relativistic electron 
heating apparently has not been observed on ATS-1I as frequently as the type re­
ported by Lanzerotti and Maclennan, 24 suggest thatheating associated with the 
mirror instability, while being a fundamental magnetosphere process, does not con­
tribute appreciably to the energetic outer-zone electron population. 
During both of these events, the electron population was severely depleted 
prior to the instability onset. It is possible to speculate that the process that causes 
the proton pitch-angle anisotropy, resulting in the instability, could also cause the 
high-energy electron losses. 
CONCLUSIONS 
It has been shown that the particle and field oscillations that occasionally occur 
in the magnetosphere in the presence of enhanced proton fluxes with strongly ani­
sotropic pitch-angle distributions may be attributed to the drift-mirror instability 
model of Hasegawa.2 In particular, the phenomena at L = 5 observed during the 
April 18, 1965, storm and the particle measurements on June 26, 1967, at L - 6 
both are consistent with the instability theory. It has also been shown that electron­
flux depletions and subsequent electron heating apparently accompany the occurrence 
of the drift-mirror instability. 
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Chapter 9 
SOLAR-PROTON RADIATION DAMAGE OF 
SOLAR CELLS AT SYNCHRONOUS ALTITUDES 
L. J.Lanzerotti 
ABSTRACT 
The radiation damage effects from low-energy solar protons penetrating to synchro­
nous altitude are calculated for n-on-p type solar cells on a synchronous-altitude 
satellite. The damage rate to unshielded solar cells due to a low-intensity solar 
event can be 10 to 100 times the damage rate due to the normal, synchronous­
altitude electron fluxes. 
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Chapter 9
 
SOLAR-PROTON RADIATION DAMAGE OF 
SOLAR CELLS AT SYNCHRONOUS ALTITUDES 
L. J. Lanzerotti 
The synchronous-altitude radiation environment is of great interest for the de­
sign of solar-cell power sources for the large number of space craft (experimental, 
communication, meteorological, manned, and military) that will be flown at this 
altitude in the future. The purpose of this chapter is to point out that experimen­
tal measurements of low-energy [E = 1.0-20 (MeV/nucleon)] solar protons and alpha 
particles at the synchronous orbit show that the fluxes and spectra of these particles 
are, in general, quite similar to the solar-particle observations made simultaneously 
in interplanetary space. * There are usually only very short time delays before the 
interplanetary particles a:re detected inside the magnetosphere at synchronous 
altitudes. 
Although the mechanisms responsible for the rapid appearance of these par­
ticles into the outer magnetosphere is not yet understood, the mere presence at 
synchronous altitude of a moderate flux of 1-MeV protons for several days can be 
the dominate damage mechanism for unshielded solar cells. These particle obser­
vations also explain the abnormal damage to unshielded solar cells discovered by 
the solar-cell experiment on ATS-1.' 
The comparison of the interplanetary and synchronous-altitude protons and 
alphas in Reference I were made during two moderate solar-particle enhancements 
and a relatively long period of steady interplanetary intensities. It was concluded 
that whenever there were solar particles present in interplanetary space, these 
particles were seen at synchronous altitude; the snychronous-altitude proton fluxes 
did not persist after the interplanetary enhancement was gone. During certain 
periods, when the earth's geomagnetic activity was low, a diurnal variation also was 
noted in the fluxes, with more protons seen on the night side of the earth than on the 
1
' 
3
' 
4 
day side. 
*References are listed at the end of this chapter. 
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Figure 66, adapted from Reference 1, shows the half-hour averaged interplanet­
ary and synchronous-altitude proton fluxes for the time period around the flux en­
hancement of June 25-28, 1967. These data -were obtained from Bell Laboratories 
particle experiments flown on the synchronous-orbit ATS-1 and the interplanetary­
orbit Explorer 34 (IMP F) satellites. This moderate enhancement has been identified 
as probably due to the 27-day recurrence of the disturbed solar region which pro­
duced the large flares of May 21-23 and May 28, 1967.' This figure shows very 
graphically that the solar-particle fluxes inside and outside the magnetosphere have 
quite similar temporal appearances and magnitudes. 
A comparison of the interplanetary and magnetosphere fluxes and spectra for a 
half-hour interval on June 26 is shown in Figure 67a. Figure 67b is a plot of the 
spectra observed during another solar-particle enhancement in August, 1967.' The 
fluxes of this August event, which persisted at these magnitudes for more than one 
day, were approximately ten times the intensities of the June enhancement. These 
two enhancements, selected from the data of the past two years, are certainly not 
the largest solar events observed during this time period. Rather, these enhance­
ments were selected to show the significance of even moderate solar fluxes at syn­
chronois altitudes for radiation-damage considerations. 
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Altitude Half-Hour Averaged Solar-Proton Environment as 
Measured in One Proton-Detection Channel on Each of the 
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The proton spectrum plotted in Figure 67a was used to establish the bulk 
damage effects in a I ohm-cm n-on-p type solar cell. The effects of the 
alpha particles were neglected. It was assumed that the cell had infinite shielding 
on its rear contact. The proton-equivalent, 1-MeV electron-flux curves given in 
Ref etence 5 for the bulk damage effects were used. 
A typical day-ide integral electron spectrum as observed at synchronous 
3 -2 ­altitude 6 [F(Ee > E) = 103 E- electrons cm sec I ster-1], was used in comparing 
the damage due to the normal electron environment and the damage due to the low­
energy solar protons. The synchronous-altitude electron spectrum has diurnal as 
well as shorter-term changes, 6 '17 but the spectrum used here is a good, conservative 
estimate of the electron environment for assessing maximum damage. The appro­
priate electron bulk damage curves, also contained in Reference 5, were used. 
The results of these damage calculations for June 26 are shown in Table 3 for 
the case of no solar-cell shielding and for the cases of shield thicknesses of 
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Table 3
 
SOLAR-CELL RADIATION DAMAGE
 
- 1 
Bulk Equivalent 1-MeV Electrons (cm 2 day)
0.05 gm/cm 2 0.1 gm/cm 
2 
Particle No Shielding Shielding Shielding 
Protons (E > 1.0 MeV) 1.9.10 1 2 3.4.109 8.2.108 
Electrons (E > 0.5 MeV) 1.5.1010 1.4.1010 1.2.1010 
0.05 gm/cm2 (- 7.5 mil quartz) and 0.1 gm/cm2 (_ 15 mil quartz). It is quite clear 
from the results of the table that an unshielded solar cell, during a low-intensity 
solar enhancement like that of June 26, will suffer damage at a rate -102 times 
the damage rate produced by the normal electron environment at synchronous 
altitude. However, the proton and electron damage rates would be approximately 
-0.03 gm/cm2 front shield; with a shield thickness of 0.05 gm/cm
2 
equal with an 
the proton damage rate would be four times less than the electron damage rate. It 
is interesting, however, that the proton bulk damage rate to 7-mil shielded cells 
during the August, 1967, event would be a factor of -2 more than the electron damage 
rate and that, therefore, a large solar-flare event (having the same or smaller 
power-law dependence) could cause substantial damage to the satellite solar cells. 
A degradation larger than expected was observed in the experimental solar 
cells in the damage experiment on ATS-1.2 It was reported that, unexpectedly, a 
shield thickness of 6 mils offered greater power protection than either thinner 
(1 mil) or thicker (15, 30, 60 mil) shielding. Although the thicker-shielding result 
has not been satisfactorily explained,2 it is likely due to a decrease in the light trans­
mission as the shield thickness is increased. It was also reported that the unshielded 
cells appeared to degrade by a series of steps, approximately in correlation with 
solar events.Y
 
The results contained in Table 3 are completely consistent with this last re­
ported experimental observation. Since very many low-intensity, low-energy solar 
enhancements with soft spectra (as on June 26) have been measured at synchronous 
altitude, it is clear that a solar-cell shield of - 7-mil thickness will largely eliminate 
the damage from such enhancements. With this thickness shield, only the protons 
from very high-intensity, harder-spectra solar-flare events will dominate the elec­
tron environment in producing radiation damage effects in such shielded solar cells. 
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Chapter 10
 
SYNCHRONOUS-ALTITUDE PROTONS AND ELECTRONS:
 
OCTOBER 26 - NOVEMBER 8, 1968
 
L. J. Lanzerotti and C. M. Soltis 
ABSTRACT
 
Synchronous-altitude particle data for a particularly stormy geomagnetic period in 
1968 is presented. These data will be included in a compilation of solar and terres­
trial observations which will be issued as a report in the World Data Center A Re­
port Series. 
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Chapter 10 
SYNCHRONOUS-ALTITUDE PROTONS-AND ELECTRONS: 
OCTOBER 26 - NOVEMBER 8, 1968 
L. J. Lanzerotti and C. M. Soltis 
Electron and proton data obtained from a particle telescope on the synchronous­
altitude ATS-1 satellite during the stormy geomagnetic period from October 26 
through November 8, 1968, are presented here. The stormy period resulted in large 
flux changes and large diurnal variations in the ATS-1 electron fluxes. The solar 
protons resulting from the several solar flares during this period were also ob­
served continuously at synchronous altitude. 
The ATS-1 satellite (launched December 6, 1966) was a geostationary, spin­
stabilized satellite (with the spin axis parallel to the local magnetic field) "sfation4'd 
at 158-W, 0°N (2.7°N, 278.7°E geomagnetic) and at a geocentric distance of 6 .6RE. 
The Bell Laboratories experiment flown on-ATS-1 consisted of a six-element solid­
state detector telescope oriented perpendicular to the spin axis of the satellite. By 
use of the particle dE/dx characteristics and appropriate logic circuitry, the experi 
ment was. capable of distinguishing'between protons, alphas, aAd electrons.* The hall 
-angle of the detector telescope collimator was 200; the flux measured by the experi­
ment was the spin-averaged flux of those particles with pitch angles close to 900. ' * 
ATS-1 local time is obtained by subtracting 10 hours from universal time. 
The time history of the electron fluxes in two of the ATS-I. electron channels 
is shown in Figure 68, together with the Kp index and the hourly-value H component 
of the Honolulu magnetic field (21.1'N, 266.5°E geomagnetic). The five largest SC's 
(sudden commencement storms) during this period are shown above the K data. 2 
The measured electron-flux intensities show the typical daily variations, with larger 
fluxes observed near ATS local noon than at ATS local midnight. These diurnal vari­
ations in the 'flux intensities arise because of the distortion of the magnetosphere 
*References are listed at the end of this chapter. 
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Figure 68. Hourly Average Synchronous-Altitude Electron 
Fluxes, KP, and the Hourly-Value Honolulu H-Component 
During October 26 - November 8, 1968 
from its dipolar shape by the solar wind. The ATS-1 satellite, in a circular orbit, 
effectively measures electruub un a higher drift shell at local midnight than at local 
noon. Since the ATS orbit is beyond the maximum of the outer electron belt, the 
3
' 
4
'
5fluxes are lower at midnight than at noon. Furthermore, since the radial gradi­
ent of the higher-energy electrons is larger than for the lower energies, the diurnal 
variation is larger in the higher-energy fluxes. 
The Kp and Honolulu field data of Figure 68 show clearly that on the days of 
greater magnetic activity (larger Kp and larger Honolulu field depression) the diur­
nal variations of the ATS-1 electron fluxes become larger, less symmetrical, and 
undergo larger intensity variations on the scale of an hour (or less). Furthermore, 
on days 303-304 and days 305-307, for example, when Kp was quite large and the 
Honolulu H trace indicated a field depression near local noon, the ATS electron 
fluxes near local noon were also strongly depressed. 
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The solar-proton fluxes measured in two energy channels on ATS-I during the 
stormy period are shown in Figure 69. Previous work has shown that, in general, 
when a source of solar-originated particles is present in interplanetary space, 
comparable fluxes of these particles with similar spectral characteristics are 
usually observed inside the magnetosphere at synchronous altitudes. Frequently, 
diurnal variations, opposite to the electron flux diurnal changes, are observed in 
'
7
' 
8the synchronous altitude solar proton fluxes. 6 , It has been pointed out that these 
diurnal variations often resemble, temporally, PCA midday recoveries. 8' 9 During 
most of the time period plotted in Figure 69, however, such variations were not 
strongly apparent. 
An example of a rapid change in the synchronous-altitude electron fluxes near 
local midnight during one of the stormy days (day 304) is shown in Figure 70. This 
type of sudden increase in the fluxes near local midnight has been discussed pre­
viously' 0 11 and is generally observed to accompany a simultaneous increase in the 
local magnetic-field intensity. Although a complete understanding of such rapid 
flux variations requires the use of the local ATS-1 magnetic-field data. the lack of 
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Synchronous Altitude During October 26 - November 8, 1969 
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time dispersions in the several small-amplitude electron enhancements plus the 
existence of larger increases in the higher-energy fluxes than in the lower-energy 
fluxes support the view that the changes in Figure 70 were predominately adiabatic. 
Occasionally, however, the occurrence of large, non-adiabatic relativistic electron 
enhancements which gradient drift around the earth are observed." 
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Chapter 11 
PENETRATION OF SOLAR PROTONS INTO THE 
MAGNETOSPHERE AND MAGNETOTAIL 
L. J. Lanzerotti, M. D. Montgomery, and S. Singer 
ABSTRACT
 
Three sets of satellite measurements are used to compare solar proton fluxes in 
the magnetotail, in the outer magnetosphere, at synchronous altitude, and in inter­
planetary space. Comparisons of the interplanetary and magnetosphere proton fluxes 
show that outer magnetosphere disturbances play a strong role in the initial access 
° of near-90 pitch angle protons to synchronous altitude. One comparison of the mag­
netotail and synchronous altitude fluxes suggests that the latter fluxes may not always 
result from a scattering of the protons in from the tail. The interplanetary­
magnetotail proton comparisons further confirm the results of Montgomery and 
Singer who found that delays in the proton access to the magnetotail were always 
present.
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Chapter 11
 
PENETRATION OF SOLAR PROTONS INTO THE
 
MAGNETOSPHERE AND MAGNETOTAIL
 
L. J. Lanzerotti, M. D. Montgomery,* and S. Singer* 
INTRODUCTION 
One of the more current and important studies in the analysis of solar par­
ticle data is that of attempting to understand the configuration of the geomagnetic 
field by analyzing the means or modes of access of these particles into the magneto­
1-17,25
sphere and magnetotail. 'It Generally, the studies have concerned themselves 
with the access of low-energy solar protons (-'0.5-10 MeV) although Lin and 
Anderson 2"' discussed electron access to the geomagnetic tail, Vampola9 discussed 
solar electrons over the polar caps, and Lanzerotti discussed solar alpha-particle 
access to synchronous altitude. It seems quite clear now that the question of ac­
cess is very complicated and that the use of particle data will not give an answer 
as to whether the geomagnetic field is "open" far behind-the earth or "closed". 
A major difficulty arises in using low-energy solar particles as probes of 
the magnetosphere configuration because of the question of whether the magneto­
sphere is truly "quiet" when the first solar particles arrive at the earth and are 
seen to penetrate into the polar cap, the synchronous altitude, or the magnetotail. 
A second difficulty arises because the small interplanetary proton enhancements 
often used as "probes" for observing access-time delays are frequently accom­
panied by solar wind or interplanetary magnetic-field changes which could disturb 
the magnetosphere. The effects of magnetosphere and magnetotail disturbances 
and distortions have seldom been considered quantitatively or qualitatively in the 
analyses of proton access. 
*Drs. Montgomery and Singer are associated with the University of California, Los 
Alamos Scientific Laboratory, Los Alamos, New Mexico. The Los Alamos portion
of this research was performed as part of the Vela Nuclear Test Detection Satel­
lite Program, which is jointly sponsored by the Advanced Research Project Agency 
of the Department of Defense and the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission, and is 
managed by the U. S. Air Force. 
tReierences are listed at the end of this chapter. 
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Instead of using the low-energy particle data as a "proof" of a given static 
magnetospheric configuration, it is more significant to use the data comparisons 
to point out fundamental physical processes operating in the magnetotail and magne­
sphere. It seems quite likely that, even during moderately disturbed conditions, 
there may be sufficient electric and magnetic noise in the outer magnetosphere, in 
the.neutral-point region, andAn the tail to cause solar particles to "diffuse," with 
greatly variable diffusion coefficients, into the magnetotail and magnetosphere. 
The conclusion of Montgomery and Singer' 2 that both diffusion and direct access of 
protons into the magnetotail appears to be effective at various times is a succinct 
summary of the present state of affairs. It also appears that fairly rapid diffusion 
(such as a few scatterings of the particle gyro radius) across the magnetopause or 
through the tail and then in the magnetosphere is required to bring solar particles 
0 16 
to the synchronous orbit.8 1
This chapter discusses the initial information obtained from an investigation of 
the temporal structure of solar protons detected on three satellites in the outer mag­
netosphere and interplanetary space, at synchronous altitude, and in the magnetotail. 
These data comparisons (1) show that the initial onset of the solar-particle enhance­
ments at synchronous altitude apparently result from a large disturbance and/or 
noise in the outer magnetosphere; 16 (2) indicate that the synchronous-altitude proton 
fluxes may not always result from a scattering of the particles in from the magneto­
tail; (3) further indicate that the proton fluxes in the mid-latitude outer magneto­
sphere and the magnetotail are generally quite similar; and (4) confirm the results 
of Montgomery and Singer,2 'whd always found time delays for proton penetration of 
the tail. 
OBSERVATIONS 
The proton particle instrumentation on the three satellites [Vela 4, ATS-1, and 
Explorer 34 (IMP-F)], whose data is plotted in Figure 71, has been described in the 
literature. 18 - 20 During the time interval 0600-2400 UT in Figure 71, the Vela 4A 
spacecraft traversed the tail region. At 0600 UT solar-magnetosphere latitude and 
longitude of Vela 4A were -9' and 184.2', respectively. By 2400 UT they had changed 
to -40.9' and 239.90, respectively. The Explorer 34 satellite was in the magneto­
sphere from -0500 UT until it entered the magnetosheath at -1410 UT (D. H. Fair­
field, private communication). Explorer 34 crossed the bow shock at -1700 UT. It 
had a solar-magnetosphere longitude close to 0°. ATS-1 local time is UT minus 10 
hours; the ATS-1 local time orientation is shown schematically at the top of Fig­
ure 71. It should be stressed that the ATS-1 instrument, oriented perpendicular to 
the local magnetic field, measures particles that mirror near the equator. 
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Satellites During September 18, 1967 
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The particular time period of Figure 71 was especially selected for this dis­
cussion because of the relative locations of the satellites during the solar-particle 
enhancements and because of the structure in the enhancements during the last half 
of the day. During the September 18 perigee pass of the polar-orbiting Explorer 34 
satellite, the spacecraft traversed the outer region of the magnetosphere, with the 
perigee occurring on the nightside of the earth. 
Outer Magnetosphere and Magnetotail Observations. It is evident from Fig­
ure 71 that, during the period from -0500 until Explorer 34 was at high latitudes 
over the south pole, the 5-minute average 0.6-1.2 MeV solar-proton fluxes in the 
outer region of the magnetosphere and the 0.7-0.95 MeV fluxes in the magnetotail 
tracked one another in amplitude on the average quite well. Data was not acquired 
during the Explorer 34 perigee from -0930 to -1015 UT. 
From -1030 to -1245 UT the outer-magnetosphere fluxes were, in general, 
larger than the proton fluxes (0.7-0.95 MeV) observed in the tail. An enhancement 
in the fluxes, centered in time at -1315 UT, was observed nearly simultaneously 
both in the magnetotail and in the outer regions of the magnetosphere close to the 
boundary. Just prior to the large flux enhancement at -1430 UT, the Explorer 34 
satellite passed into the magnetosheath. The large enhancement was observed -24 
minutes later in the magnetotail fluxes (0.7-0.95 MeV) with approximately the same 
flux width and magnitude as was observed in the magnetosheath. This enhancement 
was also seen in the higher-energy protons measured on Vela (4.6-6.3 MeV) and on 
Explorer 34 (4.4-5.0 MeV), although these latter data are not shown in Figure 71. 
The magnitudes of these higher-energy enhancements were also approximately 
equal at the two satellites and showed a time delay between the magnetotail and 
magnetosheath comparable to that observed at lower energies. 
Two subsequent enhancements were observed by Explorer 34. The first, with 
the satellite in the magnetosheath, was observed to peak at -1610 UT; the second, 
with the satellite in interplanetary space, was observed at -1730 UT. These en­
hancements were also subsequently seen in the Vela magnetotail data (0.7-0.95 MeV). 
However, the time delay in observing the last enhancement was nearly an hour. In 
addition, the magnetotail intensities of each of these subsequent enhancements were 
progressively diminished and the distinguishing structures progressively obliter­
ated. After -1900 UT, the interplanetary and magnetotail flux magnitudes tracked 
one another quite well on the average for the remainder of September 18. 
The second interplanetary enhancement (-1610 UT) was also measured de­
layed in the higher-energy proton channel (4.5-6.3 MeV) in the magnetotail. The 
third large enhancement was not seen in this proton channel. This is probably due 
to (1) Le fact that the interplanetary enhancement itself above ~5 MeV (as 
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measured by Explorer 34 '- not shown) was reduced in magnitude compared to the 
-0.6 MeV enhancement, and (2) the fact that the magnetotail access mechanism 
produced a large flux reduction from the interplanetary amplitude observations. 
Synchronous Altitude Observations. Lanzerotti 6 has attributed the usual 
rapid access of interplanetary protons to synchronous altitude to the existence of a 
generally disturbed state of the outer magnetosphere. He has also indicated in a 
qualitative way that the electron fluxes at the synchronous altitude can be used to 
indicate the general state of disturbance at 6.6 RE. The 2-minute average electron 
fluxes measured in two electron channels, E > 0.4 and >1.9 MeV, on ATS-1 during 
September 8 are plotted in Figure 72. 
The relationship of the magnitude of the synchronous-altitude diurnal varia­
tion to stormy magnetosphere conditions (as measured by Kp) and the relationship 
of increases or decreases in the electron fluxes to increases or decreases in the 
-local magnetic-field intensity have been discussed in the literature.' " Whether 
the electron fluxes increase or decrease compared to increases or decreases of 
the local magnetic-field intensity depends, among other considerations, upon the 
local electron radial gradient as well as the rapidity of the field changes. However, 
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in general, increases (decreases) in the local magnetic-field intensity are accom­
panied by increases (decreases) in thelocal electron fluxes. This corresponding 
behavior of the electron fluxes is often termed an "adiabatic" change. The ATS-1 
satellite is beyond the maximum of the outer electron belt. Generally, because of 
the steeper radial gradient of the higher-energy electron fluxes, these fluxes undergo 
larger changes than the lower energy fluxes for a given local field-intensity change. 
Until the sharp decrease in the electron fluxes at -0915 UT, the interplane­
tary solar-proton enhancement was not observed at synchronous altitude (for near­
90 pitch-angle particles). The increase in flux intensity to between one-quarter 
and one-half the Explorer 34 intensities was quite sharp after the initial onset 
(which corresponded in time to the apparent decrease of the local field intensity). 
No substorms were in progress at the time of the ATS-1 flux onset. An in­
spection of several high-latitude magnetograms (College, Barrow, and Dixon Island) 
and the Honolulu-low latitude magnetogram showed qualitatively that an increase 
in the "noisiness" of the magnetic field began at approximately the same time as 
the particle onsets. These additional disturbances are also reflected in the increase 
in Kp during the 0900-1200 UT interval (Figure 71). 
It is also quite interesting that the proton-flux enhancement observed in the 
magnetotail and outer magnetosphere at -'1315 UT was seen at the same time and 
with essentially the same temporal width at synchronous altitude. This increase 
in the proton fluxes in three widely separated places inside the magnetopause was 
accompanied by a small decrease in the local ATS-1 electron fluxes (small expan­
sion of the local field). The large interplanetary and magnetotail flux enhancements 
at -1730 was not observed at all at the synchronous altitude. 
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
The excellent preservation in the magnetotail of both the flux magnitude and 
temporal width of the large 1430 UT interplanetary enhancement argues for the 
non-diffusive penetration of solar particles into the tail. The -24 minute time de­
lay implies an entry to the magnetotail .- 0.05 a.u. behind the earth. The succes­
sively longer time delays in the magnetotail appearance of the next two interplane­
tary enhancements could also be due to direct particle access into the tail at larger 
distances (0.1 a.u. and 0.15 a.u., respectively). The reduced amplitudes of these 
two enhancements could be due to dispersive processes in the more distant magne­
totail. However, both the longer delay times as well as the reduced amplitudes do 
not rule out the possibility that these succeeding two magnetotail enhancements 
could be attributed to a diffusion of the solar particles across the tail. 
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Behannon and Ness 24 have shown a correlation between the magnetotail field 
intensity and Kp. The successively longer time delays for the appearance of the 
three interplanetary disturbances between 1400-UT and 1800 UT inside the magneto­
tail could be due to a continued increase in the magnetotail field strength as the 
general high level of magnetic activity persisted. The increased field intensity 
could cause the protons to either enter further and further down the tail and/or 
cause the diffusion time across the tail to increase. 
Although Paulikas and Blake"0 have shown little correlation between the solar­
proton intensities at synchronous altitude with the local ATS field magnitude, it is 
nevertheless significant that both the initial onset of protons observed at ATS-1 and 
the general magnetosphere-wide enhancement at -1315 were accompanied by changes 
in the synchronous-altitude electron fluxes (implying changes in the local magnetic­
field intensity). Both of these local changes were perhaps indicative of more wide­
spread magnetosphere disturbances, as suggested by the "noisiness" of the ground 
magnetometer data. 
The explanation of the peak in the ATS-1 proton fluxes, beginning at "1915 UT, 
represents a real challenge. A temporary increase in the accessibility of protons 
to synchronous altitude at the time of the 1915 UT enhancement seems the most 
plausible explanation. Indeed, a gross magnetosphere field-configuration change is 
suggested by the increase in the fluxes of high-energy electrons during the proton 
enhancement (Figure 72). This flux change, however, suggests an increased field 
intensity, which implies that ATS-1 was resultantly deeper inside the magnetosphere. 
Given the measured proton spectrum, and if the proton radial gradient was negative 
(as it should be due to the interplanetary source and as is suggested by the flux 
decreases as the satellite moved toward the noon side of the magnetosphere), then 
the proton fluxes would tend to decrease rather than increase. 
The accessibility could also be enhanced by an increase in the amount of 
electromagnetic noise in the outer magnetosphere and near-tail regions. The in­
creased Kp value during this time suggests an increased magnetosphere distur­
bance. However, Kp has been shown to be generally a rather poor indicator of 
solar-particle transmission to synchronous altitude.' o" 6 In addition,-an examina­
tion of the high time-resolution ATS-1 electron fluxes (not shown) does not indicate 
an enhancement of outer-magnetosphere noise,.at the ATS-1 location during the 
1915 UT flux increase. 
Another possible explanation for the synchronous-altitude flux increase arises 
if the large ATS-1 enhancement at -'1915 UT is associated with the third large in­
terplanetary enhancement (-"1715 UT) because of the former's temporal, somewhat 
broadened, shape. If this is a proper identification, then it seems unlikely that in 
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this case these protons resulted from a scattering in of particles from the tail. 
This is because the percentage synchronous-altitude increase is much larger than 
the third magnetotail increase which allegedly produced it. (The lack of a corres­
ponding magnetotail peak at -1915 UT is real and is not produced by differences in 
instrumental response.) 
If the ATS-1 enhancement at -1915 UT did not result from an enhanced ac­
cessibility or from scattering in from the tail, then it may have resulted from other 
processes for which no evidence is existent in the data examined here. One such 
possible process could be a very delayed access of the interplanetary particles 
(1715 UT) across the magnetopause and deep into the magnetosphere. This is 
one of the mechanisms that have been suggested for the rapidity with which solar 
particles are frequently seen at the synchronous orbit.6 
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Appendix I
 
DESCRIPTION OF THE BELLLABORATORIES
 
DATA REDUCTION, PROCESS
 
PURPOSE 
In order to process.the telemetry tapes received from lGoddard Space.Flight 
Center which contain the data from the Bell Laboratories experiment, a compre­
hensive data redhctfon cormputer program was developed. This'program operates
on the General Electric 635/645 computer at either the Murray Hill or the Whippany 
location of Bell Laboratories. The program requires approximately 42,000 words 
of core-storage (36'bitseachi), 300,000-400,006 words of random-disc sto'rage, and 
3 magnetic tape drives, exclusive of the requiremenits for the GECOS operating' 
monitor system. Since 'the GECOS monitor ,system isa multiprogramming system, 
the data reduction program is able to operate simultaneously with several other 
unrelated computer jobs. This sharing of the computer's capabilities reflects in 
the low operating cost of the data reduction program since another job can use 
(and'pay for) the computer's more 'expensive 'ceritral proc~ssihg unit while the re­
duction program is reading 6r writing of a less expensive'tape or disc file. The, 
tasks accomplished by this data reduction Dro~ram include the followinE:­
Converting'and repacking the 'telemetry sequences. 
" The Bell Laboratories:data from -each !a'tellite telemetry -sequence appears 
on the-telemetry tape..from Goddard as a string of 84, dedimaliand hxaddieirk] 
characters (14 computer words). The individual data items are-convrtbd froi this 
character representation~to binary integers,,,and.the binary integers, representing 
the data from each telemetry sequence arepackedinto-,01 computer words. For 
examplg,.§ach of the three.Bell Laboratpries performance parameters is-given.ir 
three decimal characters,,000 to R99. Each set of..three-characters is converted, 
to a 10-bit binary integer, and all three performance parameter values are packed. 
into one computer word, 
Check ng, pt the telemetry tape .Iorlilegalcharacters, errors in-format, -and 
impQssible .readings. 
As the reduction program processes -,the,telemetry. tape,- it cont nualy-ehecKs 
tosee that-the records read.reresent allowable data natterns and.-for each Goddard 
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telemetry tape processed, the program prints out a report on the anomalies found. 
Figure I-i shows an example of this report, that for the day 348 (December 14), 
1966 telemetry tape. The tabular portion of the report contains an entry for each 
data file on the tape, including the first and last file, which are, respectively, the 
tape header and trailer files. The headings on some of the columns are self­
explanatory, but the following columns require some explanation: 
FIL MRK - Number of file marks (tape marks) which follow the file on the 
telemetry tape. This number should always, of course, be equal to 1 unless errors 
were made during the creation of the telemetry tape. The data reduction program, 
however, is capable of handling data files followed by any number of file marks, 
including zero, just in case errors do occur. The tape trailer file will always have 
a zero entry in this column, even though it is followed by a file mark. 
FIL STS - Time quality status provided by Goddard in the file ID record of 
each data file. A value of I means time is correct, 2 means time questionable, 
and 3 means time only correct for a portion of the telemetry sequences of the file. 
SEQUENCE CLOCK - Value of the 20-bit sequence counter, in octal, at the 
beginning and end of the data file. 
PH. REC - Number of physical tape records in this file. 
RD. ERR - Number of physical tape records which contained parity errors 
when read by the computer. 
ABN SIZ - Number of physical tape records in the file whose size was in­
correct. For all but the tape header file, the correct record size is 224 words. 
BITS 0-1 - The five 16-bit main registers of the Bell Laboratories experi­
ment are wired so that the two most significant bits must always be identical, i.e., 
they are both 0 or they are both 1. Telemetry readings which show these two bits 
to be different must therefore be in error. The number of such errors is shown 
in this column for each file. 
.LT. 15 - Switching pulses in the satellite electronics always put 15 counts 
into each of the five Bell Laboratories main registers during each telemetry se­
quence. Thus any telemetry readout of a register showing less than 15 counts 
must be in error. The number of such erroneous readings is tallied in this column 
for each file. 
MDL. 8 BT - In addition to the telemetry readout of all 16 bits of Bell 
Laboratories register 1 during frame 14 channels 4-7 of the burst portion of the 
telemetry sequence, the middle eight bits of register 1 are read out and telemetered 
in channels 8-9 of every frame of the reference portion of the telemetry sequence. 
Since the contents of the Bell Laboratories registers are frozen during frames 14 
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and 15, the last two middle eight-bit readings should agree with each other, and with 
the -middle eight bits of the full register, 1 readout;- Any.disagreements indicate 
telemetry errors;. and these are counted in this column. 
COMB'FILT - Number of sequences in which bome i.ters were usea oy 
Goddard instead of the high precision processor during' thedigiti.ation of-the oriai-' 
nal-analog-telemetry tape. Comb'filters are 'normally used-when-the analog-tapE 
signal-to-'noise rafi fa irs below a certain level. 
EXP OFF -, Number of sequences in which the Bell Laboratories experiment 
was turned off by a previously sent command. 
ILLG CHAR, - Number of characters encountered in the data which were not 
appropriate to the data items -inwhich they,occurred. 
CLK GAP - Number of times in-the file that the sequence'clock incremented­
by something other than unity; 
TIME JTUMP - Nuribet-of'times in th&file that the ,time difference between 
one -sequence and-the following divided-by the difference in sequ6nce clock Values­
was not within two milliseconds of the normalsequence time (5-A21 seconds). 
In addition to the tabular information, the processing report may also contain 
error messages to call attention to other (hopefully) less-frequent abnormalities 
contained on the telemetry tape. These messages, which always begin with five 
asterisks, cover a broad range of errors from missing or misordered files ofh the 
tape to. incorrect values for parameters in the tape or file identification records. 
Inmost cases, the program will take corrective action (if needed) after printing 
one of these messages; almost no error can occur on the telemetry tape which 
stops the data reduction program. In Figure I-I, the message *****S.QTAP 
ERROR 76 indicates that the sequence counter decreased instead. of increased for 
several sequences in files 7 and 8 of-the telefetry tape. Thi' ifiust b& indibative 
of bad telemietry readings, since the sequence counter on the 'satelifte always in­
crfl.A~q'hv-nf for sensv nneci 
Removal of du flicate telemetry sequences. 
About i0 to £'5 percent of the teleetry' sequences appear more than once o6i 
the telemetry tapes' received from Goddard. This ocdurs bec se the STADAN 
tracking stations start recording o a new ,reel of,magnetic tape bout five minutes 
before the old reel is dhe to run out. Thus telemetry is being recorded twice fo 
about five minutes of each hour at each station. In addition, s6mreiihmes norethan 
one station will-le:-racking the stlfieatk time. -T1 d trdffctionptogpgman" 
locate'this-duplicate-data and 6ulls: fhd -dplic te' from th6' processing'stream. 
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Comparing duplicate telemetry sequences. 
Additional information can be obtained about the quality of the telemetry by 
comparing the readings of the same sequence recorded at different stations or on 
two different tape reels at the same station. Since the data reduction program must 
locate duplicate data in order to cull the duplicates from the processing stream, it 
can easily compare them also to evaluate telemetry quality. The program defines 
duplicate sequences to be sequences which have the same reading of the 20-bit 
sequence clock and which have time values that agree to within approximately 20-30 
seconds. Of course if the times assigned to the sequences were within the NASA 
specified accuracy of a few milliseconds, then time disagreements between duplicate 
sequences greater than several milliseconds would never occur, and the 20- to 
30-second criterion could be cut to 20-30 milliseconds. However, since inordinately 
large time discrepancies. sometimes occur, sequence clock value rather than time 
was felt to be a more accurate indication of duplicate data. 
When duplicate telemetry sequences are encountered, the program compares 
the values of time and the -other data items given in each of the duplicate sequences. 
The readings of items not flagged as bad or padded data should be the same or, on 
some items, at least very close if there are no telemetry errors. For each day of 
data processed, the program prints a report showing any disagreements found. An 
example of this report is shown in Figure 1-2. The line showing time disagreements 
counts all time discrepancies greater than 10 milliseconds between duplicate se­
quences with good time flags. The first number is the count of disagreements be­
tween 10 and 19 milliseconds, the second number between 20 and 29 milliseconds, 
etc., with the eleventh number representing the count of tinme disagreements of 100 
milliseconds or greater. Below the time disagreements is the number of disagree­
-ments between duplicate readings of the various registers and performance parame­
ters in the Bell Laboratories data. By examining this duplicate data report, a fur­
ther indication is obtained of just how reliable the telemetry is for a given day. 
In searching for duplicate data, the program may encounter sets of sequences 
whose time and sequence clock values are inconsistent with the rest of the data. 
This may happen because incorrect time values or incorrect sequence clock values 
were assigned during the decommutation. When the data reduction program encoun­
ters such data, it discards it and prints a message to that effect. The messages 
*****NXTSEQ ERROR 290 and *****NXTSEQ ERROR 515 in Figure 1-2 are examples 
of discarding of some bad data. 
producing reduced data tape for the Bell Laboratories experiment. 
Theprocessed data from the Bell Laboratories experiment is stored on a 
magnetic tape, commonly called the reduced data tape, for use in future analyses of 
the data and for future transmission to the National Space Sciences Data Center. 
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This reduced data tape contains two types of records: 10-word packed -telemetry 
records which contain all the telemetry from one sequence relevant to the Bell 
Laboratories experiment, and' 48-word orbital information records. Orbital infor­
mation records are given at 10-minute intervals of universal time, and they are 
positioned on the tape so that the time of'any telemetry sequence read from the'tape 
lies between the middle two of the last four orbital records read. In this way, if 
interpolation of the orbital information to the exact time of the telemetry sequence 
is desired, it can be done'with a minimum of complication when the sequences are 
read from the reduced data tape. If, instead of using this scheme, the interpolated 
values had been placed on the reduced data tape, the amount of tape consumed by 
orbital information would, have been prohibitive. 
Making first-look plots and statistical analyses of the data. 
As the data processing program proceeds, the processed data is sorted ac­
cording to experiment mode and is stored on a random-access disc file for use by 
the plot and analysis section of the program. At predetermined intervals, the plot 
and analysis section is called upon by the main reduction program; it then proceeds 
to prepare the requested plots of the data stored up on disc and to do any required 
statistical analyses on the data. Plots are generated on 35-mm microfilm. A 
Stromberg- Carlson 4020 microfilm plotter, driven by a magnetic tape generated 
by the program, is used. The plot and analysis sections are written so as to main­
tain the greatest possible flexibility concerning what time intervals are plotted, 
what scales are used, what items are plotted together on the same graph, what type 
of mathematical analysis is to be done, etc. In this way, certain decisions can 
easily be altered if initial looks at the program output dictate that the plots or 
analyses should have been done in a different way. 
Keeping records of the data that has been processed. 
In order to make it as simple as possible to keep track of the processed telem­
etry, the data reduction program prints out a report showing exactly what time and 
sequence clock intervals were processed during the computer run. This information 
is also punched out on a deck of cards, along with the reel number of the reduced 
data tape created during the run. This deck of cards can then be used as a table of 
contents for future jobs which use the reduced data tape. 
GENERAL ORGANIZATION OF PROGRAM 
A highly simplified flow chart showing the overall operation of the Bell Labo­
ratories data reduction program is shown in Figure 1-3. Many important details 
of the process have been left out in order to make the chart more understandable, 
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and several of the blocks in the chart-represent huge, complicated procedures. For 
instance, the block labeled "GET NEXT SEQUENCE TO BE PROCESSED" encom­
passes the. reading of the telemetry tape, the conversion and repacking of the telem­
try sequences, the checkingand error analysis of the data, and the locating and 
culling out of any duplicate data. Figure 1-4 shows the inputs and the outputs to the 
program. Up to 15 days of satellite data, can be processed in one computer run. 
When the program, is run, the only mandatory inputs are the telemetry tape and the 
data cards, and the only mandatory output is the processing report. Whether or 
not orbital information will, be included in the processing and what other outputs 
will be, produced are all subject to, options specified on the input data cards. Thus, 
the' program can be run to simplygive a detailed printout of the sequences on a 
telemetry tape, or to only make plots, and it is not necessary to have the corre­
sponding orbit tape before th6 data on a telemetry tape can be analyzed for those 
features that are not dependent upon the orbital information. Figure 1-5 shows an 
example of the detailed printout of the Bell Laboratories data from individual 
telemetry sequences. 
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TAPE REEL M0716 PROCESSED AT SL ON 67/ 3/31 11,666 HRS
 
DkY 348,1966 8 DAYS AFTER LAUNCH 
01 ATSB EXPERIMENTER TAPE NUMBER - 02 GROUP NUMBER - 0008 DATE PRODUCED - 670124 
*.*.SEOTAP ERROR 76 TAPE REEL M0716 FILE 7 PHYSICAL RECORD 5 
.e.SEOTAP ERROR 76 'TAPE REEL M0716 FILE 7 PHYSICAL RECORD 20 
* .. E EOTAP ERROR 76 TAPE REEL $0716 FILE 7 PHYSICAL RECORD 24 
.*..*SEOTAP ERROR 76 TAPE REEL H1076 FILE 7 PHYSICAL RECORD 30 
*...SEGTAP ERROR 76 TAPE REEL M076 FILE 7 PHYSICAL RECORD 31 
*...SEOTAP ERROR 76 TAPE REEL M0716 FILE 8 PHYSICAL RECORD 3 
.*...SEOTAP ERROR 76 TAPE REEL M0716 FILE 8 PHYSICAL RECORD 7 
.....SEOTAP ERROR 76 TAPE REEL M076 FILE 8 PHYSICAL RECORD 9 
.*..SEOTAP ERROR 76 TAPE REEL M0716 FILE 8 PHYSICAL RECORD 13 
-*n*-SEOTAP ERROR 76 TAPE REEL M0716 FILE 8 PHYSICAL RECORD 18 
Se...SEOTAP ERROR 76 TAPE REEL M0716 FILE 8 PHYSICAL RECORD 18 
*...SEOTAP ERROR 76 TAPE REEL M0716 PILE 8 PHYSICAL RECORD 18 
*0.*..SEOTAP ERROR 76 TAPE REEL M0716 FILE 8 PHYSICAL RECORD i9 
.*.. SEQTAP ERROR 76 TAPE REEL M0716 FILE 8 PHYSICAL RECORD 21 
...*SEOTAP ERROR 76 TAPE REEL M07±6 FILE 8 PHYSICAL RECORD 22 
'... SEOTAP ERROR 76 TAPE REEL M07±6 FILE 8 PHYSICAL RECORD 23 
..... SEGTAP ERROR 76 TAPE REEL $0716 FILE I PHYSICAL RECORD 25 
FIL FIL FIL BEGIN TIME END TIME SEQUENCE CLOCK PH, RD, ABN BITS .LT. MDL, COMB EXP ILLO CLK TIME STA SPIN SEE, 
NO, MRK STS DAY MSEC DAY MEEC BEGIN END REC ERR SIZ 0'1 15 8 BT FILT OFF CHAR GAP JUMP NO, RPM TIME 
I ± 0 0 0 0 0 O000O0 O0000000 ± 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0, 0, 
2 1 1 348 20913488 348 24303337 1640172 1641420 43 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 3 93.69 5,12± 
3 
4 
1 
1 
1 
± 
346 24$85563 
348 27483242 
348 27621497 
348 30898695 
1641371 
1642575 
1642624 
1644030 
42 
43 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
3 
0 
26 
1 
± 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
± 
0 
3 
3 
95,69 
95.69 
5,121 
5.121 
5 1 1 348 30780919, 348 34201493 1644001 1645245 43 0 0 0 0 0 24 0 0 I 0 3 95.69 5.121 
6 1 1 348 34022273 340 36009073 ±645172 1640776 26 0 0 0 I 0 1 0 0 0 0 3 95,69 5,121 
7 ± 3 348 35133426 348 38697281 1605523 16470$.3 42 0 0 0 26 40 227 ± 0 15 19 5 0. 5,120 
8 1 3 348 38584724 348 41989927 1646765 16502±6 32 0 0 ± 30 38 235 0 0 33 30 5 0, 3,120 
9 1 3 348 41974571 348 45205678 16502±3 1651377 33 0 0 ± 31 19 246 0 0 24 24 5 0, 5,120 
.0 1 3 348 45164720 348 48600617 1601372 1652631 39 0 0 1 35 42 255 0 0 ±4 16 5 0. 5,120 
" 1 1 348 47740413 348 51309484 1632361 1653692 45 I 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 '0 3 93.69 3,121 
12 
3 
1. 
± 
1 
1 
± 
1 
1 
348 51094417 
348 54361370 
348, 57659052 
348 84602041 
348 37899718 
348 59855797 
1653600 
165477,6 
±656202 
1655055 
1656261 
1657057 
44 
45 
28 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
a 
1 
36 
8 
a 
0 
31 
0 
0 
0 
a 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
3 
3 
3 
95.69 
95.69 
93.69 
3,121 
5.12± 
9,121 
15 1 3 348 59548533 348 59850620 165626± 1657036 9 0 0 0 4 9 121 44 0 7 8 6 0. S.120 
16 0 0 0 0 0 0 0000000 0000000 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0, 0. 
Figure I-i. Typical Processing Report 
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**.*NXTSEQ ERROR 200 LTIM% 348 36751432 BAD DATA PASS DISCARDED At SE. CLK, 1605523 TIME 348 35133426
 
SAD PASS GOES FROM 348 35133426 348 35133426 SEQ. CLK. 1605523 1605523
 
*n!..NXTSEO ERROR 200 LTIMw 346 36751432 BAD DATA PASS DISCARDED AT PEO. CLK. 1645607 TIME 348 35420180
 
PAD PASS GOES FROM 348 35420180 348 35435543 SEQ. CLX. i645607 1645612
 
.*..NXTSEO ERROR 200 LTIMS 348 40883882 BAD DATA PASS DISCARDED AT $EQ, CLK, 1640263 TIME 348 40868521
 
BiG PASS GOES FROM 348 40868521 348 40873641 SEC. CLX. 1640263 1640264
 
.*.*.NXTSEG ERROR 200 LTIMa 346 45190.20 BAD DATA PASS DISCARDED AT 8E. CLK. 1651370 TIME 348 45154478
 
MAD PASS GOES FROM 340 45194478 348 45159598 860. CLK. 1651370 1651371
 
***NXTSEQ ERROR 200 LTIM. 348 45i90326 BAD DATA PASS DISCARDED AT SEQ. CLK. 1651371 TIME 348 45164718
 
BAD PASS GOES FROM 348 45164718 348 45164718 SE. CLK. 1651371 1651371
 
*!**.NXTSEQ ERROR 200 LTIN. 348 45190320 BAD DATA PASS DISCARDED AT SEQ, CLK. 1651371 TIME 348 45169838
 
BD PASS GOES FROM 348 45169638 348 45169838 SEC, CL. 1651371 1651371
 
*!...NXTSEQ ERROR 200 LTIN; 348 45190320 BAD DATA PASS DISCARDED AT SEQ, CLK, 165±371 TIME 348 45174958
 
BAD PASS GOES FROM 348 45174998 348 45205678 SEQ. CLX, 165137± 1651377
 
-...NXTSEQ ERROR 515 LTIMs 348 59574132 BAD DATA PASS DISCARDED AT SEC. CLK, 1252475 TIME 348 48129541
 
BAD PASS GOES FROM 340 48129541 348 46221701 EW, CLK, 1252475 1252517
 
*...oeNXTSEG ERROR 5±5 LTIM. 348 59579252 BAD DATA PASS DISCARDED AT EG, CLK. 1650750 TIME 348 59492209
 
BAD PASS GOES FROM 348 59492209 348 595±2689 SEQ. CLK, 610750 1650784
 
*...NXTSEQ ERROR 515 LTIM. 348 59691897 BAD DATA PASS DISCARDED AT $EQ. CLK, 1656261 TIME 348 59548533
 
BiD PASS GOES FROM 348 59548533 48 59569013 D8, CLK, 1656261 $686265
 
.*..NXTSEQ ERROR 51" LTIM* 348 59702137 BAD DATA PASS DISCARDED AT SEQ. CLX, 1650374 TIME 348 59994617 
BID PASS GOES FROM 348 59594617 348 59594617 SEQ. CLK, 1650374 1650374 
*....NXTSEO ERROR 200 LTIHM 348 9855791 BAD DATA PASS DISCARDED AT SEG. CLX. 1600054 TIME 348 59640377 
BAD PASS GOES FROM 348 59840377 3 8 50855737 SEQ. OLK, 1600054 1600057 
** .NXTSEQ ERROR 200 LTIMP 348 59855797 BAD DATA PASS DISCARDED AT SEC. CLK. 1607023 TIME 348 59712377
 
BAD PASS GOES FROM 348 59712377 348 59717497 SEQ, CLK, 1607023 1607024
 
DUPLICATE SEQUENCE REPORT FOR DAY 348s1966 RIGUESTED BY MAIN.
 
REPORT ON DUPLICATE TELEMETRY SEQUENCES. NOUPS. 630 
TIE DISAGREEMENTS . DELTA Tm 10 MSEC 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 24 
SEESUN 5 MAIN REGS. INT. REG. I PERP, PARA.
.GT. I .GT. 4 .GT, 0 AGT. 2 ,GT. 0 .6!T.0 ,GT. 4 .GT.,±o1 14 ± 13 0 95 5 9 
Figure 1-2. Bad and Duplicate Date Report 
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Figure 1-4. Inputs and Outputs to Program 
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MODE B 1966 DAY 358 TIME 6:471 3,920 2442T IV O RLI-" 1437667 FLAGS * O0--- Ur -?-OFF CALIBRATE MODE OFF, 
PWR .3 - 283 BIAS 433 TEMP - 285 SEESUN TIME - 75 MSEC REGISTERS 1.5 s ___ 0 0 0 0 0 
INT REG I - 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 00 o0o 000 000 000 000 IN OCTAL 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 
-UDE A 19606 DAY 358 TOMe 647i9 -40-T29W-0f-tE RTI( IWO7 LA0 poW TUEWUUp lE R-UFr-- TRRxTr v 
PWR .3 . 284 BIAS . 433 TEMP . 285 SEESUN TIME - 505 SERC REGISTERS 1.- 1.9 a 0 0 0 
INT REQ I . 000 000 000 000 000 000 001 001 001 001. 001 001 001 002 002 002 IN OCTAL 000023 000000 00000 000000 000000 
MODEH 1966 DAY -- f244611617c!4WO l 1fl~~br~ T-n6RAfW6DE errT 
PWR .3 . 284 BIAS 433 TEMP . 285 SEESUN TIME , 320 MSEC REGISTERS 1-6E 554 5655 6290 3468 791 
INT REG I - 001 003 006 01 014 015 020 022 025 030 033 035 040 042 043 04-3-IN OCTAL 005-2-1--3027 014222 006614 001427 
MODE G 1966 DAY 358 TINE 6147119,282 24439282 SEOCLK 1637672 FLAGS - 0000 PILE-UP REJECTOR OFF CALIBRATE MODE OFF
 
PWR .3 . 283 BIAS . 433 TEMP . 285 SEESUN TIME 135 MSEC REGISTERS 1.5 . 184 122 31 & I
INT REQ I . 000 001 001 002 003 004 005 06"007 010 10± 01± 012 013 014 B14iT-AT" 0270 000172 00007 000001. 000001 
MODE C J966 DAY 350 TIMh 6I4724T402-440-S-ECRKi-iY3-3-LG * 0000 PIL-.UW--REbTOR OFF" CALIORATE MODE0F 
PWR .3 . 284 BIAS . 432 TEMP . 285 SEESUN TIME . 565 NEEC REGISTERS 1.5 * 0 0 0 0 
INT REG 1 . o0 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 001 001 IN OCTAL 000001 000000 000000 000000 000000 
PWR .3 n 283 BIAS 432 TEMP . 285 SEESUN TIME . 380 HSEC REGISTERS _.6. 0, 0 0 a 
INT REG . . 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 IN OCTAL 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 
MODE A 1966 DAY 358 TIME 6147134,643 24454643 SEQOCLK.1637675 FLAGS T 0bo PILE-UPFJE-OR OFF CAI.BRATE MODE OFF 
PWR +3 ._283 BIAS 433 TEMP % 285 SEESUN TIME - 195 MSEC REGISTERS 1.5 * 12 0 0 0 0 
INT REG I . 000 000 000 00 000 000 000 001 001 001 001 001 001 001 001 001 IN OCTAL 000014 000000 000000 000000 00000 
MOU- rT"TrWYr55r1 OW _63T01T*1 nrnrr- gi6n1a rrof PThtV-P REECTOR-6r WA BRAW Hdnrdp 
PWR +3 m 283 BIAS . 433 TEMP a 285 SEESUN TIME * ±0 MSEC REGISTERS .5- - 545 58±6 6244 3311 768 
H TIITREG I . 001 003 005 007011l 0 T16 021 024 0-210T32 034037 042 -- 04-3 INb-O' 1b010d-lQ41 6_i_ Id1~0s 010 
MODE G 1966 DAY 35B ThME 647144.-,dd6_5244b-5-SEQCLK t- 6 - - * -OO- -P1-UP1 TEO1-Q - CIeAT- 0- rd 'r-OA Mr-0of--PWR .3 . 283 BIAS x 433 TEMP a 285 SEESUN TIME * 440 MSEC REGISTERS 1.5 * _ 170 t27 39 1 0 
IN! REQ 1 . 000 0±ol0000 00 00000000 0± 0±0103013 013 IN bbTAL b~ 6~if 000000ooAooo 
MODE 1 1966 DAY 358 TINE 6:47150,005 24470005 SEGOCLK 1637700 FLAGS - 0000 PILE-UP REJECTOR ON PARCLE SOURCE ON 
PWR .6 . 141 BIAS . TEMP . 285 SEESUN TIME 295 MSEC REGISTERS 15 1 2431 765 18179432 041± 709
 
- TYfEG 1 - 023 104 161 241 3%7 374 051±127 205 2703 03W f~l~rNb A~I n 4 t~~~~~~~~ 
-MODEF 1966 DAY 358 -T-C 6T4755, U-244512 rMf-CFO-Fr-/-ilF - T ICCEbOf .C - RJErC T PA-A br-f . 
PWR.6. * ±41 BIAS 432 TEHP . 285 SEESUN TIME 70 HSEO REGISTERS 1.3 * 0 0 0 0 0
 
INT REQ ±.* 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 IN OCTAL 000000 000000 000000 bo0o 000000
 
DAY3T_ VW7-1Of 00o SOURCE0NWODE-196C9 uflir wiw ro 4l 0o2 4rf 150Oni43rr63 yuff 616 PTLTEUa 'ArJEdYOroyi__ P-ARf tIC 
PWR "6 " 4. BIA§ 432 TEMP 25B SEESUN TIME . 500 MSEC REGISTERS .. 5 0  0 0 0 0 
INT REG I * 000 000 000 000 0 0 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 00 0 IN OCTAL 00000000000 000000 000000 000000 
MODED 1966 DY3~~ U~3 T W~7Cr~TCFAS 00 IEU EJ~c~~wf~swrT 
PWR .6 . 141 BIAS . 432 TEMP 285 SEESUN TIME 315 MSEC REGISTERS 1.5 •0 0 0 0 0 
I 000 000 000 000 000 000 IN '0000INT REG - 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 OCTAL 000000 0000 - 00000000000 
PRR .6 . 140 BIAS . 432 TEMP 285 SEESUN TIME . 130 I4SEC REGISTERS 1-5 u 458 5803 6357 3491 962 
INT REG I . 000 002 004 006 OL 013 014 0±7 021 023 025 030 032 034 035 035 IN OCTAIA 00 2 0±3253 014325 0066-43 001702 
-Th3DrbT_7_1Wh=A 35Y-TyTr64aT1i ;8-2w405ar v76r r00T EnbT69. PAR! OCE SOURCr 4- -VSE CrR-T cnr ,Y~d6'-PfLE1J~rR ___ 
PRR .6 . ±41 BIAS 432 TEMP . 285 SEESUN TIME s 560 MSEC REGISTERS 1.5 . 212 149 58 1 0 
---l REO O1-5.b bf-r'04 o[l-ai-F d-Oiir bi ii -ocn -iuot r 02-r--0o 0-o01-000000l * -w- ae"t06-07 0 
Figure 1-5. Detailed Printout 
